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Abstract 

 Models of affective processing abnormalities in psychopathy have involved both 

amygdala abnormalities and attentional deficits to peripheral affective information. 

Neurophysiological bases for the latter are not currently well understood. Often presented 

as competing explanations for affective traits of psychopathy, these models may instead 

be compatible, describing different levels of analysis, with the amygdala playing a role in 

early attention allocation. 

To explore this possibility, this dissertation was designed to integrate these two 

areas of the literature by proposing a neurophysiologically-based model of biases in 

attention to peripheral affective information in psychopathy. This model is centred on the 

idea that attentional biases seen in psychopathy may result from reduced responsivity of a 

subcortical thalamus-amygdala circuit that influences the allocation of attention to salient 

stimuli in the environment during initial stages of processing. Event-related potential 

(ERP) components that reflect attention allocation during early stages of visual 

information processing were used to test the hypothesis that individuals high in 

psychopathic traits would show reduced attention allocation to peripheral information in 

the form of reduced and/or delayed ERP responses. Explored were the relations between 

psychopathic personality traits and early ERP responses to simple stimulation of the 

visual system (Study 1) and to spatially-filtered emotional faces involving implicit versus 

explicit processing of the stimuli (Study 2).  

ERP effects related to overall psychopathic trait severity, but also yielded factor-

specific ERP response patterns. Study 1 results were consistent with the present 

hypotheses. Specifically, higher Factor 1 scores (primary, affect-based traits) were 
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associated with reduced attention-related ERP amplitudes in response to a flash stimulus 

presented peripheral to task performance. Factor 2 severity (secondary antisocial and 

behavioural traits) was associated with ERP latencies in primary visual cortex. Study 2 

also showed somewhat more complex but Factor-specific patterns of early visual 

processing.  

Overall, the results were consistent with a reduced responsivity of the thalamo-

amygdalar pathway in psychopathy-related individual differences in attention at early 

stages of visual information processing, both for affective information and simple sensory 

stimulation. This raises the question of whether such processing differences are a 

predisposing factor for the development of psychopathic traits.  
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 CHAPTER 1 

Affective Traits of Psychopathy and the Role of Early Visual Attention:  

An Electrophysiological Study 

 Psychopathy is a neurodevelopmental disorder of personality characterized by 

enduring primary affective and interpersonal traits such as pathological lying, glibness, 

and a lack of empathy, as well as secondary antisocial and impulsive anti-social 

behavioural traits, including irresponsibility, and poor behavioural control (Blair, 

Mitchell & Blair, 2005; Hare, 2003; Hervé & Yuille, 2007). Over the years, researchers 

have put forth several hypotheses regarding the core neurological and cognitive deficits 

that lead to the development of these psychopathic personality traits and related 

behaviours. One theory that has received growing support in recent years is that the 

affective, cognitive, and behavioural characteristics of psychopathy are the result of 

specific biases in attention (Baskin-Sommers, Zeier, & Newman, 2009; Mayer, Kosson, 

& Bedrick, 2006; Newman, Curtin, Bertsch, & Baskin-Sommers, 2010; Sadeh & Verona, 

2008; Zeier, Maxwell, & Newman, 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). Moreover, there is 

evidence that unique attentional abnormalities may further differentiate among those high 

in primary versus those high in secondary psychopathic traits (Baskin-Sommers et al., 

2009; Dvorak-Bertsch, Curtin, Rubinstein, & Newman, 2009; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; 

Zeier et al., 2009). 

 Despite significant evidence of abnormal attentional performance in individuals 

with psychopathic traits, the exact nature of the mechanisms that drive these attentional 

biases have not been specified. This dissertation was designed to further explore the
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 neurophysiological nature of these attention abnormalities in a non-clinical population of 

individuals varying in psychopathic traits. Event-related potential (ERP) methodology 

was used to determine whether early responses in the visual cortex linked to basic 

perception and attention vary as a function of these traits. In light of evidence illustrating 

structural and functional abnormalities in the amygdalae of psychopathic individuals 

(Boccardi et al., 2011; Marsh et al., 2008; Yang, Raine, Colletti, Toga & Narr, 2010), it is 

proposed here that differences in the amygdalae associated with psychopathic traits may 

also play a central role in the attentional deficits to peripheral affective information in this 

group (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009; Mayer et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2010; Sadeh & 

Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). Whereas amygdala- and 

attention-based models of psychopathy have often been presented as competing 

explanations for affective traits of psychopathy (e.g., Newman et al., 2010), these models 

may instead be compatible at different levels of analysis, with the amygdala playing an 

important role in early attention allocation. To this end, the current dissertation research 

was an attempt to integrate these two areas of the psychopathy literature by proposing a 

neurophysiologically-based model of biases in attention to peripheral affective 

information. 

Neurodevelopmental Nature of Psychopathy 

Converging evidence from the field has begun to clarify the nature of the 

neurodevelopmental trajectory that may predispose one to the development of 

psychopathic personality traits. When taken together, this research illustrates clear 

developmental patterns that extend from predisposing factors and nervous system 
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development to the cognitive, affective and behavioural characteristics commonly 

associated with psychopathy. 

Diatheses  

 Genetic influences can account for significant variance in total and factor-specific 

psychopathic trait severity in both children and adults (Beitchman, Zai, Muir, Berall, 

Nowrouzi, Choi, & Kennedy, 2012; Bezdjian, Raine, Baker, & Lynam, 2011; Blonigen, 

Hicks, Krueger, Patrick, & Iacono, 2005; Dadds et al., 2014a; Dadds, Moul, Cauchi, 

Dobson-Stone, Hawes, Brennan, & Ebstein, 2014b; Glenn, 2011; Sadeh, Javdani, & 

Verona, 2013). For example, work by Bezdjian et al. (2011) has illustrated significant 

genetic contributions to the development of psychopathic personality traits in twins and 

triplets across an exploratory two-factor model of the Child Psychopathy Scale (Factor 1: 

callous/disinhibited traits, Factor 2: manipulative/deceitful traits). Interestingly, 

substantial estimates of heritability were found in both male and female children across 

both factors (>.46), whereas environmental factors related to the development of 

psychopathic traits were found to be unique across individuals, suggesting the absence of 

any shared environmental influences.   

In line with these findings, other researchers have illustrated a relationship 

between a variety of adverse prenatal environmental influences, such as malnutrition and 

maternal risk factors (e.g., drug use, cigarette smoke exposure), and psychopathic traits 

and antisocial behaviour later in life (Barker, Oliver, Viding, Salekin, & Maughan, 2011; 

Blair, 2013; Beaver, DeLisi, & Vaughn, 2010; Fergusson, 1999; Hicks, Carlson, 

Blonigen, Patrick, Iacono, & MGue, 2012; Raine, 2002; Wakschlag, et al., 2010; 

Wakschlag, Lahey, Loeber, Green, Gordon, & Leventhal, 1997). A relationship has also 
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been illustrated between psychopathic personality traits in adulthood and a number of 

negative environmental experiences in early childhood, including poor parental bonding, 

parental psychosocial risk factors (e.g., unemployment, drug use), physical and emotional 

neglect, and physical and sexual abuse (Auty, Farrington, & Coid, 2015; Gao, Raine, 

Chan, Venables, & Mednick, 2010a; Graham, Kimonis, Wasserman, & Kline, 2011).  

It has been suggested that such adverse environmental influences during early 

stages of development may influence the development of psychopathic traits by altering 

the expression of genes (i.e., inducing or inhibiting gene methylation) that may 

predispose an individual to callous-unemotional personality traits and conduct problems 

as a child (e.g., oxytocin receptor gene (OXTR) variants; Beitchman et al., 2012; Dadds 

et al., 2014a; Dadds et al., 2014b). Collectively, these and other findings suggest that 

genetics account for the individual’s predisposed risk of developing psychopathic 

personality traits, or more specifically, their unique biological underpinnings, including 

abnormal amygdala development (Blair et al., 2005; Dadds et al., 2011; Dadds et al., 

2014a; Pardini, Raine, Erickson, & Loeber, 2014). Although not specific to psychopathy, 

seminal research by Caspi et al. (2002) has shown that the combination of experiencing 

adverse events in early childhood and having the short-allele variant of the MAOA gene 

results in an increased risk of later negative outcomes, including diagnoses of conduct 

disorder and antisocial personality disorder, conviction for violent offenses, and a general 

disposition toward violence. The finding that a specific MAOA gene polymorphism 

(short-allele variant) plays a role in moderating the effect of early childhood maltreatment 

on the development of antisocial traits later in life has since been replicated and extended 

in a recent study and meta-analysis by Kim-Cohen et al., 2006, suggesting the robustness 
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of the link between the low-activity MAOA gene polymorphism and sensitivity to 

adverse environmental stressors during development. More broadly, this research 

illustrates another potential framework from which the effects of gene by environment 

interactions may influence the development of psychopathic traits, such that certain pre-

existing genetic diatheses moderate the potential influence of specific adverse 

experiences. 

Biological Correlates 

 Whereas the specific genetic contributions to the development of psychopathic 

traits are still unclear, observations of neurobiological abnormalities in individuals high 

in such traits suggest neurodevelopmental and/or functional influences. Specifically, 

structural and/or functional abnormalities in the amygdala, as well as other limbic and 

paralimbic regions, have been associated with the core affective traits of psychopathy, 

which may then predispose an individual to callous affect, opportunistic relationships and 

antisocial and impulsive behaviour (Blair, 2008; 2010; Marsh et al., 2008; Moul, 

Killcross, & Dadds, 2012; Weber, Habel, Amunts, & Schneider, 2008; Yang & Raine, 

2009; Yang et al., 2010; Yang, Raine, Narr, Colletti, & Toga, 2009). In particular, the 

amygdala has been shown to be central to detecting biologically relevant (i.e., affectively 

arousing) stimuli in the environment and forming affective associations with, and 

responses to, these stimuli via experience (Nieuwenhuys, Voogd & Van Huijzen, 2008; 

Tottenham, Hare, & Casey, 2009). A large body of evidence suggests that the amygdala 

is particularly responsive to fear-eliciting stimuli in the immediate environment. For 

example, the amygdala is critical for fear conditioning, a fundamental learning process 

that associates a fearful affective state (e.g., increased HR, BP, etc.) with a species-
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specific behavioural response that is situationally determined (e.g., LeDoux, 2000; 

Öhman, 2009). 

 Similarly, neural abnormalities have been observed in paralimbic brain regions, 

including several regions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC). In particular, reductions in PFC 

grey matter volume have been observed in psychopathic individuals (Ermer, Cope, 

Nyalakanti, Calhoun, & Kiehl, 2011; Weber et al., 2008; Yang et al., 2010), as well as 

functional abnormalities in the anterior cingulate (ACC; Munro, Dywan, Harris, McKee, 

Unsal, & Segalowitz, 2007a; von Borries, Brazil, Bulten, Buitelaar, Verkes, & de Bruijn, 

2010) and orbitofrontal cortex (OFC; Blair, 2010; Weber et al., 2008; Yang & Raine, 

2009). Moreover, Craig et al. (2009) recently observed reduced structural integrity 

(decreased white matter volume) in the uncinate fasciculus (UF), a white matter tract 

connecting the amygdala and OFC, in psychopathic compared to non-psychopathic 

individuals. These findings suggest that communication between the amygdala and OFC 

may also be impaired in psychopathic individuals, in addition to functional and structural 

abnormalities in these regions. 

 Consistent with observations of abnormal limbic and paralimbic structure and 

function, there is extensive evidence that psychopathic individuals also show reduced 

autonomic nervous system (ANS) activity. In particular, psychopathic adults, as well as 

children and adolescents with psychopathic tendencies, show evidence of decreased ANS 

reactivity in the form of reduced electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate (HR), both 

at rest and in response to aversive stimulation (Aniskiewicz, 1979; Arnett, Howland, 

Smith, & Newman, 1993; Blair, 1999; Fung, Raine, Loeber, Lynam, Steinhauer, 

Venables, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 2005; Verona, Patrick, Curtin, Bradley, & Lang, 2004).  
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In line with this, Lorber (2004) conducted a meta-analysis of 95 studies examining the 

psychophysiological measure of HR and EDA measures as they related to measures of 

aggression, psychopathy and conduct problems. Generally, participants high in 

psychopathic traits showed patterns of reduced resting- and stimulus-evoked EDA, 

reflecting low overall EDA reactivity, whereas measures of HR reactivity did not relate to 

psychopathic traits. These findings are of note because physiological measures of EDA 

and HR are recognized as reliable markers of autonomic activity in healthy individuals, 

with distinct influences from both the sympathetic (SNS) and parasympathetic (PNS) 

branches of the ANS (Fitzgerald, Wilson, & Iazzio, 2009). Specifically, EDA is 

associated primarily with response of SNS, whereas HR reflects a combination of both 

SNS and PNS activity, suggesting that psychopathic traits may be related to 

abnormalities in SNS function in particular. Moreover, it has long been argued that the 

experience of emotion reflects the holistic perception of one’s current physiological state 

(Armony, Servan-Schreiber, Cohen, & LeDoux, 1997; James, 1884; LeDoux, 2000), 

which suggests that reduced autonomic reactivity in psychopathic individuals likely 

underlies core affective symptoms of the disorder, such as shallow and/or callous affect, 

lack of empathy and glibness (Blair, College, & Mitchell, 2001; van Honk, Hermans, 

Putman, Montagne, & Schutter, 2002). 

Cognitive/Behavioural Correlates 

 As stated previously, the biological correlates of psychopathic personality traits 

likely contribute, both directly and indirectly, to the well-established primary and 

secondary traits of the disorder (Cleckley, 1988; Hare, 2003). For example, it has been 

argued that primary affective traits of psychopathy may predispose the individual to 
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antisocial, impulsive and manipulative interpersonal behaviour, or more specifically, 

reduce the individual’s inhibition toward such behaviour (Marsh & Cardinale, 2012). A 

number of researchers have identified several interrelated neurocognitive mechanisms 

through which the previously described biological correlates of psychopathy likely guide 

overt behaviours and cognitions.  

 Impaired aversive conditioning. Poor aversive conditioning has been reliably 

associated with psychopathy (Birbaumer, Veit, Lotze, Erb, Hermann, Grodd, & Flor, 

2005; Flor, Birbaumer, Hermann, Ziegler, & Patrick, 2002; Gao, Raine, Venebles, 

Dawson, & Mednick, 2010b; Hare, Frazelle, & Cox, 1978; Hare, 1978; Moul et al, 2012) 

and very likely contributes to the overall fearless nature that is attributed to these 

individuals (Lilienfeld & Andrews, 1996; López, Poy, Patrick, & Moltó, 2013; Sylvers, 

Brennan, & Lilienfeld, 2011). Researchers (Hare, 1978; Hare et al., 1978) have explored 

this deficit using threat-reactivity paradigms that present naturally aversive stimuli in 

predictable contexts (e.g., timed countdown). It has been observed that psychopathic 

participants fail to show normal physiological reactivity in anticipation of an aversive 

stimulus, suggesting that these individuals do not experience unpleasant increases in 

arousal (e.g., negative affective experience) in the presence of an impending aversive 

event.  

 Similarly, researchers have employed aversive Pavlovian conditioning paradigms, 

which pair a naturally aversive stimulus (e.g., noise burst, shock) with a previously 

neutral stimulus (e.g., neutral face, tone), to further explore conditioning impairments in 

psychopathic individuals (Birbaumer et al., 2005; Flor et al., 2002; Gao et al., 2010b; 

López et al., 2013; Moul et al, 2012; Rothemund, Ziegler, Hermann, Gruesser, Foell, 
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Patrick, & Flor, 2012). Using a range of unpleasant stimuli, including electric shock 

(López et al., 2013; Rothemund et al.,2012), noxious odours (Flor et al., 2002), painful 

physical pressure (Birbaumer et al., 2005), and loud noise bursts (Gao et al., 2010b), 

these researchers have illustrated a consistent pattern showing impaired fear conditioning 

acquisition in both psychopathic adults (Birbaumer et al., 2005; Flor et al., 2002) and 

aggressive and antisocial children over time (Gao et al., 2010b), further supporting the 

developmental nature of the disorder. In particular, it has been found that psychopathic 

individuals tend to show patterns of arousal comparable to those of controls in response 

to unconditioned stimuli (i.e., naturally aversive stimuli), while they fail to show 

autonomic differentiation of conditioned stimuli as was observed in control subjects. This 

suggests that these individuals have particular difficulty learning to associate previously 

neutral stimuli with the potential for aversive outcomes, which, when taken in 

conjunction with the results of Hare et al. (1978) has significant implications for 

neuropsychological models of psychopathy. Specifically, our current knowledge of 

human fear conditioning and related anatomical structures comes from an extensive body 

of animal research (e.g., Lázaro-Muñoz, LeDoux, & Cain, 2010; Li, Stutzmann, & 

LeDoux, 1996). Researchers have illustrated the central role of a specific subcortical 

circuit involving a direct pathway from the sensory thalamus to the amygdala in both the 

acquisition and consolidation of fear-based conditioning (LeDoux, 2000). 

 Impaired passive avoidance/error learning. Consistent with previous 

observations of a fear conditioning impairment in psychopaths, researchers have also 

illustrated impaired passive avoidance learning in these individuals, particularly in the 

form of an inability to learn from previous errors. It should be noted that this deficit is 
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generally studied using passive avoidance paradigms with socially relevant avoidance 

contingencies, such as monetary reward/punishment paradigms. In particular, it has been 

observed that psychopathic individuals show impaired passive avoidance when task 

contingencies involve both punishment and reward, while performing comparably on 

passive avoidance tasks with multiple punishment contingencies of varying magnitude 

(Arnett et al., 1993; Blair, Mitchell, Leonard, Budhani, Peschardt, & Newman, 2004; 

Moul et al, 2012; Newman & Kosson, 1986; Newman, Patterson, Howland, & Nichols, 

1990). Thus, it has been proposed that individuals high in psychopathic traits fail to direct 

attention to information in the environment that highlights the potential for punishment 

when there is also a possibility of reward (Newman et al., 1990). This is a particularly 

interesting hypothesis, because psychopathic offenders are known to recidivate faster and 

more frequently than non-psychopathic offenders upon release from incarceration 

(Hilton, Harris & Rice, 2001; Quinsey, Rice, & Harris, 1995; Rice & Harris, 1995; 

Salekin, 2008), suggesting that the punitive nature of past imprisonment fails to override 

the current or future potential for reward obtained through criminal activity. 

 Impaired affect recognition. Consistent with the established role of the 

amygdala in the detection and response to affective information in the environment, 

researchers have observed significant impairment at both the behavioural and neural level 

when viewing negative, and especially fearful, facial expressions (Blair, Colledge, 

Murray, & Mitchell, 2001; Deeley et al., 2006; Marsh & Blair, 2008; Montagne et al., 

2005). It has been argued that such findings further support models of amygdala 

dysfunction in individuals high in psychopathic traits, as extensive research has 

illustrated that developmental abnormalities or physical damage in the amygdala 
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frequently result in comparably impaired fear recognition abilities (Adolphs, Gosselin, 

Buchanan, Tranel, Schyns, & Damasio, 2005; Brierly, Medford, Shaw & David, 2004; 

Kemmis, Hall, Kingston & Morgan, 2007; Lawrence, Kuntsi, Coleman, Campbell & 

Skuse, 2003). It should be noted that, whereas facial expression recognition has been a 

primary focus for psychopathy researchers in the exploration of affective deficits in the 

disorder, similar deficits have been observed when participants high in psychopathic 

traits are asked to identify affective intonation during speech processing, again showing 

particular difficulty recognizing fearful vocal cues (Bagley, Abramowitz, & Kosson, 

2009; Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005).  

 Whereas the literature generally supports a specific affective information-

processing deficit in psychopathic individuals, it is important to note that several 

researchers have failed to find evidence of such dysfunction (Glass & Newman, 2006; 

Richell, Mitchell, Newman, Leonard, Baron-Cohen, & Blair, 2003), and some have even 

observed a positive association between psychopathic traits and affect recognition 

accuracy (Book et al., 2007). Moreover, psychopathic individuals have been shown to 

outperform controls on tasks in which automated, affectively driven responses would 

typically interfere with one’s task performance (e.g., operant response tasks, the 

ultimatum game, the prisoner’s dilemma; Mitchell, Richell, Leonard, & Blair, 2006; 

Osumi, & Ohira, 2010; Mokros, Menner, & Eisenbarth, 2008). These observations 

suggest that what has traditionally been considered an impairment may have practical 

advantages under certain contexts (e.g., Book et al., 2007; Wheeler et al., 2009), and may 

in fact reflect a rare evolutionary adaptation that predisposes these individuals to take a 

predatory approach to social interaction (Book & Quinsey, 2004; Glenn, Kurzban, & 
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Raine, 2011; Glenn & Raine, 2009; Lalumière, Mishra, & Harris, 2008). In light of such 

findings, researchers such as Glass and Newman (2006) have suggested that affect 

processing abilities in psychopathic individuals are dependent on context, such as the 

unique demands of specific tasks, and that further research is needed to clarify the 

specific conditions under which these individuals do and do not process affective 

information effectively. 

Given the particular social relevance of facial and vocal expressions of one’s 

emotional state, researchers have begun to examine the implications of these affect 

recognition impairments in more naturalistic, social contexts. It has been argued that the 

psychopath’s inability to effectively recognize fearful affective cues results in reduced 

inhibition toward engaging in antisocial behaviours that may elicit these cues from other 

individuals (Blair et al., 2005; Marsh & Cardinale, 2012; Young, Bechara, Tranel, 

Damasio, Hauser, & Damasio, 2010). This hypothesis is congruent with a wide body of 

research illustrating that individuals high in psychopathic personality traits show basic 

inhibitory control issues when they are required to rely on aversive stimuli to adjust their 

performance (Munro et al., 2007; Verona, Sprague, & Sadeh, 2012). Similarly, more 

applied research has illustrated a link between emotion recognition deficits in 

psychopathic offenders and criminal offenses such as stalking and violent sexual assault 

(Kirsch & Becker, 2007; Storey, Hart, Meloy, & Reavis, 2009), suggesting that these 

offenders may be more willing to engage in such behaviour because they do not find the 

(likely) fearful emotions that they elicit in their victims to be aversive enough to further 

inhibit such behaviours. Alternatively, evolutionary models of psychopathy as a 

predatory adaptation (Book & Quinsey, 2004; Glenn, Kurzban, & Raine, 2011; Glenn & 
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Raine, 2009) are consistent with the idea that fearful expressions may actually be 

engaging or rewarding to individuals high in psychopathy (Kirsch & Becker, 2007; 

Storey et al., 2009). In light of research illustrating that individuals high in psychopathic 

traits are particularly adept at detecting signs of victimizability in others (Book, Quinsey, 

& Langford, 2007; Wheeler, Book, & Costello, 2009), it may be argued that these 

individuals may instead be interpreting fearful expressions as a signal of vulnerability in 

potential victims. 

Affective Deficits in Psychopathy: The Role of Attention 

 Although the attentional abilities of psychopathic individuals have been studied in 

previous decades (Jutai & Hare, 1983; Shapiro, 1965), it was only recently that 

researchers began systematically exploring the role of abnormal attention functioning in 

the development and expression of psychopathic personality traits. In particular, a 

number of recent studies have shown that individuals high in psychopathic traits show 

impaired attention to peripheral information in a number of different paradigms that 

manipulate the focus of attention to different stimulus characteristics that inform task 

performance (Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009; Newman et al., 2010; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; 

Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011).  

 For example, research by Newman et al. (2010) and Dvorak-Bertsch et al. (2009) 

explored the moderating effects of attentional focus on the fear-potentiated startle (FPS) 

response in offender and undergraduate samples, respectively, using an instructed fear-

conditioning paradigm. Participants were presented with a series of letter stimuli that are 

either red or green, and in upper or lower case. Participants were informed that 

throughout the task an unpleasant electric finger shock may be administered after 
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presentation of a red letter only (20% probability), and never following a green letter. To 

elicit a FPS response participants were also exposed to infrequent white noise bursts, 

which were presented randomly across all conditions. Researchers manipulated 

attentional focus across three conditions in which threat-relevant stimulus characteristics 

(i.e., colour) are either central or peripheral to the current task goal. In the threat-focused 

condition, participants were asked to identify the colour of the presented stimulus by 

button press, while alternative-focused conditions required participants to either identify 

the case of the presented stimulus (low working memory load) or whether the presented 

stimulus is the same letter, irrespective of case or colour, as the stimulus that was 

presented two letters back (2-back task; high working memory load).  

 In both studies (Newman et al., 2010; Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009) researchers 

observed that individuals high in psychopathic traits, particularly primary characteristics, 

showed FPS responses similar to those low in psychopathic traits, but only in the threat-

relevant condition (Newman et al., 2010; Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009). In both alternative 

focus conditions higher psychopathic traits were related to greater reduction in FPS 

responses, suggesting that participants high in psychopathic traits did not effectively 

process information regarding the potential for threat when threat-relevant characteristics 

were not directly related to the task at hand. These observations are consistent with 

several other studies that have illustrated similar deficits of attention to peripheral 

information that can otherwise be used to adapt task performance (Glass & Newman, 

2009; Hiatt, Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & McCullagh, 2007; Sadeh & Verona, 

2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). Together, these studies have support 

the response modulation hypothesis of psychopathy, which proposes that psychopathic 
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individuals are generally less sensitive to peripheral or contextual information in their 

environment, resulting in failure to adapt their behaviour accordingly (Newman, Schmidt, 

& Voss, 1997). 

The Model for the Current Research 

 As the previous review suggests, the current body of literature regarding the 

affective correlates of psychopathy supports both amygdala-based and attention-based 

models of psychopathy. Presently, these models tend to be viewed as competing 

explanations for the affective traits of psychopathy, but in some sense these models have 

also been derived from different levels of analyses, meaning that they may, in fact, be 

describing the same phenomena. In light of converging evidence to support both theses 

models, as well as the fact that the neurological bases of attentional biases seen in 

psychopathy are not well understood, it is argued here that the amygdala, as well as other 

subcortical structures, may play an important role in early attentional processes (e.g., 

orienting, allocation) that drive previously observed attentional biases in psychopathy. 

Specifically, the current dissertation has been designed to explore the possibility that core 

affective information processing abnormalities seen in psychopathic individuals may be 

the result of the abnormal function of a subcortical circuit between the sensory thalamus 

and amygdala that has been implicated in alerting and orienting attention to affective 

stimuli in the environment (LeDoux, 2000; Öhman, 1997; 2005). In particular, this circuit 

has been shown to be responsible for generating rapid, initial physiological responses to 

relevant stimuli via direct projection from the central nucleus of the amygdala to motor 

output regions of the brainstem (Guillery, 2003; Guillery & Sherman, 2002; Figure 1.1). 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic of subcortical thalamo-amygdalar circuit responsible for rapid, 
low-level processing of biologically/socially-relevant information. Solid 

black arrows indicate the specific flow of information during the initial 
processing of incoming information (“fast path”). Dashed, grey arrows 

indicate slower, cortical processing pathways. 
 

 Importantly, this circuit has been empirically demonstrated to be central to fear-

based learning and is likely the origin of initial “gut feelings”, or intuitive emotional 

experiences associated with the eliciting stimuli (LeDoux, 2000; Porges, 2001; Tamietto 

& de Gelder, 2010). Of particular note is that this proposed model is based on 

neuroanatomical research that has largely been conducted in non-human subjects and, as 

such, is far more general than previous models. Specifically, the proposed mechanism of 

dysfunction has been shown to be central not just for detecting and responding to 
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affective stimuli, but also in detecting both socially and biologically significant events 

and in forming associations between such events that co-occur in the environment 

(Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003; Todd & Anderson, 2009).  

Generalization Across Populations 

 One issue that is of current interest in the field of psychopathy research is whether 

the results of research from forensic and clinical psychopathic populations can be 

generalized to individual differences in psychopathic traits in healthy individuals, and 

vice versa. This practical concern arises from the ongoing debate about whether 

psychopathic traits are better conceptualized along a continuum that is normally 

distributed in the general population as seen with other personality traits (Marcus, John, 

& Edens, 2004; Edens, Marcus, Lilienfeld, & Poythress, 2006). Alternatively, it has been 

argued that psychopathy would be better defined as a discrete taxon, in which 

psychopathic traits manifest uniquely at clinical levels of trait severity (Hare, 1996; 

Harris, Rice, & Quinsey, 1994). If the former is the more accurate description of 

psychopathic traits, then this would support the idea that research findings should 

reasonably generalize across both clinical/forensic and healthy populations, whereas, if 

the latter is correct, it would suggest that previous research results may not reliably 

generalize between populations.  

Taking this debate into consideration, we decided to employ a non-clinical 

population in the present studies based on the perspective of psychopathic traits as a 

normally distributed continuum. In addition to the fact that confounding factors, such as 

head injury, are less likely in non-clinical populations, findings from these studies may 

speak to whether previous research findings generalize to a non-clinical sample, given 
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that the hypotheses for the current studies were primarily formulated on the basis of 

research from forensic (clinical) populations and tested in a university (non-clinical) 

population. Moreover, if the present studies provide evidence consistent with the 

proposed model of reduced responsivity of the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar circuit in 

psychopathy in a non-clinical population, this will support further exploration of this 

proposed mechanism in clinical samples.  

Hypotheses 

 To explore individual differences in the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar circuit, the 

proposed research was designed to examine electrophysiological indices of early 

attention during visual and affective information processing in individuals varying in 

psychopathic traits under different presentation contexts. Specifically, the current studies 

examined early visual event-related potentials including the N75, P1, and N170 

components (Figure 1.2), many of which have been shown to be sensitive to attention 

and/or affective content (Luck, 2005), across three studies intended to tap different 

aspects of affective processing. Based on previous research illustrating both affective 

processing deficits and attentional biases in psychopathy, it was expected that individuals 

high in psychopathic traits will show reduced and/or delayed early attention-related ERP 

components across affective information processing contexts, but only when affective 

information is not central to task performance, as suggested by previous researchers 

(Glass & Newman, 2009; Hiatt, Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & McCullagh, 

2007; Newman et al., 1997; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 

2011). Such effects are expected to be most robust in the earliest components (N75, P1) 

reflecting an abnormal process of alerting and orienting to peripheral affective 
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information that would theoretically be most heavily influenced by the subcortical 

thalamo-amygdalar pathway. However, it should be noted that initial influences/effects of 

this pathway may be reflected in later indices of information processing as well (N170), 

reflecting either a unique influence of this pathway on later processing stages, or as a 

result of earlier disturbances in the ERP waveform (e.g., increased latencies). 

 

 

Figure 1.2. Example of an early visual ERP waveform and the specific components 
that will be examined in relation to psychopathy-related individual 

differences in early visual processing. 
 
 

 
 To this end, two studies were designed to test these hypotheses and explore the 

validity of the proposed model using ERP measures. Study 1 was designed to address 

whether early visual ERP responses to simple stimulation of the visual system vary as a 
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function of psychopathic trait severity, while Study 2 addressed whether psychopathy-

related individual differences exist in early visual responses to spatially-filtered 

emotional faces presented under both implicit and explicit viewing conditions. Although 

ERP methods cannot directly measure activity of subcortical brain structures, the high 

temporal resolution of such measures would allow us to tap into the earliest stages of 

visual processing that are arguably most likely to reflect the influence of the subcortical 

thalamo-amygdalar circuit, albeit indirectly.   

 Study 1. In light of research by Raine and Venables (1990) illustrating that 

psychopathic offenders showed a reduced P1/N1 ERP complex to simple light flashes, 

we employed a similar basic perceptual paradigm, the alternating checkerboard task. 

Besides trying to replicate the findings of Raine and Venables (1990), which has not been 

done to date, this task also speaks to the possible existence of basic perceptual 

abnormalities that may otherwise account for previously described evidence of 

information processing deficits, such as impaired fear recognition (e.g., Marsh & Blair, 

2008). Moreover, evidence for such an early attention bias in those higher in 

psychopathic traits may be relevant to the analysis and interpretation of results in follow-

up studies. Any observed abnormalities in this response to simple stimulation will need to 

be accounted for when considering paradigms with more complex stimuli and task 

demands. 

 Based on the results observed by Raine and Venables (1990), as well as the 

broader literature on physiological and neural correlates of psychopathy, it was expected 

that higher psychopathic trait severity would be associated with smaller early visual ERP 

components (N75, P1) in response to the onset of a checkerboard pattern. In other words, 
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it was hypothesized that VEP amplitudes would be negatively related to psychopathic 

traits severity, illustrating differences in cortical responsivity to simple stimulation in 

individuals high, versus low, in psychopathic traits. More broadly, factor-level effects of 

psychopathic traits were also explored to further investigate whether any effects observed 

at the construct level were uniquely related to the primary affective traits (i.e., Factor 1), 

as opposed to the secondary lifestyle and antisocial behavioural traits of psychopathy 

(Table 1.1), in light of previous research showing differences in attentional effects across 

these factors (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009; Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009; Sadeh & 

Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009). 

 

Table 1.1  Two-factor structure of diagnostic traits of psychopathy from the 
Psychopathy Checklist-Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 2003). 
 

PSYCHOPATHIC TRAITS 

Factor 1 Factor 2 

 Glib, superficial charm  Need for stimulation 

 Grandiose sense of self  Parasitic lifestyle 

 Pathological lying  Poor behavioural controls 

 Manipulativeness  Sexual promiscuity 

 Lack of remorse  Early behavioural problems 

 Lack of guilt  Lack of realistic long-term goals 

 Lack of empathy, callousness  Impulsivity 

 Shallow affect  Irresponsibility 

 Failure to accept responsibility  Juvenile delinquency 

  Many short-term marital 
relationships 

  Revocation of conditional release 

  Criminal versatility 
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 Study 2. It has been shown in the face processing literature that rapid fear 

detection is facilitated relative to other emotions (e.g., happy, neutral; Gray, Adams, 

Hedger, Newton, & Garner, 2013; Hedger, Adams, & Garner, 2015) when relying on low 

spatial frequency (SF) information (although more recent research has illustrated that 

high spatial frequencies also play a significant role in rapid fear recognition; Stein, 

Seymour, Hebart, & Sterzer, 2014). In relation to the current model, researchers have 

found that cells in the amygdala have been shown to be selectively responsive to low 

spatial frequency information (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). Moreover, this LSF information 

likely informs early affective processes and behaviours mediated by the thalamo-

amygdalar circuit (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005), due to the fact that low-frequency visual 

information is initially transmitted to the amygdala and visual cortex by the much faster 

magnocellular pathway through the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the thalamus. 

Finally, using fMRI methodology, researchers have illustrated greater amygdala 

activation during implicit processing of affective faces (i.e., during a gender decision 

task) compared to explicit emotion recognition (i.e., during an emotion recognition task; 

Critchley et al., 2004).  This is consistent with previous findings that reduction in 

amygdala activation during emotion recognition may be due to more cognitive, cortically 

driven processes that reciprocally dampen amygdala activation to facilitate stimulus 

evaluation and response evaluation (Kanske & Kotz, 2012). 

 Taking the previous findings into account, the goal of Study 2 was to see if 

individuals higher in psychopathic traits would show electrophysiological evidence of 

abnormal information processing in response to affectively salient stimuli (i.e., emotional 

facial expressions) presented at varying spatially frequencies under both implicit and 
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explicit recognition contexts. To assess individual differences related to psychopathy 

during implicit versus explicit emotion processing, task demands were manipulated 

across two otherwise identical computerized tasks, such that participants performed an 

emotional Stroop task during the implicit processing condition (Task A) and an explicit 

emotion recognition task during the explicit processing condition (Task B). In regards to 

testing the effects of both emotion and spatial frequency during emotion processing, task 

stimuli consisted of emotional faces (fearful, happy, or neutral) that were filtered to 

isolate the low- and high-spatial frequency contributions. It should be noted that the 

identical stimuli (emotion [fear, happy, neutral] x SF [LSF, BSF, HSF]) were used in 

both tasks to ensure that any observed differences between the two tasks were a function 

of the task demands (implicit vs. explicit manipulation) as opposed to stimulus 

characteristics. 

 As in Study 1, visual ERP components were examined as an indirect measure of 

the influence of the proposed mechanism on early stages of affective information 

processing. In light of the research illustrating greater amygdala activation during implicit 

processing of affective faces (gender decision task) compared to explicit emotion 

recognition (emotion recognition task; Critchley et al., 2004), it was expected that 

individuals high in psychopathic traits would produce components that peak later (i.e., 

longer P1, N170 latencies) in response to faces presented under the implicit versus 

explicit task conditions. This hypothesis was based on earlier work in our lab on 

individuals high in psychopathic traits illustrating a similar delay in processing 

(Weissflog, 2011a; Weissflog, 2011b). In particular, it is expected that individuals high in 

psychopathic traits will show reduced responsivity (i.e., smaller P1, N170 amplitudes) to 
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facial affect in LSF faces compared to those low in these traits. It is argued that reduced 

amygdala responsivity in psychopathy would also reduce sensitivity to LSF information 

that contributes to rapid sensory and affective responses to the processing of 

biologically/socially-relevant information.  

 In conclusion, these two studies were designed to collectively address the current 

disconnect between existing models of psychopathy that focus on either abnormal 

amygdala functioning or attentional biases to peripheral information by proposing a 

model that can integrate and account for the evidence that has been put forth to support 

these competing models. To explore whether psychopathy-related attentional biases may, 

in fact, be related to abnormal amygdala function via reduced input from the subcortical 

thalamo-amygdalar circuit, these two studies were designed to elicit basic 

electrophysiological responses to stimuli that varied in the degree to which successful 

processing would rely on input from this subcortical circuit. In other words, these studies 

were intended to explore whether individuals higher in psychopathic traits show 

evidence, albeit indirect, of reduced responsivity of the thalamo-amygdalar pathway in 

the form of reduced and/or delayed early visual ERPs responses specifically to stimulus 

characteristics that are initially transmitted via this subcortical circuit (e.g., low-spatial 

frequency information). Importantly, a reduction in early ERP response to stimuli that 

should rely most heavily on subcortical input during initial stages of processing may also 

suggest reduced attention to these specific stimuli, as previous research has shown that 

this circuit plays a key role in orienting and allocating attention during the earliest stages 

of perception. When taken together, the current research may provide initial evidence for 

the idea that abnormal functioning of this amygdala-mediated pathway, estimated here in 
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the form of early visual responses, may, in fact, be one of the underlying mechanism by 

which attentional biases are expressed.  
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CHAPTER 2 

Study 1: The Relation of Early Stages of Visual Processing to Psychopathic Traits  

 Electrophysiological research on the perceptual processing of individuals high in 

psychopathic traits has primarily employed affective stimuli in light of the fact that 

several core traits of psychopathy are directly related to affective experience (e.g., callous 

affect, lack of remorse and empathy). While this approach has contributed significantly to 

the current understanding of emotion processing in psychopathic individuals, it overlooks 

the possibility of even more fundamental differences in information processing that are 

not necessarily specific to affective information.  

 To date, only one study to our knowledge has employed a paradigm that addresses 

this issue by examining early visual evoked potentials (VEP, N1/P1) in individuals high 

and low in psychopathic traits. Raine and Venables (1990) presented incarcerated 

participants varying in psychopathic traits with flashes of white light at four levels of 

intensity. The researchers examined the resulting VEPs as a metric of stimulation-seeking 

in these individuals in the form of ERP augmentation/reduction. It was argued that if 

stimulation seeking is a core factor of psychopathy then individuals high in these traits 

should show augmentation, as opposed to reduction of VEP amplitudes in response to 

increasing light intensity, which had been related to stimulation seeking in previous 

studies (Lukas & Siegel, 1977; Saxton, Siegel, & Lukas, 1987). Raine and Venables 

(1990) found that individuals high in psychopathy did not show augmentation of the 

P1/N1 complex in response to higher intensity light flashes as would be predicted by the 

theory that stimulation-seeking is a core drive in these individuals. Based on these 
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findings the authors concluded that psychopathic individuals do not show evidence of a 

stimulation-seeking processing bias, at least at the physiological level.  

 Whereas this study was designed to explore perceptual processing as a marker of 

sensation-seeking, to date this is the only research reporting on the P1/N1 components in 

psychopathic individuals in response to basic, low-level visual stimulation. Relevant to 

the present study, while not statistically significant, Raine and Venables (1990) observed 

a general tendency for psychopathic individuals to produce smaller amplitude VEPs 

compared to individuals low in psychopathy. Importantly, if such differences do exist in 

the way the visual systems of psychopathic individuals respond to even basic stimulation, 

it may mean that processing biases seen in psychopathy may extend to basic sensory 

(visual) information, and that it will be necessary to take such differences into account in 

future research on affective information processing in this group.  

Current Study 

 In light of the observations of Raine and Venables (1990) the present study was 

designed to examine basic visual ERP responses in individuals ranging in psychopathic 

traits in order to establish whether individual differences exist in terms of the general 

responsivity of the visual system as a function of these traits. As mentioned previously, 

differences in response to simple stimulation of the visual system would implications for 

the current perspective that psychopathic individuals show abnormalities in the 

processing of affectively-relevant peripheral information, as suggested by much of the 

research on visual processing in this population (e.g., Bagley, Abramowitz, & Kosson, 

2009; Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005; Blair, Colledge, Murray, & Mitchell, 

2001; Deeley et al., 2006; Glass & Newman, 2006; Glass & Newman, 2009; Howard, & 
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McCullagh, 2007; Marsh & Blair, 2008; Marsh & Cardinale, 2012; Montagne et al., 

2005; Richell, Mitchell, Newman, Leonard, Baron-Cohen, & Blair, 2003). To explore 

this possibility, an alternating checkerboard (pattern-reversal) task was employed in the 

present study, which has been shown to reliably elicit early VEPs, similar to those 

elicited by simple light flashes (Shagass, Amadeo, & Roemer, 1976). While this task is 

not a direct replication of Raine and Venables’ (1990) methods, it does produce similar 

stimulation of the visual system and has been shown to be a reliable means of eliciting an 

even earlier VEP, the N75 component, as well as the P1 (Vaughn & Arezzo, 1988). 

Specifically, the changing pixels of the checkerboard squares from black to white is 

perceived similarly to a flash of light by the visual system, due to the dramatic change in 

local luminance levels, and therefore should, in theory, produce VEPs similar to those 

observed by Raine and Venables (1990). Although the alternating checkerboard paradigm 

does not directly manipulate attentional demands, such a task is being used to identify (or 

rule out) perceptual abnormalities in this population that may have been overlooked in 

previous research. Again, such abnormalities have implications for the integration of 

previous research observations of deficits in both affect recognition and attention to 

peripheral affective information. 

N75 ERP component 

Although the N75 component has not received much attention in applied 

experimental research, its characteristics have been well-established in both visual 

perception research, as well as clinical electrophysiology. This converging body of 

literature illustrates that the N75 component is unique compared to more well-known 

components. The N75 reflects a specific manifestation of the C1 VEP, a component 
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generated in the striate cortex (Brodmann area 17) as a negative potentiation at the 

cortical surface when the stimulus is primarily projected to the upper visual field 

(Jeffreys & Axford, 1972). More recently, these findings regarding the source of the 

C1/N75 have been replicated using neuroimaging results to identify regions of interest for 

source localization of VEPs recorded during a pattern reversal task (Di Russo, Martínez, 

& Hillyard, 2003; Di Russo, et al., 2012).  

 Importantly, it is the location of C1/N75 generators within the striate cortex that 

results in its unique manifestation at the scalp. The C1/N75 appears to be generated by 

activation of pyramidal cells of the medial cortical surfaces in and around the calcarine 

fissure (Jeffreys & Axford, 1972). The unique structural location of these generators 

results in the inversion of the component's polarity depending on whether activation 

occurs in the upper or lower bank of the calcarine fissure, mapping approximately onto 

the upper and lower half of the visual field (Di Russo, et al. 2012; Jeffreys,1971; Michael 

& Halliday, 1971).  Moreover, researchers have observed that the C1/N75 component 

may be entirely absent from the VEP waveform when using stimuli that only fall in the 

range of foveal vision when its cortical projection straddles the calcarine fissure (Regan, 

1988), suggesting that there is a critical degree of stimulation of the visual field required 

to reliably elicit this response. 

 Traditionally, the C1/N75 component has been believed to be insensitive to 

variation in visuo-spatial attention, unlike later VEPs (e.g., P1; Clark & Hillyard, 1996; 

Gonzalez, Clark, Fan, Luck, & Hillyard, 1994; Di Russo et al., 2003; 2012), although 

more recent research suggests that the C1/N75 may, in fact, be modulated by early 

attention processes (Chen, Yu, Zhu, Peng, Fang, 2016; Kelly, Gomez-Ramirez, & Foxe, 
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2008; Zhu & Luo, 2012). For example, recent research by Chen et al. (2016) has 

suggested that the C1 component is in fact modulated by attentional focus, as well as 

stimulus characteristics in response to multi-object stimuli. Similarly, Zhu and Luo 

(2012) recently found that the C1/N75 was augmented in response to fearful versus 

happy faces, which may indicate that fearful faces influence allocation of processing 

resources at the earliest stages of visual perception. 

P1 ERP Component 

The P1 is a well-defined component and has been widely studied in regards to 

visual attention and affective information processing (e.g., Luck & Kappenmann, 2012), 

making it particularly useful in testing the current model. The visual P1 is characterized 

as a positive voltage change observed over medial occipital sites at approximately 100 to 

140 milliseconds (ms) after stimulus onset. Numerous studies have located the neural 

generators of the P1 in the striate and extrastriate cortices, suggesting sources in 

Brodmann areas 17 (Maier, Dangelie, Spekreijse, & van Dijk, 1986), 18 (Leserve, 1982; 

Maier et al., 1986; Michael & Halliday, 1970) and 19 (Leserve, 1982; Michael & 

Halliday, 1970). However, more recently, Di Russo et al. (2003) used inverse modeling 

methods to localize the source of the P1 to two separate sets of generators in the middle 

occipital and fusiform gyri, i.e., in extrastriate cortex, and since the polarity does not 

invert as a function of vertical visual field, the sources must be mainly extrastriate. 

 The functional significance of the P1 is particularly relevant to the current study, as 

the P1 has been reliably shown to be sensitive to selective attention (Luck & 

Kappenmann, 2012; Luck, 2005). With regard to the current model of abnormalities in 

the thalamo-amygdalar pathway in psychopathic individuals, a study of the intracranial 
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VEPs of five male monkeys in response to luminance changes have found evidence that 

changes in cortical potentials at timing of the P1 were the result of inhibitory processes in 

the thalamo-recipient laminae of the cortex (Kraut, Arezzo, & Vaughan, 1985). The 

authors go on to suggest that, if these findings are generalizable to humans, the P1 may 

reflect inhibitory thalamic input to the visual cortex. 

Hypotheses 

 As previously suggested, the exploration of basic visual processes may allow 

further conclusions to be drawn regarding visual information abnormalities in individuals 

high in psychopathic traits beyond the context of affective information. To this end, the 

current study was designed to follow-up on the observations of Raine and Venables 

(1990) illustrating a reduction in the P1/N1 complex in psychopathic offenders in 

response to simple light flashes. In light of the previous literature, it was hypothesized 

that psychopathic trait severity would be negatively related to N75 and P1 amplitudes. In 

other words, consistent with Raine and Venables' (1990) observation of VEP reduction, it 

was expected that individuals high in psychopathic traits would show a simila r reduction 

in N75 and P1 amplitudes in response to simple flash stimuli.  

It is argued that such findings may reflect differences in cortical responsivity to 

repeated stimulation in individuals high in psychopathic traits, which may be particularly 

significant in understanding attentional processes underlying affective information 

processing in this group. Further, factor-level correlations were also conducted to explore 

whether any observed associations were specific to either the core affective and 

interpersonal traits (Factor 1), or more general antisocial and behavioural traits of 

psychopathy (Factor 2). In addition to informing later analyses, factor-level relations are 
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of particular interest as researchers have found that self-reported attentional control 

ability was uniquely related to Factor 1 and Factor 2 trait severity in a sample of male 

prisoners (Baskin-Sommers, Zeier, & Newman, 2009). Specifically, Factor 1 traits were 

associated with superior attentional control, while Factor 2 scores were related to poorer 

attentional control. 
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Methods 

Participants 

 For the purpose of the current study, data were collected from a sample of 40 male 

undergraduate students from Brock University, from several departments and faculties. In 

exchange for their participation students would receive either 2 hours of research 

participation credit or a $20 honorarium. The present sample population was chosen 

based on research illustrating psychopathic traits are present along a continuum in healthy 

populations (Wilson & McCarthy, 2011; Munro, 2008). Similarly, only male participants 

were recruited in light of observations that psychopathic traits are more normally 

distributed in male, compared to female, university students. Specifically, both total and 

factor scores tend to be positively skewed in female students, and therefore add little 

variability to the overall sample (Weissflog, 2011a; Weissflog 2011b). 

 Data were collected from a total sample of 40 male undergraduates (Mage = 21.4 ± 

2.82 years; range = 11 years (17-28); Appendix A). The final sample for the present study 

was determined based on the availability of EEG data and screening for outliers in the 

data. From the total sample of 40 participants, five were excluded from the current 

analyses due to missing or incomplete EEG data. Data from the remaining 35 participants 

were then scored and these, as well as the personality data for these participants, were 

screened for any univariate outliers in the data. Outliers were identified based on 

examination of z-scores (i.e., > 3 SDs), extreme values, and data plots (i.e. stem-and-leaf, 

Q-Q, P-P and box plots). This analysis identified two participants with extreme values in 

the ERP data, and these individuals were also excluded from further analysis. Finally, one 

additional participant was excluded as he did not show a scorable N75 component in his 
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average waveform. Thus, the current analyses were conducted on 32 male participants 

(29 right-handed; 3 left-handed) with a mean age of 21.3 (SD = 3.01 years, range = 11 

years (17-28)). Descriptive statistics for both the final sample (N = 32) and excluded 

participants (N = 8) can be found in Appendix B and C, respectively. 

Measures 

Health screening questionnaire. A short health-screening questionnaire 

(Appendix D) was completed by participants at the beginning of the testing session as 

part of the questionnaire package. Participants were asked questions pertaining to past 

and/or continuing issues with reading and number skills, attention and concentration, 

activity level, mood, and sleep. In addition, participants were asked about recent life 

stressors, surgery, and other major health concerns. Finally, participants were asked to 

report the number and type of prescription and non-prescription medications they are 

currently taking, as well as rate their average weekly intake of stimulants (i.e., nicotine) 

and depressants (i.e., alcohol), and average exercise and dietary habits. 

Personal demographics. A demographic questionnaire was constructed by the 

researcher to collect basic descriptive data such as participants' age, education level and 

current program of study. In addition, several questions assessing any previous incidents 

of head injury were included (Baker & Good, 2014; D. Good, personal communication, 

May 14, 2012; Appendix E) as researchers have shown that a history of head injury may 

result in psychopathic- like changes in personality, also known as acquired 

psychopathy/sociopathy (Blair & Cipolotti, 2000). Moreover, researchers have observed 

that a substantial number of undergraduates report experiencing some form of mild head 

injury (e.g. 56%; Baker & Good, 2014), and that even in such high-functioning samples 
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such injuries may be associated with psychopathic- like and antisocial traits (Segalowitz 

& Brown, 1991; Segalowitz & Lawson, 1995). Finally, a history of head injury has also 

been shown to affect both the amplitude and latency of event-related potentials, such that 

individuals with self-reported mild head injury appear to show increased variability in 

ERP latency (jitter), as well as reduced single-trial ERP amplitudes (Unsal & Segalowitz, 

1995). Moreover, research has illustrated that individuals with mild head injury also show 

electrophysiological evidence of impaired ability to allocate and sustain attention during 

task performance, in the form of a reduced CNV and P300 ERPs (Segalowitz, Dywan, & 

Unsal, 1997; Segalowitz, Bernstein, & Lawson, 2001).  

 In light of these findings, sixteen questions were adopted from the Everyday Living 

Questionnaire developed by Baker and Good (2008), which assesses history of head 

injury using questions based on the American Congress of Rehabilitation Medicine 

ACRM criteria for mild traumatic brain injury (Kay, Harrington, & Adams, 1993). These 

items include questions such as, “have you ever sustained trauma to the head that was 

sufficient to produce an altered state of consciousness? e.g. feeling dazed, dizzy or 

confused?”, as well as follow-up questions regarding loss of consciousness, medical 

treatment and ongoing symptom severity for those who indicated an injury consistent 

with potential mild head injury (e.g., injuries resulting in alterations/loss of 

consciousness).  

The Self-Report Psychopathy Scale. The Self-Report Psychopathy Scale (SRP-

IV; Paulhus, Neumann, Hare, Williams, & Hemphill 2015) is a 64-item paper and pencil 

measure designed to assess psychopathic personality traits in non-incarcerated 

populations. While other self-report measures of psychopathy have shown robust 
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reliability and validity (e.g. the Psychopathic Personality Inventory; Lilienfeld & 

Widows, 2005), the SRP-IV is based on the four-factor structure of the Psychopathy 

Checklist-Revised (PCL-R; Hare, 2003; Williams, Paulhus & Hare, 2007), making it 

useful for integrating results across clinical and non-clinical samples. The scale consists 

of four subscales: interpersonal manipulation (IPM), callous affect (CA), erratic lifestyle 

(ELS), and antisocial behaviour (ASB) subscales. Each subscale consists of sixteen items 

which are rated on a five-point Likert-type scale from “1” (disagree strongly) to “5” 

(agree strongly). The IPM subscale assesses interpersonal traits such as grandiosity and 

deceitful behaviour, and consists of items such as, “I can talk people into anything”. The 

CA subscale, which contains items such as, “I never feel guilty over hurting others,” 

assess affective traits such as callous affect and lack of empathy. The ELS subscale 

contains items such as, “I’ve often done something dangerous just for the thrill of it,” and 

is intended to assess traits like impulsivity and irresponsibility. Finally, the ASB subscale 

assesses traits such as poor behavioural control and general antisocial behaviour and 

includes items such as, “I have tricked someone into giving me money.”  

 Consistent with the PCL-R, the subscales of the SRP-III can also be described by 

two overarching factors, specifically, a primary factor consisting of the CA and IPM 

subscales and a secondary factor composed of the ELS and ASB subscales. The SRP-III 

contains twenty-one reversed coded scale items, distributed across all four subscales. All 

sixteen items from each subscale are summed to obtain scores ranging from 16 to 80 for 

each of the four factors, which can then be summed to obtain a total scale score, ranging 

from 64 to 320, where higher scores on the SRP-III reflect higher levels of psychopathic 

personality traits. The SRP-III is a highly consistent measure, with recently reported 
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Cronbach’s alphas of .81 (IPM), .79 (CA), .74 (ELS) and .82 (ASB) for each of the 

subscales respectively, and a Cronbach’s alpha of .81 for the overall scale (Paulhus et al., 

in press). The SRP-III showed similarly high consistency in both the total (N = 39, one 

participant missing specific item data) current sample (N = 31, one participant missing 

specific item data), both having an overall Cronbach’s alpha of .85 (64 items). 

Descriptive statistics for SRP total and factor scores in the current sample can be found in 

Table 2.1, while SRP measure correlations in the present sample can be found in Table 

2.2. 

 

Table 2.1. Descriptive statistics for SRP total, Factor 1, and Factor 2 scale scores in the  

final sample (N = 32). 
 

Scale    Mean (SD)     Range (min – max) 

SRP total 146.88 (20.561) 82 (107 – 189) 

Factor 1 80.44 (12.851) 45 (58 – 103) 

Factor 2 66.44 (11.242) 47 (45 – 92) 

 

 

 

 

Table 2.2. Correlations between SRP total, Factor 1, and Factor 2 measures in the  

final sample (N = 32). 
 

 
SRP total Factor 1 Factor 2 

 
r (p) r (p) r (p) 

SRP total — .873 (< .001) .831 (< .001) 

Factor 1 .873 (< .001) — .454 (.009) 

Factor 2 .831 (< .001) .454 (.009) — 
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The Attentional Control Scale. The Attentional Control Scale (ACS; Derryberry 

& Reed, 2002) is a self-report of the individual’s capacity to voluntarily control their 

attention. The ACS consists of 20 items that are scored on a 4-point Lykert scale 

according to how frequently the respondent experiences the phenomena, from “1” 

(almost never) to “4” (always). Of the 20 items, eleven are reversed scored. Factor 

analysis has revealed three latent factors underlying total attentional control scores: 

attentional focus (e.g., concentration), attention shifting (e.g., multitasking), and flexible 

control (e.g., switching topics). The ACS has been shown to have very high internal 

consistency, with a reported alpha of .88. Although not as strong, Cronbach’s alpha for 

the ACS in both the total (N = 40; α = .74, 20 items) and current sample (N = 32; α = .68, 

20 items) suggest reasonable internal consistency for the measure. Table 2.3 contains 

descriptive statistics of ACS total and subscale scores for the present sample (N = 32), 

while Table 2.4 contains ACS total and subscale measure correlations for this sample. 

 
 

 
Table 2.3.  Descriptive statistics for ACS total and subscale scores in the final sample  

(N = 32). 
 

Scale   Mean (SD)   Range (min – max) 

ACS total 31.22 (6.617) 27 (19 – 46) 

Focus subscale 9.81 (4.589) 21 (0 – 21) 

Shift subscale 21.41 (3.378) 13 (16 – 29) 
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Table 2.4. Correlations between ACS total and subscale measures in the final sample  
(N = 32). 

 

 
ACS total Focus Shift 

 
r (p) r (p) r (p) 

ACS total — .880 (< .001) .764 (< .001) 

Focus .880 (< .001) — .365 (.040) 

Shift .764 (< .001) .365 (.040) — 

 

 

Additionally, researchers (Derryberry & Reed, 2001) have reported that ACS 

scores are positively associated with extroversion (r = 0.40) and negatively associated 

with measures of negative emotionality, such as trait anxiety (r = -0.55). Relevant to the 

proposed study, the ACS has been previously used to examine the relations between self-

reported attentional abilities and psychopathic personality traits (Baskin-Sommers et al., 

2009), and attentional control ability was found to differentiate between facets of 

psychopathy, with high attentional control associated with high factor 1 scores and poor 

attentional control associated with Factor 2 scores. Moreover, this relation was partially 

mediated by a relation with trait anxiety, as suggested by the observations of Derryberry 

and Reed (2001; 2002), with a unique relation between attentional control and 

psychopathy factors still remaining significant. 

Post-task Questionnaire. Finally, a post-task questionnaire was created to assess 

participants' general engagement in the task on a Likert-scale from 1 to 10 in order to 

potentially control for variation in participants' performance (PTQ; Appendix F). 

Participants' were asked to indicate how difficult they found the task (1 = very easy, 10 = 

very difficult), how they felt they performed on the task (1 = very poorly, 10 = very well) 
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how hard they tried on the task (1 = not at all, 10 = very hard), as well as their general 

level of arousal while completing the task (1 = not at all, 10 = very tired/sleepy/bored). In 

addition, participants' were given the opportunity to give free form answers regarding any 

potential strategies they used to complete the task, as well as any general comments 

and/or feedback they had about the task.  

Procedure 

 Upon arrival at the testing session, participants were asked to read and sign a 

consent form outlining the rationale of the proposed study, followed by a brief 

explanation of the EEG data collection process prior to application of the acquisition 

equipment. During set-up, participants completed a paper-and-pencil personality package 

containing the SRP-III, ACS, health screening and demographic questionnaires, as well 

as the HEXACO Personality Inventory-Revised (HEXACO-PI-R; Ashton & Lee, 2009), 

which was not included in the present analyses. This process took approximately 30-45 

minutes, resulting in a total testing session time of about two hours per participant. 

 Upon completion of EEG testing, the recording equipment was removed and 

participants were given the opportunity to clean up. Participants were then debriefed as to 

the full rationale of the study in regards to the goal of the current dissertation. They were 

then assigned course participation credit or paid a $15-20 honorarium (depending on total 

testing time), and thanked for their participation. All procedures used in the present 

studies received ethical clearance from the Brock University Research Ethics Board 

(File# 12-193; Appendix G, H). 

Alternating checkerboard (pattern-reversal) task. The alternating checkerboard 

task presented participants with a square checkerboard pattern (16 x 16) in the centre of 
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the screen. Superimposed on this was a fixation symbol (capital Greek letters phi (Φ), xi 

(Ξ) or theta (Θ), 100 point Arial font, ~26mm stroke width) presented one third from the 

bottom of the checkerboard (Figure 2.1a). Participants were seated 102 cm (40 inches) 

from the screen during task completion, creating a visual angle of 7.3° for the on-screen 

checkerboard (13cm2), and 1.7° for the fixation stimuli (3cm2). A fixation letter remained 

on the screen while the checkerboard stimuli alternated (black and white squares 

changing to white and black; Figure 2.1b). Participants were to press the response key 

when the Greek letter changed. The task began with five familiarization practice trials 

that were not recorded.  Although this task required participants to respond behaviourally, 

these data were not collected due to a programming error. However, the simplicity of this 

task tends to result in a ceiling effect in these data, making it unlikely that psychopathy-

related individual differences would be observed. The task consisted of a total of 30 

fixation- letter changes, and a total of 650 checkerboard switch trials defined by a 

checkerboard stimulus change. Inter-stimulus intervals varied between 200 and 500 ms in 

increments of 50 ms, designed to prevent participants from anticipating the onset of the 

checkerboard switch. In total, the checkerboard task took approximately seven minutes to 

complete, consisting of three trial blocks and two 20-second breaks. 
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Figure 2.1. Alternating checkerboard (a) on-screen stimulus dimensions, and (b) task 

example. 
 

 
Task order. Participants were tested in two recruitment waves, Wave 1 

(participants 1-12) and Wave 2 (participants 13-40). A few minor changes were made in 

procedure during the testing hiatus, and as such, task order was controlled for participants 

in Wave 1 and counterbalanced for participants in Wave 2. Participants in Wave 1 first 

completed the alternating checkerboard task, which took approximately ten minutes to 

complete, followed by two additional tasks lasting about 45 minutes collectively, 

resulting in a total testing time of approximately 60 minutes. It was later decided to 

counterbalance task presentation for participants in Wave 2 in an attempt to eliminate 

possible task effects of fatigue, given the length of the EEG testing process. 

EEG acquisition and analyses. Electrophysiological data were collected using a 

128-channel Hydrocel Geodesic Sensor Gel Net (Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, 

Oregon), on-line referenced to the vertex and amplified via a Net Amps 200 amplifier 
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(Electrical Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon). Data were sampled at 500 Hz and on-line 

band-pass filtered from 0.01 – 100 Hz, with impedances kept below 100 kΩ. Occular 

movements were recorded by sensors around the eyes that are included in the 128-

channel montage (channels 125, 126, 127, 128).  

 After collection, raw EEG data were imported into EEGlab (Delorme & Makeig, 

2004) and submitted to the automated data pre-processing procedures outlined in 

Desjardins and Segalowitz (2013). Briefly, data were re-referenced to the average and 

task data were merged into a single data file for each participant. Data were then 

subjected to a series of extended infomax independent components analyses, which 

employs “un-mixing” algorithms to identify and isolate underlying, independent 

components that summate to create the event-related potentials that are observed at the 

scalp (Makeig, Westerfield, Jung, Enghoff, Townsend, Courchesne, & Sejnowski, 2002). 

Such algorithms, which function similarly to factor analysis, are based on the assumption 

that scalp ERPs can be decomposed into a set of spatially- fixed voltage fluctuations (i.e., 

fixed to a specific cortical region) that are independent of one another, and dynamically 

active over the time course of the ERP/EEG activation. Following automated pre-

processing, independent components (ICs) were manually examined for 

electromyographic, occular and pulse artifacts in the EEG based on scalp projections 

(topographical maps) and time-course of activation. The contributions of these 

components were then removed and the remaining ICs back-projected to the scalp as 

“cleaned” EEG data to be used for the remaining analyses.  

 Following processing, EEG scalp data were then epoched based on the onset of the 

checkerboard stimulus (-200 to 1000 ms) and baseline corrected from -200 to 0 ms. 
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Segmented data were then subjected to an automated rejection of epochs with extreme 

amplitude values (±100 μv) and incomplete trials (trial length < 250 ms; produced as a 

function of the automated pre-processing). The remaining epochs were then averaged for 

each participant to produce a grand average for each, representing their average response 

to the checkerboard stimulus change (or “flash”).  

 Averaged data were then exported to ERPscore (Segalowitz, 1999) and the N75 

and P1 components were manually identified and scored. For the purposes of the current 

study the N75 component was defined as the most negative occipital peak between 50 

and 100 ms, whereas the P1 was defined as the most positive occipital peak occurring 

between 100 and 150 ms. These time windows of interest were determined based both on 

the generally accepted definitions of these components in the literature (e.g., Luck, 2005), 

as well as manual examination of grand average waveforms and mean amplitudes and 

latencies to confirm these parameters (Table 2.5). 

 

 

Table 2.5. Descriptive statistics of N75 and P1 peak amplitudes and latencies in 
response to alternating checkerboard (pattern-reversal) stimuli. 

 

ERP Measure Mean (SD) Range (min – max) 

N75 Amplitude (μv) -2.99 (2.128) 7.6 ((-7.9) - (-0.3)) 

 Latency (ms) 89.31 (4.809) 18 (80 - 98) 

P1 Amplitude (μv) 2.05 (1.527) 5.9 (0.0 - 5.9) 

 Latency (ms) 117.75 (9.886) 42 (104 - 146) 
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Statistical Analyses 

Preliminary testing of statistical assumptions indicated that the present data met the 

assumption of normality in all relevant variables of interest (all skew & kurtosis statistics 

< |2|). To test the hypothesis that psychopathic trait severity would be negatively related 

to early VEPs, a series of Pearson product-moment correlations were calculated for 

individual differences in the N75 and P1 ERP components as they related to psychopathy 

and attentional control. To this end, SRP total scores and Factor scores, and ACS total 

and subscale scores were correlated with peak amplitude and peak latency measures of 

the N75 and P1 components. Due to the exploratory nature of this study, follow-up 

analyses were conducted for SRP measures with correlations (p < .10). Attentional 

control measures were used as moderators in the relation between the ERP measures and 

psychopathic traits given research illustrating a moderating effect of attention on the 

“fearlessness” of psychopathic individuals (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009). In light of the 

relatively small sample size in the current study, regression analyses were conducted 

using statistical bootstrapping with the PROCESS macro (Hayes, 2012; Hayes, 2013) for 

SPSS (IBM Corp., 2012).  Specifically, all analyses were run using 1000 bootstrapped 

samples to calculate 95% bias-corrected bootstrap confidence intervals of the resulting 

regression statistics as an additional measure of the robustness of any observed effects. 
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Results 

Personality Measures 

Correlation analyses were conducted between SRP total and factor scores and ACS 

total and subscale scores to first assess the relationship between psychopathic traits and 

attentional control (Table 2.6). Total SRP scores were found to positively relate to both 

ACS total scores (r = .46, p = .009) and Attention Shift subscale scores (r = .46, p 

= .009) at a p < .05 threshold and the SRP total was positively correlated with Attention 

Focus subscale scores (r = .32, p = .071).  

 

Table 2.6. Personality measure zero-order correlation statistics. 

 

SRP total Factor 1 Factor 2 

 

r (p) r (p) r (p) 

ACS total .457 (.009) .354 (.047) .431 (.014) 

Focus .324 (.071) .269 (.136) .284 (.115) 

Shift .455 (.009) .327 (.068) .457 (.009) 

 

 

The observed factor-level correlations suggest a consistent, positive relationship 

between ACS total scores and Factor 1 and 2 scores. Specifically, Factor 1 scores were 

positively correlated with both ACS total (r = .35, p = .047) and Attention Shift subscale 

scores (r = .33, p = .068), while the association with Attention Focus scores approached 

one-tailed significance. (r = .27, p = .136).  An identical pattern was observed for the 

Factor 2 subscale, such that Factor 2 traits were also positively related to both ACS total 

(r = .43, p = .014) and Attention Shift subscale scores (r = .46, p = .009). In addition, the 
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relationship between Factor 2 and Attention Focus subscale scores (r = .28, p = .115) 

also approached one-tailed significance.  

Individual Differences in Response to Simple Stimulation 

N75 peak amplitude. 

 SRP. A correlation analysis was conducted between SRP total and factor scores 

and N75 peak amplitudes to examine the relationship between psychopathic traits and 

early responsivity of the primary visual cortex in response to pattern-reversal stimulation. 

No significant relationships were observed between N75 amplitudes and psychopathic 

traits at either the global or factor-level (p > .804; Table 2.7). Whereas these results 

indicate there is no linear relationship between psychopathic traits and N75 amplitudes, 

examination of data plots (Figure 2.2) suggested that the observed data distribution may 

be better captured by a quadratic regression equation.  

 

Table 2.7. N75 amplitudes and latency correlations with SRP and ACS total and 

subscale measures. 
 

  N75 amplitude N75 latency 

Measure Scale r (p) r (p) 

SRP-III SRP total -.015 (.936) .387 (.029) 

 Factor 1 -.046 (.804) .253 (.162) 

 Factor 2 .025 (.891) .417 (.017) 

ACS ACS total .246 (.175) .329 (.066) 

 Focus scale .219 (.229) .438 (.012) 

 Shift scale .184 (.314) .050 (.788) 
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Figure 2.2. Scatterplots of N75 peak amplitude and SRP (a) total, (b) Factor 1, and (c) Factor 2 score correlations.
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To further explore this possibility, hierarchical regression analyses were conducted 

to test whether there was in fact a significant quadratic relationship between N75 

amplitudes (outcome) and both overall and factor-level psychopathic traits. Results of 

this analysis indicated a significant curvilinear relation between N75 amplitudes and total 

SRP scores (∆R2 = .20, F(1, 29) = 7.17, p = .012; Figure 2.2a), as well as both Factor 1 

(∆R2 = .15, F(1, 29) = 4.95, p = .034; Figure 2.2b) and Factor 2 subscale scores (∆R2 

= .10, F(1, 29) = 3.04, p = .092; Table 2.8, Figures 4.5c, 2.3).  

 
 
 

Table 2.8. Hierarchical regression predicting N75 peak amplitudes from quadratic SRP 
scores. 

 

MODEL STEP Predictor β R² ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 SRP -.015 .000 .000 0.006 (.936) 

 2 SRP*SRP .451 .198 .198 7.166 (.012) 

B 1 F1 -.046 .002 .002 0.063 (.804) 

 2 F1*F1 .385 .148 .146 4.953 (.034) 

C 1 F2 .025 .001 .001 0.019 (.891) 

 2 F2*F2 .322 .095 .095 3.035 (.092) 

Note: Outcome = N75 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (1, 30); Step 2 = 1, 29  
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Figure 2.3. N75 component amplitude effects across low, mean and high (a) total SRP 
scores, (b) Factor 1 scores, and (c) Factor 2 scores. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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 ACS. Correlations were also calculated between ACS total and subscale scores and 

N75 peak amplitudes to examine the association between attentional control and the N75, 

as the current literature is divided as to whether this component is, or is not sensitive to 

attention (Di Russo et al., 2003; 2012; Chen et al., 2016; Kelly et al., 2008; Zhu & Luo, 

2012). It was found that attentional control ability did not relate to peak N75 amplitude 

(p >. 175 Appendix I), suggesting that this component is not associated with self-reported 

individual differences in attention. 

 Moderation model. Moderation analyses were conducted to further explore 

whether the curvilinear relationship between N75 peak amplitudes and psychopathic 

traits is specific to individuals reporting high, average, or low levels of attentional 

control. Quadratic variables for both SRP total and Factor scores were entered into 

separate models as predictors and both ACS total and subscale scores were used as 

moderating variables, such that six distinct moderation models were tested. Results of 

these analyses indicated no moderating effects of attention on the curvilinear relationship 

between N75 amplitude and total SRP (p > .816), Factor 1 (p > .707), or Factor 2 scores 

(p > .414; Appendices J-L).  

N75 peak latency. 

 SRP. Correlation analyses between psychopathic traits and N75 latency indicated a 

positive relationship between peak N75 latencies and both total SRP (r = .39, p = .029; 

Figure 2.4a) and Factor 2 scores (r = .42, p = .017; Figure 2.4c), although the 

significance of the relationship with total scores appears to be largely driven by the 

variance contributed by Factor 2. On the other hand, Factor 1 scores were not associated 

with N75 latency (r = .25; p > .162; Figure 2.4b). 
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Figure 2.4. N75 peak latencies and SRP total and factor score correlation scatter plots. 
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ACS. Correlations were conducted between N75 latency and measures of 

attentional control ability and analyses indicated that latencies were positively related to 

Attention Focus (r = .44, p = .012; Figure 2.5b), but not Attention Shift subscales scores 

(r = .05, p = .788; Figure 2.5c). ACS total scores showed a similar relationship with N75 

latencies at the p <. 10 threshold (r = .33, p =.066; Figure 2.5a), which is likely driven by 

the significance of the Attention Focus subscale (Table 2.6). 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5. N75 peak latencies and ACS total and subscale score correlation scatter plots. 
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Moderation model. Follow-up regression analyses were conducted to further 

explore whether measure of attentional control ability moderated the observed 

relationship in light of the finding that both overall and Factor 2 psychopathic trait 

severity related significantly to N75 latency. Similar to N75 amplitudes, the associations 

between peak N75 latencies and total SRP (p > .505, Appendix M) or Factors 2 scores 

(p > .732, Appendix N) were not moderated by either overall measures of attentional 

control or subscale measures of attentional shifting or focusing ability. 

P1 peak amplitude. 

 SRP. To test the hypothesis that psychopathic trait severity would be associated 

with abnormal early visual processing, correlation analyses were conducted between P1 

amplitudes and SRP total and factor scores. P1 amplitudes were negatively associated 

with both SRP total (r = -.33, p = .068; Figure 2.6a) and Factor 1 scores (r = -.31, p 

= .081; Figure 2.6b) at the p < .10 threshold, while Factor 2 score did not relate to peak 

amplitude (r = -0.24, p = 0.189; Figure 2.6c, 2.7). These associations were followed-up 

to test for potential moderating effects of attention. 
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Figure 2.6. P1 peak amplitudes and SRP total and factor score correlation scatter plots.
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Figure 2.7. P1 component amplitude effects across low, mean and high (a) total SRP 

scores, (b) Factor 1 scores, and (c) Factor 2 scores. 
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ACS. Correlation between P1 peak amplitudes and measure of attentional control 

illustrated a strong association between total ACS scores (r = -.50, p = .003; Figure 

2.8a), as well as both the Attention Focus (r = -.45, p = .010; Figure 2.8b) and Attention 

Shift subscales (r = -.37, p = .035; Figure 2.8c).  

 

 

  

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2.8. P1 peak amplitudes and ACS total and subscale score correlation scatter 

plots. 
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 Moderation model. As with previous significant correlations, the relationship 

between SRP total and Factor 1 scores and P1 peak amplitudes was followed-up with a 

regression analysis to test for moderating effects of attention, as suggested by previous 

research (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009). Analyses of the significant correlation between 

total SRP scores and P1 amplitudes indicated that this relationship was not moderated by 

attentional control ability, as measured by total (ΔR² = .02; F(1, 26) = 0.59, p = .449, 

95% CI [-.00, .01]), Attention Focus (ΔR² = .02; F(1, 26) = 0.07, p = .410, 95% CI [-

.01, .01]), or Attention Shift subscale scores (ΔR² = .06; F(1, 26) = 2.31, p = .140, 95% 

CI [-.00, .01]; Appendix O). Similarly, ACS total (ΔR² = .06; F(1, 26) = 2.56, p = .121, 

95% CI [-.002]) and Attention Focus (ΔR² = .00; F(1, 26) = 0.07, p = .800, 95% CI [-

.01, .01]) subscale scores did not moderate the observed association between P1 

amplitudes and Factor 1 scores (Table 2.9).  

 

Table 2.9. Regression analyses predicting P1 peak amplitudes from F1 scores, as 

moderated by total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores. 
 

MODEL STEP Predictor B (SE) t(p) 95% CI ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS -.144 (.046) -3.144 (.004) [-.237, -.050]   

 2 F1 -.020 (.020) -1.010 (.321) [-.060, .020]   

 3 ACS*F1 .005 (.003) 1.600 (.121) [-.002, .012] .061 2.560 (.121) 

B 1 FOC -.141 (.070) -2.007 (.054) [-.285, .003]   

 2 F1 -.025 (.020) -1.232 (.228) [-.067, .017]   

 3 FOC*F1 -.001 (.006) 0.255 (.800) [-.011, .014] .002 0.065 (.800) 

C 1 SHF -.253 (.089) -2.842 (.008) [-.435, -.070]   

 2 F1 -.024 (.020) -1.243 (.224) [-.065, .016]   

 3 SHF*F1 .013 (.006) 2.385 (.024) [.002, .025] .138 5.689 (.024)** 

Note: Outcome = P1 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26) 

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale        

            scores; SHF = ACS Shift subscale scores  

** p < .05 
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 In contrast, scores on the Attention Shift subscale, reflecting the ability to shift, or 

re-orient one's attention, were found to significantly moderate the relationship between 

P1 amplitudes and scores on the Factor 1 subscale (ΔR² = .14; F(1, 26) = 5.69, p = .024, 

95% CI [.00, .03]; Table 2.9). Conditional effects analyses indicated that the moderating 

effect of attention on the relationship between P1 amplitudes and Factor 1 scores was 

significant specifically for individuals with low (-1 SD) scores on the Attention Shift 

subscale (t(27) = -2.58, p = .015, 95% CI [-.13, -.01]). While this effect was not 

significant for individuals with average (t(27) = -1.24, p = .224, 95% CI [-.07, .02]) or 

high scores (+1 SD) on the Attention Shift subscale (t(27) = 0.75, p = .460, 95% CI [-

.04, .08]; Table 2.10), results suggest a decreasing moderating effect of attentional 

shifting ability on the association between Factor 1 traits and the amplitude of the P1 as 

Attention Shift subscale scores decrease (Table 2.11; Figure 2.9). 

 

Table 2.10. Conditional effects analyses for significant moderation effect of Shift 

subscale scores on the relationship between Factor 1 scores and P1 peak 
amplitudes. 

 

MODEL 
SHIFT  

subscale score 
Effect (SE) t(p) 95% CI 

F1→ 

P1 amp 

Low (-1 SD) -.069 (.027) -2.579 (.015)** [-.125, -.014] 

Mean -.024 (.020) -1.243 (.224) [-.065, .016] 

High (+1 SD) .021 (.028) 0.750 (.460) [-.036, .077] 

Note: t(df) = 30 
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Table 2.11. Mean P1 amplitudes for low, mean and high Factor 1 x Attention Shift 
groups. 

 

 Shift Subscale Scores 

Factor 1 

scores 
Low Mean High 

Low 3.615 2.183 0.751 

Mean 2.723 1.870 1.017 

High 1.831 1.556 1.282 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2.9. Moderation effect of Attentional Shift on relationship between Factor 1 traits 

and peak P1 amplitudes. 
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P1 peak latency. 

 SRP & ACS. Correlation analyses conducted between P1 peak latencies and 

psychopathic traits were not significant (p > .187; Appendix P), suggesting that the time 

course of the processes underlying the P1 component are comparable across individuals 

varying in psychopathic traits. Similarly, whereas measures of attentional control were 

strongly associated with the magnitude of the P1, there was no observed relationship 

between these measures and P1 latency (p > .649; Appendix Q).  

Peak-to-Peak Follow-Up Analyses 

In order to further clarify the observed relationships between psychopathic traits, 

attentional control, and VEP amplitudes, an additional set of analyses were conducted on 

the peak-to-peak measure between the N75 and P1 components. Because this is an 

absolute measure of the overall change in magnitude between the peaks of the N75 and 

P1, it controls for the potential influence of one component on the overall ERP waveform 

while retaining individual variation, which is important when exploring potential 

individual differences. To this end, a peak-to-peak measure was calculated and entered 

into a correlation analysis with SRP and ACS measures. Results of this analysis indicated 

that psychopathic traits did not significantly relate to the peak-to-peak magnitude of the 

N75 and P1 at either the overall (p = .246), Factor 1 (p > .345), or Factor 2 level 

(p > .300; Appendix R). However, peak-to-peak N75/P1 amplitudes were negatively 

related to measures of attentional control at both the overall (r = -.58, p < .001; Figure 

2.10a), as well as Attention Focus (r = -.52, p = .002; Figure 2.10b) and Attention Shift (r 

= -.44, p = .013; Figure 2.10c) subscale scores.  
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Figure 2.10. N75/P1 peak-to-peak amplitude and ACS total and subscale score scatter plots.
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 In light of the significant relationship observed between attentional control and 

N75/P1 peak-to-peak amplitudes, and attentional control and psychopathic traits, an 

additional regression analysis was conducted to explore whether each of these variables 

accounted for unique variance when predicting attentional control ability. To this end, 

both SRP total scores and N75/P1 peak-peak amplitudes were entered on the same step of 

a regression model predicting total ACS scores. The overall model itself accounted for a 

significant amount of variance in total ACS score (R2 = .46, F(2,29) = 12.18, p < .001). 

Moreover, both total SRP scores and N75/P1 peak-to-peak measures were found to 

uniquely predict attentional control, such that total SRP scores accounted for 

approximately 12% of the total variance in ACS total scores (srp = .34, β = .35; t(31) = 

2.49, p = .019, 95%CI [.02, .21]), while peak-to-peak amplitudes accounted for almost 

25% of the total variance (srp = -.50, β = -.51; t(31) = -3.64, p = .001, 95%CI [-2.38, -

.67]). 
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Discussion 

 Traditionally, electrophysiological research has been focused on affective 

information processing in psychopathic populations, and while this approach has greatly 

contributed to our understanding of the emotional experiences of these individuals, it also 

neglects the possibility of basic visual processing abnormalities that are not necessarily 

unique to affective information. To address this gap in the literature the current study was 

undertaken to determine whether individual differences in basic visual processes might 

underlie psychopathic personality traits. Specifically, an alternating checkerboard (pattern 

reversal) task was used to elicit early visual ERPs in a sample of male undergraduate 

students who ranged on a non-clinical, self-report measure of psychopathic personality 

traits. This was an attempt to replicate previous observations of reduced P1/N1 

amplitudes in response to simple visual stimulation in incarcerated criminal psychopaths 

(Raine & Venables, 1990). The pattern reversal paradigm has been shown to reliably 

generate visual ERPs, including the N75 and P1, and has commonly been used in clinical 

electrophysiology, making it an ideal paradigm to see whether differences exist in terms 

of the general responsivity of the visual system within in normal range of psychopathic 

traits. As previously stated, individual differences at this level of visual processing could 

have implications for understanding observed differences in more complex forms of 

information processing in psychopathic populations (e.g., emotion processing, reward 

processing, etc.  

In light of the previous findings of Raine and Venables (1990), it was hypothesized 

that psychopathic traits severity, as measured by the SRP-III, would negatively relate to 

both N75 and P1 peak amplitudes, which would reflect individual differences in cortical
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 responsivity to simple repeated stimulation in individuals high in psychopathic traits. In 

addition, moderation analyses were conducted to follow-up on significant correlations 

between psychopathic traits and the amplitude of the N75 and P1. This was done to 

determine whether the observed relationship is moderated by attentional control ability in 

light of previous research illustrating a moderating effect of attention on traits of 

“fearlessness” in psychopathic individuals (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009).  

 Correlation analyses indicated a relationship between psychopathic trait severity 

and the amplitude of the N75, but not as predicted. Instead of a negative, linear 

relationship between psychopathic traits and the amplitude of the N75, as was 

hypothesized, the current analyses identified a quadratic relation between these variables. 

Specifically, individuals scoring closer to the mean on psychopathic traits produced 

larger N75 components compared to individuals at either the low or high end of trait 

severity. The current analyses also suggest that the magnitude of the N75 was not related 

to attentional control, which is consistent with traditional definitions of the N75/C1 

component as being insensitive at least to spatial attention (Clark & Hillyard, 1996; 

Gonzalez et al., 1994; Di Russo et al., 2003, Di Russo et al., 2012).  

 Further analyses also illustrated that the quadratic association between N75 

amplitudes and psychopathic traits was not moderated by attentional control ability, 

suggesting that the observed relationship is not a function of an interaction between 

psychopathic traits and attentional control ability, but instead is unique to individual 

differences in psychopathy. Moreover, because the observed associations were significant 

at both the overall and factor levels and not moderated by attentional control ability, these 

findings suggest that this relationship may be a function of some underlying commonality 
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in the construct, as opposed to a unique relationship with factor-level traits, although the 

current paradigm does not provide the kind of data that would allow us to speak to what 

this commonality may be. 

 In line with the current hypotheses, peak P1 amplitudes were found to negatively 

relate to psychopathic traits, particularly the interpersonal and affective traits of Factor 1. 

These findings suggest that overall psychopathic trait severity is associated with smaller 

P1 amplitudes in response to simple stimulation of the visual system, consistent with the 

observations of clinical psychopaths by Raine and Venables (1990). Moreover, the 

current data suggest that this association is largely driven by the relationship with Factor 

1 trait severity. This finding is of particular interest, because it may reflect a unique 

pattern of cortical responsivity to basic visual stimulation in individuals high in 

affectively-based psychopathic traits. As with the N75 component, the observed 

relationship between Factor 1 trait severity and P1 amplitudes was followed-up to test for 

potential moderating effects of attentional control. The resulting analyses indicated that, 

while not moderated by overall attentional control ability or attentional focus, the 

relationship between Factor 1 traits and P1 amplitudes was moderated by measures of 

attentional shifting. Specifically, results illustrated a moderating effect of self-reported 

attentional shift ability on the observed association such that individuals scoring low on 

Factor 1 traits and low on attentional shift produced significantly smaller peak P1 

amplitudes in response to flash stimuli, compared to low Factor 1 individuals who report 

either average or high levels of attentional shift ability. A similar non-significant trend 

can be seen in both mean and high Factor 1 groups, and, mostly notably, this trend 

appears to decrease with increasing Factor 1 trait severity. This suggests that at high 
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Factor 1 trait severity, attentional shift ability does not influence the amplitude of the P1.  

 These findings are particularly interesting given that the task used in this study did 

not require the manipulation of attentional focus, but, instead, only required that 

participants respond to a change in a fixation symbol, while the checkerboards alternate 

(“flash”) in the periphery. As such, one possible explanation for the current observations 

is that individuals low in Factor 1 traits and higher in attentional shift ability find it easier 

to “ignore” peripheral checkerboard stimuli, resulting in less activation of the visual 

cortex and correspondingly, a smaller P1 component. This explanation may also account 

for the absence of a moderating effect of attentional shift at high levels of factor 1 traits 

in particular. These findings are consistent with those of previous research wherein 

individuals high in psychopathic traits have been found to be better at ignoring 

information that is peripheral to current task goals (Jutai & Hare, 1983; Kosson & 

Newman, 1986; Zeier, Maxwell, & Newman, 2009). Thus, attentional shift ability may 

not influence P1 amplitudes in those high in Factor 1 because the attention of these 

individuals is generally less likely to be captured by peripheral flash stimuli and therefore 

results in smaller P1 amplitudes.  In comparison, individuals who are lower in Factor 1 

traits are more likely to attend to peripheral information during task performance.  

The Role of Attentional Control 

 Although not directly related to the central hypotheses in this study, the observation 

that individuals higher in Factor 1 and/or Factor 2 traits also reported better attentional 

control in terms of both focusing and shifting attention raises an important issue in the 

field of psychopathy research. Specifically, the direction of the observed relationship 

between Factor 2 traits and attentional control was inconsistent with previous research, 
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which showed that incarcerated individuals high on Factor 2 also tended to report poorer 

attentional control ability (Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009). Whereas these findings appear 

inconsistent on the surface, the directional difference in the association between Factor 2 

traits and attentional control may be a function of the different sample populations 

employed in each study. In particular, participants from a university undergraduate 

population likely reflect a high-functioning sample of the general population to begin 

with, such that reasonably good attentional control is a necessary skill for success in 

university, essentially resulting in a self-selected sample of individuals with relatively 

high attentional control ability.  

Alternatively, it has been well established that health issues known to affect 

attentional control are over-represented in the prison population, including head injury, 

substance abuse and fetal alcohol syndrome (Barnfield & Leathem, 1998; Colantonio, 

Stamenova, Abramowitz, Clarke, & Christensen, 2007; Fazel, Bains, & Doll, 2006; 

Popova, Lange, Bekmuradov, Mihic, & Rehm, 2011; Williams, Mewse, Tonks, Mills, 

Burgess, & Cordan, 2010). Interestingly, some of these conditions have also been 

associated with traits similar to those included in Factor 2, such as impulsivity, poor 

behavioural control and risk for re-offense (e.g., Dowden & Brown, 2002; Williams et 

al., 2010). Therefore, it is not surprising that the findings of Baskin-Sommers et al. 

(2009) suggest Factor 2 traits are associated with poor attentional control, as this is 

consistent with other factors associated with their sample population.  

An implication of this argument is that the current findings may be an accurate 

description of how the relation between psychopathic traits and attentional control in a 

non-clinical, community population differ from that of a prison clinical psychopath 
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sample. These findings illustrate a broader theoretical issue in the field of psychopathy 

research, namely whether findings from clinical populations truly generalize to non-

clinical samples, and vice versa. This in turn raises questions about the conception of 

psychopathy as a taxon or a continuum of trait severity, or more specifically, whether 

clinical presentations of psychopathy reflect extreme manifestations of traits or whether 

there truly is something unique happening at clinical levels of psychopathy.    

 Finally, it is worth noting the observed association between P1 amplitudes and 

measures of attentional control ability, which is consistent with previous literature on the 

P1 component. Whereas this finding is not directly relevant to the current study in 

relation to individual differences in psychopathic traits, it is of some interest given the 

fact that the P1 component in the past has been associated with visuo-spatial attention, 

usually elicited by tasks in which attention is actively manipulated and then comparing 

P1 responses to attended versus unattended stimuli (Luck & Kappenmann, 2012). The 

fact that this effect was observed in the current study using a basic perceptual task that 

does not manipulate visuo-spatial attention suggests that the relationship between the P1 

and attention may be more generalizable than previously thought. In other words, these 

findings suggest that individual differences in attention may influence visual processing 

even when one is not actively engaging attentional control processes, such as shifting 

and/or re-focusing attention. This could have implications for all research on individual 

differences in P1 amplitude. 

Limitations 

 As with any research, the current study is not without its limitations. Although the 

current study was designed to follow up on Raine and Venables (1990), our paradigm 
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was chosen to elicit early ERP components as a measure of passive visual processing, 

while their paradigm assessed augmentation/reduction as a measure of stimulation-

seeking. As such, even though the two elicited the P1 showing a similar relation to 

psychopathic traits, there is the possibility that these tasks may be tapping into different 

underlying processes.  

 Similarly, while psychopathic traits have been shown to be normally distributed in 

the general population, generalization of the current results beyond the non-clinical, 

undergraduate sample must be done with caution, especially in the case of clinical 

manifestations of the disorder. As previously discussed, there are a number of potentially 

confounding variables that exist when discussing psychopathic traits in community 

versus incarcerated samples. On the one hand, university populations tend to be relatively 

high-functioning in comparison to even the general population. This potential population 

difference is further exacerbated by the fact that several factors that have been reliably 

shown to influence both the development of psychopathic personality traits, as well as 

attentional control issues, are overrepresented in prison populations. The relations 

between psychopathic traits and both attentional control and basic visual processing may 

be further complicated in forensic populations, making it difficult to directly generalize 

the current findings to the current population. This issue is, of course, not unique to the 

current study, but reflects a broader issue that exists in the study of psychopathy, 

specifically, whether manifestations of psychopathy reflect a “linear” expression of 

psychopathic traits along a continuum, or if clinical psychopathy reflects a unique 

interaction of these traits that is qualitatively different at high levels of trait severity. 
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Future Directions 

 One of the unexpected findings of in the current study was the observed quadratic 

relationship between psychopathic traits and the amplitude of the N75 component. As 

such, replication of the current study is needed to determine the reliability of this effect. 

Moreover, the current paradigm is limited in its ability to identify exactly what might be 

driving this relation, especially considering that the alternating checkerboards eliciting 

the N75 were passively perceived. In other words, additional research is needed to both 

establish the reliability of this effect, and explore potential underlying mechanisms that 

could account for the observed differences in individuals at both the low and high end of 

trait severity. Of particular interest is whether the same mechanism underlies this effect 

for both high and low groups, or whether there are unique influences that drive this effect 

separately in each group. 

 More generally, in light of the current results and their potential implications for a 

better understanding of information processing in individuals high in psychopathic traits, 

further research is needed to explore basic sensory processing in this population. To this 

end, there are a number of different paradigms that have been employed in both 

perceptual research and clinical electrophysiology that may shed further light on this 

subject. In particular, given the potential role of attention in explaining psychopathy-

related individual differences in information processing, paradigms such as those that 

actively manipulate visuo-spatial attention may be of particular interest (e.g., Gonzalez et 

al. 1994; Hillyard, Simpson, Woods, Van Voorhis, & Münte, 1984; Hillyard & Münte 

1984).  

 Finally, to address whether any observed differences in basic visual processing 
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influence more complex forms of information processing, such as affect or reward 

processing, additional research that manipulates the context of information processing, as 

opposed to stimulus type, may be of particular value. For example, instead of employing 

stimuli with inherent affective meaning, such as facial expressions or emotional images, 

more direct conclusions about the influence of basic visual processes on affective 

information processing may be drawn from paradigms that manipulate the affective 

significance of otherwise neutral stimuli. A similar method has been employed in 

previous research exploring the role of attention in processing neutral letter stimuli that 

have been paired with an aversive   stimulus (Dvorak-Bertsch, Curtin, Rubinstein, & 

Newman, 2009; Newman, Curtin, Bertsch, & Baskin-Sommers, 2010; Zeier, Maxwell, & 

Newman, 2009).  

Conclusions 

 Results of the current study provide initial evidence to suggest individual 

differences in very early cortical responsivity to simple stimulation of the visual system 

as a function of psychopathic personality traits. As predicted, individuals high in these 

traits, particularly affective/interpersonal traits, tended to show reduced cortical 

responsivity to simple flash stimuli in the form of smaller P1 peak amplitudes. Moreover, 

this relation was found to be moderated by self-reported attentional shift ability, 

illustrating that better ability to shift one's attention significantly decreases the amplitude 

of the P1 in individuals low in factor 1 traits, while having relatively little to no influence 

on the P1 in individuals high in these traits.  

 Overall, results of the current study suggest that individual differences in early 

visual processes exist as a function of psychopathic personality traits. Importantly, these 
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findings may have implications for the understanding of other forms of information 

processing that have received more attention in the psychopathy literature. Specifically, 

the current observations raise the question as to whether such differences in the way 

simple visual stimuli are processed by the brain also impact other, more complex forms 

of information processing that have been found to differ in psychopathic populations
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CHAPTER 3 

Study 2: Psychopathic Traits and Early Stages of Emotion Processing –  

An ERP Test of the Amygdala Hypothesis 

Emotion Recognition in Psychopathy 

 The well-established affective symptoms of psychopathy have inspired a 

significant amount of research addressing how individuals high in psychopathic traits 

process affective information differently from others. The resulting research has reliably 

found that subjects high in psychopathic traits show evidence of impaired processing of 

negative (especially fearful) facial expressions on both physiological and behavioural 

measures (Blair, Colledge, Murray, & Mitchell, 2001; Deeley et al., 2006; Montagne et 

al., 2005). To illustrate the consistency of this affective deficit, Marsh and Blair (2008) 

conducted a meta-analysis of studies examining affective face processing in antisocial 

populations including psychopathic participants and found that emotion recognition 

deficits in these individuals were in fact specific to fearful expressions, and, moreover, 

that these recognition deficits were not a by-product of task difficulty. As the authors 

suggest, these findings are in line with models of amygdala dysfunction in individuals 

high in psychopathic traits and consistent with an extensive body of literature in which it 

is reported that abnormal development of and/or damage to the amygdala often results in 

similar impairments in fear recognition ability (Adolphs, Gosselin, Buchanan, Tranel, 

Schyns, & Damasio, 2005; Brierly, Medford, Shaw & David, 2004; Kemmis, Hall, 

Kingston & Morgan, 2007; Lawrence, Kuntsi, Coleman, Campbell & Skuse, 2003).

 Although research on individual differences in affective processing as a function
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of psychopathy has primarily reported deficits in emotion recognition in this population, 

there are a number of studies that have failed to find evidence of impaired processing 

(Book et al., 2007; Glass & Newman, 2006; Richell, Mitchell, Newman, Leonard, Baron-

Cohen, & Blair, 2003). Similarly, researchers have observed that individuals high in 

psychopathic traits also outperform controls on tasks in which automated, affectively 

driven responses, such as the automatic processing of facial expressions, conflict with 

task demands and therefore interfere with one’s task performance (e.g., on operant 

response tasks, the ultimatum game, the prisoner’s dilemma task, etc.; Mitchell, Richell, 

Leonard, & Blair, 2006; Osumi & Ohira, 2010; Mokros, Menner, & Eisenbarth, 2008).  

 Importantly, the observed variability in emotion processing ability of 

psychopathic individuals across studies brings into question the traditional view that this 

disorder is associated with global deficits in affective information processing. More 

recently, it has been proposed that what was previously viewed as a processing 

dysfunction may instead have practical advantages under certain contexts (e.g., Book et 

al., 2007; Wheeler et al., 2009), and, in turn, may reflect an uncommon evolutionary 

adaptation that predisposes psychopathic individuals to adopt a predatory approach to 

social interactions (Book & Quinsey, 2004; Glenn, Kurzban, & Raine, 2011; Glenn & 

Raine, 2009; Lalumière, Mishra, & Harris, 2008). In light of evidence supporting the 

potentially adaptive nature of psychopathy-related individual differences in emotion 

processing, it has been argued that the context under which processing occurs may be key 

to understanding these differences and that further research is needed to better understand 

the specific contexts under which these individuals do and do not have deficits, or 

advantages, in affective information processing (Glass and Newman, 2006).  
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The Role of Spatial Frequency Information in Emotion Processing 

There is substantial evidence that successful recognition of facial affect and facial 

identity rely on different spatial frequency (SF) bands. In particular, successful 

processing of affective information appears to depend more heavily on low spatial 

frequency (LSF) information, while identity processing relies on comparable contribution 

from low and high spatial frequency (HSF) information (Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & 

Dolan 2003). In line with the previous research on emotion processing in psychopathic 

individuals (Baskin-Sommers, Zeier, & Newman, 2009; Mayer, Kosson, & Bedrick, 

2006; Newman, Curtin, Bertsch, & Baskin-Sommers, 2010; Dvorak-Bertsch, Curtin, 

Rubinstein, & Newman, 2009; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier, Maxwell, & Newman, 

2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011), it has been well established that detection of fearful faces 

occurs more rapidly and automatically compared to other emotional expressions in 

healthy populations (e.g., happy, neutral; Hedger, Adams, & Garner, 2015; Öhman, 2005; 

Öhman & Mineka, 2001) and that this fear recognition advantage is particularly evident 

when processing relies on LSF information (Gray, Adams, Hedger, Newton, & Garner, 

2013; Hedger, Adams, & Garner, 2015; although more recent research has illustrated that 

high spatial frequencies also play a significant role in rapid fear recognition; Stein, 

Seymour, Hebart, & Sterzer, 2014).  

Relevant to the current study, there are cells in the amygdala that have been 

shown to selectively respond to LSF information (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). Rapid 

processing of LSF information via these cellular pathways in turn likely influences very 

early affective responses and further processing mediated by the thalamo-amygdalar 

circuit (Phelps & LeDoux, 2005) due to the fact that visual LSF information initially 
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reaches the amygdala and visual cortex via the magnocellular pathway through the lateral 

geniculate nucleus (LGN) in the thalamus. Interestingly, there is some research 

suggesting that this fear “advantage” at low spatial frequencies reflects an evolutionary 

adaptation of our facial expression (i.e., social signal) of fear, as opposed to a unique 

adaptation of the visual system to emotional content at very early stages (Schyns, Petro, 

& Smith, 2009).  

The Role of Attention in Emotion Processing 

Although the research on emotion recognition in psychopathic populations has 

traditionally supported the notion of an affective information processing deficit, as noted 

above, other researchers have failed to find evidence of such dysfunction (Glass & 

Newman, 2006; Richell, Mitchell, Newman, Leonard, Baron-Cohen, & Blair, 2003), and 

in some cases have even found a positive association between psychopathic traits and 

affect recognition accuracy (Book et al., 2007). Taken together these findings are 

inconsistent with a general deficit in the ability to process affective information, but may 

reflect a subtler variation in how these individuals respond to affective information 

depending on the context under which is it processed (Glass & Newman, 2006). One 

possible mechanism through which these individual differences in processing may 

manifest is via the orienting and allocation of attention to relevant affective information.  

While research into the attentional abilities of psychopathic individuals has been 

of interest for several decades (e.g., Jutai & Hare, 1983; Shapiro, 1965), it was not until 

recently that researchers began to systematically explore the role of attention in the 

development and expression of psychopathic personality traits. In particular, more recent 

studies have found evidence that individuals high in psychopathic traits show reduced 
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attention to peripheral information compared to individuals low in these traits, and 

moreover that this effect is observable in a number of different paradigms that manipulate 

attentional focus to direct task performance (Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009; Newman et al., 

2010; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). For example, it 

has been shown that participants high in psychopathic traits do not effectively process 

information regarding the potential for threat (i.e., physical shock) when threat-relevant 

characteristics (i.e., stimulus colour) were peripheral to task demands, and therefore not 

necessary to attend to for successful performance (Newman et al., 2010; Dvorak-Bertsch 

et al., 2009). Similarly, other researchers have reported deficits of attention to peripheral 

information that can otherwise be used to adapt task performance (Glass & Newman, 

2009; Hiatt, Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & McCullagh, 2007; Sadeh & Verona, 

2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). These findings are also in line with the 

previously described research showing that individuals high in psychopathic traits often 

outperform healthy subjects on tasks such as operant response tasks, the ultimatum game, 

and the prisoner’s dilemma task all tasks in which peripheral affective information can 

interfere with successful performance (Mitchell, Richell, Leonard, & Blair, 2006; Osumi, 

& Ohira, 2010; Mokros, Menner, & Eisenbarth, 2008).  

Current Study 

 In light of research on emotion processing in both healthy and psychopathic 

populations, the goal for the present study was to test whether individuals higher in 

psychopathic traits would show electrophysiological evidence of abnormal affective 

information processing in response to emotional facial expressions presented at varying 

spatially frequencies under both implicit and explicit recognition contexts. To assess 
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psychopathy-related individual differences in attention to emotional information, 

processing task demands were manipulated across two computerized visual 

discrimination tasks: a colour-naming task (Task A: implicit emotion processing 

condition) and an emotion identification task (Task B: explicit emotion recognition 

condition). The manipulation of task demands in the current paradigm was based on 

research by Critchley and colleagues (2000) showing greater amygdala activation in 

response to implicitly processed (i.e., during a gender decision task) compared to 

explicitly processed emotional faces (i.e., during an emotion recognition task).  These 

findings are consistent with a recent review of the emotion processing literature by 

Kanske and Kotz (2012), who suggest that reduced activation of the amygdala during 

explicit emotion recognition may be due to inhibition of amygdala responses by more 

cognitive, cortically driven processes to facilitate cognitive evaluation of the stimulus and 

possible response options. 

 With regards to testing the effects of both emotion and spatial frequency during 

emotion processing, task stimuli consisted of emotional faces (fearful, happy, or neutral) 

that were filtered to isolate low- and high-spatial frequency band contributions, as well as 

full band images. It should be noted that identical stimuli (emotion [fear, happy, neutral] 

x spatial frequency [LSF, BSF, HSF]) were used in the two tasks to ensure that any 

observed differences between the two tasks were a function of the task demands (implicit 

vs. explicit manipulation) as opposed to stimulus characteristics.  

 The current manipulation of task demands, emotional expression and spatial 

frequency content were chosen to maximize the likelihood that information processing 

would rely to some extent on the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar pathway as a means of 
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testing the proposed model using event-related potential methodology. To this end we 

chose to focus on the P1 and N170 components as correlates of early visual processing 

that have been well defined in the ERP literature. 

P1 ERP Component 

 The P1 is characterized as a positive voltage change observed over medial 

occipital sites at approximately 100 to 140 milliseconds (ms) after stimulus onset and is 

known to be a reliable correlate of early visual attention (e.g., Luck & Kappenmann, 

2012). Generators of the P1 have been localized to the striate and extrastriate cortices, 

suggesting sources in Brodmann areas 17, 18 and 19 (Pratt, 2012), although the primary 

sources are presumed to be outside the primary visual cortex because the polarity of the 

P1 does not reverse when stimuli are presented along a vertical axis as happens to the 

earlier N75 due to the projection to opposite banks of the calcarine fissure (Di Russo, et 

al., 2003; Di Russo, et al. 2012). The functional significance of the P1 is particularly 

relevant to testing the current model as the P1 has been reliably shown to be sensitive to 

selective attention (Luck & Kappenmann, 2012; Luck, 2005). Whereas the P1 has shown 

some sensitivity to emotional facial expressions (Crouzet, Kirchner & Thorpe, 2010; 

Mercure, Dick & Johnson, 2008; Taylor, 2002; Van Rullen & Thorpe, 2001), controlled 

study of these effects suggest that the P1 “face” effect does not reflect unique face 

perception processes, but instead may be a function of consistent differences in low-level 

stimulus characteristics between face and non-face objects (Desjardins & Segalowitz, 

2013; Rossion & Caharel, 2011; Rossion & Jacques, 2012; Rousselet, Husk, Bennett, & 

Sekuler, 2008). In regards to the present paradigm, the previous findings suggest that the 
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P1 should be particularly sensitive to manipulations of spatial frequency in terms of face 

processing. 

N170 ERP Component 

 On the other hand, the N170, a variant of the visual N1, is defined by the fact that 

it reflects the earliest and most reliable observable ERP difference between face and non-

face stimuli (Rossion & Jacques, 2012). The N170 is observed as a bilateral, negative-

going deflection peaking at occipito-temporal sites around 160-170 ms after stimulus 

onset. Source-localization of the N170 has identified generators in regions of the 

occipito-temporal cortex that are particularly responsive to face stimuli (e.g., fusiform 

gyrus/fusiform face area (FFG/FFA, BA37), occipital face area (BA19) and posterior 

superior temporal sulcus (STS); Rossion & Jacques, 2012). Rousselet et al. (2007) have 

found that the N170 “face” effect is driven by large time- and phase-locked increases (5-

15 hz range) in post-synaptic neural activity in response to stimulus onset, but not neural 

phase-resetting, suggesting that the N170 reflects a unique mechanism that facilitates 

processing of face stimuli by increasing recruitment of neural populations in the cortical 

sources of the N170 (e.g., FFG).  

 Previous research illustrates that the magnitude of the N170 face effect varies 

significantly across participants as well as stimulus categories (compared to faces) and 

task demands (Joyce & Rossion, 2005), but is robust enough to still be observable across 

these contexts, making it useful in relation to assessing individual differences in early 

affective information processing. In relation to the neural processes underlying the N170, 

research suggests that N170 amplitudes are augmented as long as the stimuli in question 

contain sufficient information to be perceived as a face (Rossion & Jacques, 2012). In 
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other words, enough information must be available to activate neural populations coding 

for face representations to elicit this effect. In line with this, stimulus manipulations that 

decrease, but do not entirely eliminate the amount of information available for face 

detection (e.g., horizontal inversion, feature isolation, contrast inversion, etc.) also tend to 

result in delayed N170 peaks (longer latencies; Bentin et al., 1996, Taylor et al., 2001, 

Itier & Taylor, 2002; Itier et al, 2007; Rousselet et al., 2003). This may in turn reflect a 

delay in activating face representations or slower accumulation of information in 

neuronal populations that code for face representations (Rossion & Jacques, 2012).  

 While face stimuli are the most reliable means of eliciting the N170, similar ERPs 

have been observed in individuals that are particularly familiar with specific stimulus 

categories (Rossion & Jacques, 2008), e.g., images of fingerprints in fingerprint experts 

(Busey & Vanderkolk, 2005). These findings suggest this response may be more 

generally tied to expertise with a particular stimulus category, which has interesting 

implications when considering the generality of the face effect across humans (except 

prosopagnosics; Eimer & McCarthy, 1999; Towler, Gosling, Duchaine, & Eimer, 2012). 

There is then the possibility that a life history of not attending to emotional faces may 

lead to limited special coding within the generators. Taken together these findings 

suggest that, as a species, we have evolved an expertise when processing faces, likely as a 

result of the social and biological significance these stimuli have for interpersonal 

interaction.  

 While the N170 face effect is robust, the effect of emotional expression on the 

N170 is not as consistent across studies. There is some evidence that the N170 is 

modulated by emotional information in face stimuli, particularly in the form of larger 
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ERP amplitudes in response to fearful, compared to neutral faces (Batty & Taylor, 2003; 

Jetha et al., 2012). It has been suggested that these effects are driven by differences in 

low-level stimulus characteristics as opposed to explicit differentiation between 

expressions (Rossion & Caharel, 2001; Rossion & Jacques, 2012). Of course, whatever 

the source of the effect, in light of the inherently social and interpersonal nature of 

psychopathy (Cleckley, 1941/1964), the N170 component is uniquely suited to explore 

underlying individual differences in neurological and cognitive processing of socially 

relevant stimuli. 

Hypotheses 

Generally, it was expected that individuals high in psychopathic traits would show 

reduced and/or delayed early attention-related ERPs when affective information is not 

central to task performance, as suggested by previous researchers (Glass & Newman, 

2009; Hiatt, Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & McCullagh, 2007; Newman et al., 

1997; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011). It was argued 

that such effects would be most robust in early visual components (P1, N170) reflecting 

an abnormal process of alerting and orienting to peripheral affective information that 

would theoretically be most heavily influenced by information from the amygdala. In 

light of the research illustrating greater amygdala activation during implicit processing of 

emotional faces (gender decision task) compared to explicit emotion recognition 

(emotion recognition task; Critchley et al., 2000), it was expected that individuals high in 

psychopathy would produce components that peaked later (i.e., longer P1, N170 

latencies) in response to faces presented under the implicit (Task A) versus explicit (Task 

B) processing conditions. This hypothesis was based on research illustrating a similar 
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delay in processing in individuals high in psychopathic traits (Weissflog, 2011a; 

Weissflog, 2011b). In addition, it was expected that individuals high in psychopathic 

traits would show reduced responsivity (i.e., smaller P1, N170 amplitudes) to LSF faces 

compared to those low in these traits. It is argued that reduced amygdala responsivity in 

psychopathy would also reduce sensitivity to LSF information that contributes to rapid 

sensory and affective responses to the processing of biologically/socially-relevant 

information. Moreover, it was hypothesized that this reduced responsivity to LSF faces in 

individuals high in psychopathic traits would be most pronounced for fearful facial 

expressions in light of research illustrating that the amygdala is particularly responsive to 

fearful faces (Hedger et al., 2015; Öhman, 2005; Öhman & Mineka, 2001).
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Methods 

Participants 

 Data for the current study were collected from a sample of 40 male undergraduate 

students from Brock University (Mage = 21.4 ± 2.82 years; range = 11 years (17-28); 

Appendix A). Students received either two hours of research participation credit or a $20 

honorarium in return for their participation.  

 The final study sample was determined based on EEG data availability and outlier 

screening. Five participants from the original sample of forty were initially excluded 

from the present analyses due to missing or incomplete EEG data. Data from the 

remaining thirty-five participants were then screened for any univariate outliers in the 

data. Outliers were identified based on examination of z-scores (i.e., > 3 SDs), extreme 

values, and data plots (i.e. stem-and-leaf, Q-Q, P-P and box plots). Analyses identified 

three individuals with consistently extreme values (±3 SD) on ERP measures who were 

also removed from the final sample. In addition, the latency measures for two subjects 

with extreme values in only a few conditions were windsorized in an effort to retain 

participants without skewing the data. As such, all further analyses were conducted on a 

final sample of 32 male participants ranging in age from 17 to 28 years old (Mage = 21.5 

years; SD = 3.04). Descriptive data for both the final sample (N = 32) and excluded 

participants can be found in Appendices S and T, respectively. 

Measures 

As in Study 1, participants completed a health-screening questionnaire (Appendix 

D), demographic questionnaire (Appendix E), and the Self-Report Psychopathy Scale 

(SRP-IV; Paulhus, Neumann, Hare, Williams, & Hemphill 2015) at the start of the 
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session, and the Post-task Questionnaire (PTQ; Appendix F) upon completion of each 

task. The SRP-IV showed high consistency in the current sample (N = 31, one participant 

missing specific item data), having an overall Cronbach’s alpha of .843 (64 items). Mean 

SRP total and factor scores for the total sample (N = 32) can be found in Table 3.1, while 

SRP measure intercorrelations for this sample can be found in Table 3.2. 

 

 

 
Table 3.1. Mean SRP total and factor scores for final sample (N = 32).  

 

Scale Mean (SD) Range (min – max) 

SRP total 146.2 (19.98) 77 (107 – 184) 

Factor 1 81.0 (13.08) 45 (58 – 103) 

Factor 2 65.2 (10.69) 42 (45 – 87) 

 
 

 
 
Table 3.2. SRP total and factor scale intercorrelations for final sample (N = 32).  

 

 
SRP total Factor 1 Factor 2 

  r (p) r (p) r (p) 

SRP total — .872 (<.001) .801 (<.001) 

Factor 1 .872 (<.001) — .407 (.021) 

Factor 2 .801 (<.001) .407 (.021) — 
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Procedure 

 Data for the two studies in this dissertation were collected in the same testing 

session, therefore testing procedures for Study 2 are the same as those outlined in Study 

1. All procedures used in the present study have received ethical clearance from the 

Brock University Research Ethics Board (File# 12-193; Appendix G, H). 

Implicit/explicit face processing paradigm. 

Spatially-filtered face stimuli. To test for individual differences in the effects of 

both emotional content and spatial frequency during early stages of face processing the 

current paradigm employed neutral, fearful, and happy face stimuli presented under low-, 

broad- (full spectrum), and high-spatial frequency conditions. To this end, thirty 

emotional face stimuli (15 males, 15 females) depicting fearful happy, or neutral 

expressions were selected from the Radbout Face Database (Langner, Dotsch, Bijlstra, 

Wigboldus, Hawk, & van Knippenberg, 2010) based on measures of interrater agreement 

when categorizing stimuli to the intended emotion, as well as ratings of expression 

clarity, intensity, genuineness, and valence (Appendix U). To create the final stimuli used 

in the task, raw face stimuli were imported into GIMP (GNU image manipulation 

software; Kimball & Mattis, 2013) and converted from colour to greyscale format. 

Stimuli were then resized (135 px wide x 180 px high) and cropped using an oval frame 

to isolate facial features. To extract low-spatial frequency information, a Gaussian filter 

(RLE, 30px radius) was applied to the modified stimuli. To ensure there was no overlap 

in the spatial frequency information contained across the low and high frequency 

conditions, high-spatial frequency stimuli were created by removing the previously 

created low-frequency stimuli from the original stimuli.  
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 Because the early visual ERPs being explored in this study are known to be 

sensitive to other low-characteristics beyond spatial frequency, we also attempted to 

control for luminance across stimulus conditions. To do this the modified stimuli were 

imported into MATLAB commercial computing software (MATLAB 8.0, The 

MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2012) and luminance histograms were matched across 

stimuli using the SHINE toolbox (Willenbockel, Sadr, Fiset, Horne, Gosselin, & Tanaka, 

2010). Equalized stimuli were then exported back to GIMP and converted from greyscale 

to RGB format. The images were then colourized using red (255,0,0), blue (0,0,255), and 

green (0,255,0) transparent overlays (30% opacity) to create the final stimuli used in the 

current paradigm.  It was decided to equalize stimuli for luminance prior to colourizing 

stimuli because colour was not a condition of interest in terms of the current hypotheses 

and therefore not included in the ERP segmentation process. As such, any differences in 

luminance related to colour are randomized across ERPs for all conditions of interest and 

therefore should not influence ERPS/results. This also removes any potential confounds 

in the luminance matching process as a result of introducing the additional low-level 

characteristic of colour. Examples of the final stimuli used in the current paradigm can be 

found in Figure 3.1. 
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Figure 3.1. Examples of spatially-filtered face stimuli by emotion and spatial 
frequency conditions. 

 

 

Implicit vs. explicit manipulation. In order to test for individual differences in 

early visual ERPs as a function of attention, the current stimuli were presented under two 

different task conditions: an implicit processing condition and an explicit processing 

condition. Task design was kept constant across both conditions to ensure that any 

observed task effects were due to manipulations of attention and not differences in 

presentation methods. To manipulation attentional focus, participants were asked to 

identify the colour of the stimuli as either “red”, “blue”, or “green” in the implicit 

recognition condition (Task A), and the emotional expression of the stimuli as either 

“neutral,” “fearful,” or “happy” in the explicit processing condition (Task B). 

Presentation of Task A and B were not counterbalanced in the current paradigm to 

prevent any emotion priming effects of explicit emotion recognition on the implicit 

recognition condition. 
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Stimulus Presentation. Participants in the current study were tested in two 

recruitment waves, Wave 1 (Total sample N = 12, final sample N = 8) and Wave 2 (Total 

sample N = 28, final sample N = 24), as a result of minor changes to the present task 

design.  

Wave 1. In Wave 1 participants were presented with a central fixation cross for 250 

ms, followed by a 250 ms delay (blank screen) prior to stimulus onset. Spatially-filtered 

face stimuli were presented for 200 ms, followed by an 800 ms blank screen/inter-trial 

interval (Figure 3.2a). Participants had 500 ms from the time of stimulus onset to respond 

to the stimulus via button press, resulting in a total trial time of 1500 ms. During task 

completion participants were seated 102cm (40”) from the stimulus presentation screen 

resulting in the stimuli forming a vertical visual angle of approximately 5º and horizontal 

angle of approximately 3º. The final task consisted of four blocks of 135 trials each with 

30-second breaks in between, resulting in a total of 540 trials and a total testing time of 

approximately 15 minutes for each processing condition (30 minutes total for the entire 

paradigm). Presentation of stimuli were randomized across trials, with each possible 

stimulus combination (frequency [3] x emotion [3] x colour [3]) occurring 20 times in 

each task. This resulted in each combination of spatial frequency and emotional 

expression being presented 60 times each in each task, which was done to ensure a 

sufficient number of trials in each condition to produce a stable ERP waveform after 

epoch rejection. Initial exploration of measures of response accuracy suggested that 

participants found the initial task design (Wave 1) difficult to complete, specifically in 

the explicit recognition condition (Appendix V). As such, modifications were made to the 

task design in Wave 2 in an effort to improve task performance. 
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Figure 3.2. Trial design for (a) Wave 1 and (b) Wave 2 of data collection. 

 

Wave 2. Stimulus presentation was modified in the second wave of testing such 

that participants were presented with the target stimuli for 500 ms, followed by a variable 

ITI based on subjects’ response time (RT (150 – 1000 ms) + 500 ms ITI, max trial = 2000 

ms; Figure 3.2b). Similar to Wave 1, the final task consisted of four blocks of 135 trials 

with 30-second breaks in between (540 trials total), resulting in maximum total task 

duration of approximately 18 minutes per task and a total testing time of 36 minutes for 

the entire paradigm. Once again participants were seated 102 cm (40”) from the stimulus 

presentation screen resulting in a vertical visual angle of approximately 5º and horizontal 

angle of approximately 3º. As in Wave 1 stimuli were randomized across trials, with each 
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possible stimulus combination occurring 20 times in each task, and each combination of 

spatial frequency and emotional expression being presented 60 times each in each task.  

In addition to the modifications to stimulus presentation in Wave 2, we also 

included a short practice block of 30 trials at the beginning of each task to allow 

participants to become familiar with both the current stimuli and task demands in an 

effort to further facilitate performance. While the trial design was the same as that used in 

the actual task, stimuli were displayed for 1000 ms in the implicit (colour-naming) 

condition practice block, while the stimulus display was self-paced for the emotion 

recognition practice block to allow subjects to become familiar with the emotional 

expressions, as previous research has shown this method facilitates emotion 

categorization performance (Weissflog, 2011). These specific modifications were made 

to both decrease task difficulty, particularly for Task B (increased stim duration), while 

also inducing stimulus onset jitter to prevent participants from anticipating presentation 

of the stimulus on each trial (removal of fixation). In addition, we chose to maintain 

limitations on response time in light of research by Munro et al. (2007a) who found that 

psychopathic participants are able to perform comparably to controls during an untimed 

stimulus familiarization task, while their study results indicate that these same individuals 

committed more errors than controls, especially for fearful faces, during an emotional 

flanker task that emphasizes rapid responding.  

Despite our efforts, task modifications did not improve performance accuracy in 

for Task B in Wave 2 compared to Wave 1, but did improve Task A accuracy (Appendix 

V). However, descriptive data for performance accuracy across groups, as well as 

correlation analyses indicated that accuracy data for both the implicit and explicit 
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conditions were unrelated to either the total or factor-level psychopathic traits severity 

(Appendices W & X), suggesting that the observed difference in task difficulty across 

conditions did not vary as function of these traits. The fact that individuals higher in 

psychopathic trait severity showed comparable task performance as those low in these 

traits suggests that the ERP effects observed in this study are likely not the result of 

disengagement during task performance in individual higher in psychopathy, which 

would be expected to result in poorer overall accuracy.  

The decision to combine the samples from both Wave 1 and Wave 2 for the final 

analyses was based on manual inspection of ERP waveforms, which showed that both 

task variations elicited reasonable P1 and N170 components. In order to ensure that 

modifications to the task procedure did not unduly influence the present results, the 

current analyses of EEG effects were run both with and without Wave 1 participants. 

These results showed the same pattern of significant effects across both analyses (see 

Results section), suggesting that changes to stimulus presentation did not significantly 

influence the results of our analyses. As such, it was decided to combine the samples 

from both testing waves in order to maintain a sufficient sample size (and therefore 

statistical power) for the final analyses. 

EEG data acquisition and processing. Data for the two studies in this 

dissertation were collected in the same testing session; therefore, data were collected for 

Study 2 using the same 128-channel Hydrocel Geodesic Sensor Gel Net (Electrical 

Geodesics, Inc., Eugene, Oregon) equipment and criteria as described in Study 1. 

Similarly, data from the two studies were subjected to the same automated data pre-

processing procedure (Desjardins & Segalowitz, 2013), and electromyographic, occular 
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and pulse artifacts were removed via manual inspection of independent components 

(ICs). In addition, initial exploration of the EEG data highlighted a significant amount of 

noise in the ERP waveform as a result of oscillatory alpha activity, which was also 

addressed employing IC methodologies. Specifically, a second round of component 

rejections was conducted to remove any ICs that had the characteristics of oscillatory 

alpha activity (i.e., a combination of power in the 5-15hz band, a single generators 

located to the medial occipital cortex and oscillatory activity in the raw EEG). 

Collectively, the components representing these artifacts were then removed and the 

remaining ICs back-projected to the scalp to be used for the remaining analyses.  

Cleaned scalp data were then time-locked to the onset of face stimuli, segmented 

into 1200ms epochs (-200 to 1000 ms) and baseline corrected from -200 to 0 ms. Epochs 

with extreme amplitude values (±100 μv), incomplete trials (trial length < 200 ms; 

produced as a function of the automated pre-processing), and/or responses faster than 150 

ms were then rejected using an automated rejection procedure. Finally, grand average 

ERPs were produced for each participant by averaging the remaining epochs (see 

Appendix Y for mean number of trials per condition). Averaged data were then exported 

to ERPscore (Segalowitz, 1999), which was used to manually identify and score the P1 

and N170 ERP components. For the purposes of the current study the P1 was defined as 

the most positive occipital peak occurring between 100 and 150 ms, while the N170 was 

defined as the most negative occipital peak between 150 and 210 ms, based on both 

generally accepted definitions of these components (e.g., Luck, 2005) and examination of 

grand average ERPs (Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3. Grand averaged ERP waveforms illustrating P1 and N170 responses at 

occipital and parietal sites 

 

Statistical Analyses 

Preliminary analyses were conducted to test the statistical assumptions of 

normality, homogeneity of variance and sphericity prior to testing the current hypothesis. 

Skewness and kurtosis statistics indicated that the assumption of normality was met for 

all relevant variables (statistics < |2|). For any analyses in which assumptions of 

homogeneity and/or sphericity were violated p-values were corrected using a 

Greenhouse-Geiser correction (Greenhouse & Geiser, 1959). Two-tailed, paired samples 

t-tests were conducted to follow-up on any significant (p = .05) effects. 

EEG analyses/manipulation check. To establish whether the current task and 

stimulus manipulations influenced early event-related potential components, a within-

subjects 4-way repeated-measures ANOVA (Task (2) x Emotion (3) x Frequency (3) x 

Stimulus onset 
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Site (2)) was conducted on both P1 and N170 amplitudes and latencies.  

Individual differences analyses. To test the current hypotheses that individuals 

high in psychopathic traits show differences in early visual processing, participants were 

split into three groups ranging on psychopathic trait severity based on whether their total 

SRP scores fell within the bottom (low trait severity), middle (medium severity), or top 

third (high severity) of the current sample distribution (Figure 3.4a). This process was 

repeated for scores on both the Factor 1 (Figure 3.4b) and Factor 2 subscales (Figure 

3.4c). 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 3.4. Distributions of total and factor-level SRP scores across (a) total SRP, (b) 
Factor 1, and (c) Factor 2 trait severity groups.  
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A priori hypothesis testing. To explore whether the manipulation of task 

instruction, emotional expression and/or stimulus frequency had a unique influence on 

early visual processing as a function of total trait severity (Group), a mixed-model 

RMANOVA ((Task (2: implicit, explicit) x Frequency (2: low-, broad-frequency) x Site 

(2: right, left hemisphere)) X Group (3: low-, medium-, high-severity)) was conducted on 

peak amplitude and latency measures of the P1 and N170 components for each emotion 

condition separately (fear, happy and neutral). In light of the fact that the current 

hypotheses are primarily focused on the effects of task demands and spatial frequency, as 

well as to maintain statistical power, it was decided to examine these effects as a function 

of emotional expression, as opposed to including emotion as a separate factor in the 

analyses. The current analyses were also limited to only low- and high-spatially filtered 

faces in light of the fact that broad-spatially frequency faces are by definition composed 

of both low- and high-spatial frequency information. In addition, because analyses of the 

EEG effects illustrated a significant difference between BSF faces and both LSF and HSF 

faces in terms of both ERP amplitude and latency, it is argued that these substantial 

differences would overshadow any effects that speak to the potential role of spatial 

frequency and the amygdala in individual differences in early visual processing. Once 

again, violations of assumptions of homogeneity and/or sphericity were corrected using a 

Greenhouse-Geiser correction (Greenhouse & Geiser, 1959).  Additional RMANOVA 

and two-tailed, independent samples t-tests were conducted to follow-up on any 

significant (p = .05) effects.
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Results 

Paradigm Validity Check 

P1 amplitude. A significant main effect of task, F(1,29) = 21.42, p < .001, ηp² = 

0.43 (Appendix Z; Figure 3.5a), was observed on the amplitude of the P1, such that the 

explicit emotion processing task elicited significantly larger P1 amplitudes compared to 

the implicit processing task, t(31) = 4.5, p <.001, 95% CI [0.41 µv, 1.09 µv], Similarly, a 

main effect of emotion, F(2,58) = 3.69, p = .031, ηp² = 0.11 (Figure 3.5b), was found 

suggesting that happy facial expressions elicited larger P1 amplitudes compared to both 

fearful, t(31) = 2.74, p = .010, 95% CI [0.05 µv, 0.31 µv], and neutral faces, t(31) = 2.24, 

p = .033, 95% CI [0.02 µv, 0.38 µv], which did not differ significantly from one another 

(p = .766). Spatial frequency was also found to influence the amplitude of the P1, F(2,58) 

= 5.15, p = .009, ηp² = 0.15 (Figure 3.5c), such that low-spatially frequency faces elicited 

larger amplitudes compared to both broad-, t(31) = 2.87, p = .007, 95% CI [0.13 µv, 0.76 

µv], and high-spatial frequency faces, t(31) = 2.22, p = .034, 95% CI [0.02 µv, 0.51 µv], 

with the latter two not differing significantly (p = .181). Finally, an effect of electrode 

site was found, F(1,29) = 7.46, p = .011, ηp² = 0.21 (Figure 3.5d), such that the P1 tended 

to be larger at right versus left hemisphere sites, t(31) = 2.82, p=.008, 95% CI [0.22 µv, 

1.35 µv].
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Figure 3.5.  Bar graph of overall main effects of (a) task demands, (b) emotional 

expression, (c) spatial frequency, and (d) electrode site on P1 amplitudes. 
 

 
 

P1 latency. Results of the P1 latency analyses indicated a significant main effect 
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peaks  compared to both broad-, t(31) = 4.98, p < .001, 95% CI [3.44 ms, 8.21 ms], and 

high-frequency faces, t(31) = 4.02, p < .001, 95 % CI [1.66 ms, 5.07 ms]. Unlike P1 

amplitudes there was no observed effect of either emotional expression (p =.274) or 

electrode site (p = .066).  

 

 

 

Figure 3.6. Bar graph of overall main effects of (a) task demands and (b) spatial 
frequency on P1 latencies. 
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[0.41 µv, 1.04 µv]. In addition, broad-frequency fearful faces elicited larger N170 

compared to both low-, t(31) = 8.63, p < .001, 95% CI [1.56 µv, 2.53 µv], and high-

frequency fearful faces, t(31) = 7.23, p < .001, 95% CI [1.08 µv, 1.93 µv], while N170 

amplitudes to high-frequency faces were also significantly larger than low-frequency 

faces, t(31) = 3.21, p = .003, 95% CI [0.20 µv, 0.88 µv].  

Unlike fearful faces, task and frequency manipulations were found to interact to 

influence N170 amplitudes in response to happy facial expressions, F(2,62) = 5.78, p 

= .005, ηp² = 0.16 (Figure 3.7b). Implicitly processed happy faces elicited larger 

amplitudes when presented under broad-spatial frequencies compared to both low-, t(31) 

= 4.99, p < .001, 95% CI [0.74 µv, 1.76 µv], and high-frequencies, t(31) = 5.34, p < .001, 

95% CI [0.88 µv, 1.97 µv], which did not differ significantly on another (p = .354). An 

identical pattern was observed for explicitly processed happy faces, such that broad 

frequency faces elicited larger N170s compared to both low-, t(31) = 7.26, p < .001, 95% 

CI [1.36 µv, 2.42 µv], and high-frequency faces, t(31) = 7.21, p < .001, 95% CI [1.27 µv, 

2.27 µv], which again did not differ significantly (p = .443).  

Finally, a similar task x frequency interaction was observed for neutral faces, F(2,62) 

= 4.68, p = .013, ηp² = 0.13, the nature of which appears to drive the original 3-way 

interaction of task and frequency with emotional expression (Figure 3.8c). Specifically, 

implicitly processed neutral faces showed a similar effect of frequency as implicitly 

processed fearful faces, such that broad-frenemy faces elicited larger N170s compared to 

both low-, t(31) = 6.68, p< .001, 95% CI [1.1 µv, 2.06 µv], and high-frequency neutral 

faces, t(31) = 3.51, p = .001, 95% CI [0.40 µv, 1.51 µv], while high-frequency faces 

elicited larger N170s compared to low-frequency faces, t(31) = 4.22, p < .001, 95% CI 
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[0.32 µv, 0.93 µv]. In contrast, explicitly processed neutral faces showed frequency 

effects similar to those seen for happy faces in the form of larger N170 amplitudes in 

response to broad-frequency neutral faces compared to both low-, t(31) = 7.19, p < .001, 

95% CI [1.02 µv, 1.82 µv], and high-spatial frequency faces, t(31) = 5.06, p < .001, 95% 

CI [0.79 µv, 1.85 µv], which did not significantly differ from one another (p = .617). 

 
 

 

 
Figure 3.7. Bar graph of overall interaction effects between fearful facial expressions 

and (a) task demands and (b) spatial frequency on N170 amplitudes. 
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Figure 3.8. Bar graph of overall interaction between task demands and spatial 

frequency manipulations across (a) fear, (b) happy, and (c) neutral facial 

expressions 
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2.52 ms], and happy facial expressions, t(31) = 2.41, p = .022, 95% CI [0.18 ms, 2.16 

ms], while there was no observed difference in peak latency between fearful and happy 

expressions (p = .876). A significant effect of frequency was also observed, F(2,58) = 

66.5, p < .001, ηp² = 0.70 (Figure 3.9c), suggesting that both low-, t(31) = 11.50, p 

< .001, 95% CI [9.97 ms, 14.27 ms], and high-frequency faces, t(31) = 9.03, p < .001, 

95% CI [8.13 ms, 12.88 ms], elicited later N170 components compared broad-spatial 

frequency faces, but did not differ from each other (p = .151). Finally, a main effect of 

electrode location was found, F(1,29) = 11.02, p = .002, ηp² = 0.28 (Figure 3.9d), 

indicating that N170 ERPs peaked earlier at right versus left hemisphere sites, t(31) = 

3.33, p = .002, 95% CI [1.31 ms, 5.46 ms]. 
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Figure 3.9. Bar graph of overall main effects of (a) task demands, (b) emotional 

expression, (c) spatial frequency, and (d) electrode site on N170 latencies. 
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measures of the P1 and N170 ERPs (Appendix EE). This was also the case for the 

between-groups analyses of high, mean and low Factor 2 groups on all ERP measures 

(p > .361; Appendix FF). 

Within-groups effects.  

P1 amplitude. 

Total trait severity. In regards to peak P1 amplitudes, a significant interaction was 

observed between task manipulation and SRP group, specifically for happy facial 

expressions, F(2,29) = 7.63, p = .023, ηp² = 0.23 (Figure 3.10). Individuals in the 

medium, t(10) = 5.80, p < .001, 95% CI [0.85 µv, 1.91 µv], and high, t(9) = 5.48, p 

< .001, 95% CI [0.58 µv, 1.39 µv], trait-severity groups showed a significant effect of 

task demands while viewing happy faces, such that explicit processing elicited larger P1 

ERPs compared to implicit processing, while those low in psychopathic traits did not 

show this differentiation across implicit and explicit conditions (p = .489). Conversely, 

there were no significant effects of either task demands, spatial frequency or electrode 

site for either fearful (p > .100) or neutral facial expressions (p > .386).  

 

 
 
Figure 3.10. Bar graph of interaction effect between happy facial expressions and task 

demands on P1 amplitudes across total SRP trait severity groups. 
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Factor-level trait severity. A significant Task X Site X Factor 1 Group interaction 

was observed for fearful faces, F(2,29) = 8.99, p = .001, ηp² = 0.38 (Figure 3.11), 

whereas there were no significant group interactions for either happy (p > .093) or 

neutral facial expressions (p > .056). Specifically, individuals in the middle Factor 1 trait-

severity group produced larger P1 amplitudes in response to the explicitly versus 

implicitly processed fearful faces at both right, t(10) = 3.86, p=.003, 95% CI [0.50 µv, 

1.88 µv], and left hemisphere sites, t(10) = 4.50, p=.001, 95% CI [0.56 µv, 1.66 µv]. 

However, this same P1 amplitude effect for explicitly processed fearful faces was only 

found at right hemisphere sites in the high Factor 1 trait-severity group, t(9) = 2.50, p 

= .034, 95% CI [0.10 µv, 2.06 µv], while individuals in the low severity group did not 

show a significant difference in P1 amplitude to fearful faces across tasks at either 

location (p > .080). Unlike Factor 1 trait severity, there were no observed P1 amplitude 

effects of either task, frequency, or site as a function of Factor 2 trait severity group for 

either fearful, happy, or neutral facial expressions (p > .079).  

 
Figure 3.11. Bar graph of interaction effect between fearful facial expressions and 

electrode site on P1 amplitudes for (a) implicit and (b) explicit processing 

conditions across Factor 1 trait severity groups. 
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P1 latency.  

Total trait severity. A significant task x frequency x total trait severity group 

interaction was found specifically for neutral faces, F(2,29) = 5.45, p = .010, ηp² = 0.27 

(Figure 3.12). The P1 peaked significantly later for individuals in the low-severity group 

in response to low-spatial frequency neutral faces presented under explicit versus implicit 

processing conditions, t(10) = 3.49, p = .006, 95% CI [2.79 ms, 12.67 ms], whereas this 

effect was not seen in either the medium- (p = .108) or high-severity groups (p = .369). 

Although not statistically significant, it is notable that a similar latency difference was 

observed in the medium-severity group (later P1s to LSF faces in explicit condition), 

while this difference was reversed in the high-severity group, such that LSF neutral faces 

elicited later P1s under implicit processing demands.  In addition, the P1 was found to 

peak later in the high-severity group in response to high-spatial frequency neutral faces 

presented under explicit versus implicit conditions, t(9) = 3.47, p = .007, 95% CI [1.18 

ms, 5.62 ms]. This effect was not found in either the low- (p = .432) or medium-severity 

groups (p = .482) in response to HSF neutral faces. 

 
Figure 3.12. Bar graph of interaction effect between happy facial expressions and 

spatial frequency on P1 latencies for (a) implicit and (b) explicit 
processing conditions across total SRP trait severity groups. 
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Factor-level trait severity. There were no significant group effects or interactions 

with group for peak P1 latencies for individual differences on Factor 1 traits (p > .072). 

However, for Factor 2 trait severity, a significant interaction between frequency, site and 

group was found specifically for fearful faces, F(2,29) = 4.16, p = .026, ηp² = 0.22 

(Figure 3.13). This effect was found to be significant only for individuals in the middle 

Factor 2 group, who showed significantly later P1 ERPs in response to low-spatial 

frequency faces, but only at right hemisphere sites, t(9) = 3.16, p = .012, 95% CI [1.88 

ms, 11.32 ms]. This effect was not significant at left hemisphere sites (p = .676) for the 

middle group and not present at either right or left hemisphere locations for individuals in 

the low (p > .577) or high (p > .083) Factor 2 groups. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Bar graph of interaction effect between fearful facial expressions spatial 
frequency on P1 latencies for (a) right-hemisphere and (b) left-hemisphere 

electrode sites conditions across Factor 2 trait severity groups. 
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N170 amplitude.  

Total trait severity. Similar to the P1 latency, a significant Task x Frequency x 

trait severity interaction was found for the amplitude of the N170 for happy facial 

expressions, F(2,29) = 3.53, p = .043, ηp² = 0.20 (Figure 3.14). In particular, individuals 

in the middle-severity groups showed a general pattern of producing larger peak 

amplitudes in response to implicitly versus explicitly processed happy faces for both low-

, t(10) = 4.20, p = .002, 95% CI [0.79 µv, 2.59 µv], and high-frequency faces, t(10) = 

2.78, p = .020, 95% CI [0.20 µv, 1.79 µv]. In contrast, individuals in the high-trait 

severity group only showed this pattern of N170 augmentation for implicitly processed 

high-frequency happy faces, t(9) = 4.78, p = .001, 95% CI [0.53 µv, 1.48 µv], whereas 

individuals in the low-trait severity group only showed increased N170 amplitudes under 

implicit processing conditions for low-frequency happy faces, t(10) = 2.73, p = .021, 

95% [0.19 µv, 1.91 µv]. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3.14. Bar graph of interaction effect between happy facial expressions and 

spatial frequency on N170 amplitudes for (a) implicit and (b) explicit 
processing conditions across total SRP trait severity groups. 
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Factor-level trait severity. Analysis of peak N170 amplitudes illustrated a 

significant interaction effect between Factor 1 group and spatial frequency, specifically 

for fearful facial expressions, F(2,29) = 3.51, p = .043, ηp² = 0.20 (Figure 3.15). Further 

exploration showed that low-spatial frequency fear faces elicited significantly larger 

N170 amplitudes in the high Factor 1 group only, t(9) = 4.46, p = .002, 95% CI [0.56 µv, 

1.71 µv]. Although not significant, a similar direction of means was observed in both 

middle (p = .060) and low (p = .628) Factor 1 groups (Figure 3.15), and, moreover, this 

difference in peak amplitude between low- and high-frequency faces show a trend of 

increasing magnitude in relation to Factor 1 trait-severity (r = .33, p = .062; Figure 3.16). 

In contrast, there were no significant within-groups effects as a function of Factor 1 trait-

severity for either happy (p = .448) or neutral (p = .147) facial expressions. Unlike 

Factor 1, interactions between task, stimulus manipulations, and Factor 2 group were not 

significant (p > .055). 
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Figure 3.15. Bar graph of interaction effect between fearful facial expressions and 

spatial frequency on N170 amplitudes across Factor 1 trait severity groups. 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
Figure 3.16. Scatter plot of N170 amplitude difference scores between low- and high- 

spatial frequency fearful faces with Factor 1 scale scores across Factor 1 
trait severity groups. 
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N170 latency.  

Total trait severity. Finally, an interaction between site and group was observed 

for happy facial expressions, F(2,29) = 3.44, p = .046, ηp² = 0.19 (Figure 3.17), such that 

N170 peak latencies were faster at right versus left hemisphere sites for individuals in 

both the low-, t(10) = 4.00, p = .003, 95% CI [3.49 ms, 3.84 ms], and high-trait severity 

groups, t(9) = 2.39, p = .040, 95% CI [0.12 ms, 4.35 ms]. A similar pattern of N170 

latency variation across hemispheres also exists in the middle-trait severity group, 

although this difference failed to reached the cut-off for significance (p = .434). 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
Figure 3.17. Bar graph of interaction effect between happy facial expressions and 

electrode site on N170 latencies across total SRP trait severity groups. 

 
 

Factor-level trait severity. Similar to P1 latencies, no significant within-subjects 

Factor 1 group effects were observed on the latency of the N170 (p > .088), illustrating 

that the effects of the current task and frequency manipulations do not appear to 
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differently influence the speed of early visual processes as a function of Factor 1 trait 

severity. However, Factor 2 trait-severity groups showed a task by site interaction 

specifically for neutral faces, F(2,29) = 4.58, p = .019, ηp² = 0.24 (Figure 3.18), such that 

the explicit processing condition elicited significantly later N170 ERPs at right-

hemisphere sites in the high Factor 2 group, t(9) = 3.49, p = .007, 95% CI [1.99, 9.34], 

and at left-hemisphere sites for the middle Factor 2 group, t(9) = 3.37, p = .008, 95% CI 

[1.34, 6.80]. The low Factor 2 group, on the other hand, did not show a delay in N170 

latency in response to the explicit processing condition at either the right- (p = .779) or 

left-hemisphere (p = .221). 

 

 

Figure 3.18. Bar graph of interaction effect between neutral facial expressions and task 
condition on N170 latencies for (a) right hemisphere (b) left hemisphere 

electrode sites across Factor 2 trait severity groups.
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Discussion 

Before the data were examined with respect to our hypotheses concerning 

individual differences, a statistical check was conducted to ensure that the paradigm was 

in fact effective in influencing early ERP indices of visual processing. Results of this 

analysis indicated significant influences of task demands, emotional expression and 

spatial frequency on both the P1 and N170 components.  

Effect of Task: Implicit vs. Explicit Face Processing 

 Our present hypothesis was that implicit processing of fearful faces would lead to 

increased amygdala activation, which in turn would lead to increased cortical activation 

during the early stages of processing reflected in the P1. Contrary to this, the explicit 

condition elicited both larger and later P1 components and later N170 components, 

regardless of emotional expression. Although contrary to the current hypotheses, these 

findings are not particularly surprising in the context of the broader ERP literature, as it 

has been well established that the P1 in particular is modulated by attention allocation 

during early stages of processing (Luck & Kappenmann, 2012; Luck, 2005; Mercure, 

Dick & Johnson, 2008; Taylor, 2002). In this light the observed increase in both P1 

amplitudes and P1 and N170 latencies in response to explicit processing in the current 

study is consistent with the idea that emotion identification (as in the explicit task) is 

more effortful and complex than colour identification (in the implicit task), and may 

require greater recruitment of attention and/or cortical resources during the early stages of 

processing reflected in the P1 and N170. 

Importantly, these findings may not rule out the amygdala as playing a key role in
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the early stages of visual processing in the current paradigm. Previous research suggests 

that attention-related modulations in information processing at this stage may be a 

function of sensory gain control on the part of subcortical regions, resulting in cortical 

enhancement of the “effective intensity” of relevant information, while simultaneo usly 

decreasing the intensity of irrelevant information (Hillyard, Vogel & Luck, 1998). Of 

particular relevance to the present findings, it has also been shown that sensory gain can 

be “set” prior to stimulus onset, and therefore influence initial stages of processing, based 

on factors such as task demands and individual differences in basic attentional processes 

(Bridwell, Hecker, Serences, & Srinivasan, 2013; Verghese, Kim, & Wade, 2012).  

Taking this into consideration, we could argue that increased P1 amplitudes in 

response to explicit versus implicit processing conditions may be a direct metric of the 

allocation of attentional resource resulting from task demands influencing the sensory 

gain that is “set” prior to stimulus onset. For example, successful stimulus identification 

under the implicit condition would reasonably rely on the enhancement of the “effective 

intensity” of colour information, a single low-level stimulus characteristic. On the other 

hand, successful identification of emotional expressions in the explicit condition is likely 

to rely on a number of different low-level stimulus characteristics during the time of the 

P1, such as spatial frequency, contrast and luminance, suggesting a more complex pattern 

of increases and decreases in pre-stimulus sensory gain. Similarly, some degree of 

integration of these characteristics into recognizable patterns associated with face and 

emotion recognition would also be required for correct identification, which in turn may 

contribute longer P1 latencies, as found in the present study. This interpretation would 

also apply to the observed increase in N170 latencies during explicit processing, 
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especially because the N170 is thought to reflect complete integration of low-level 

characteristics into a holistic representation of the entire face stimulus and the 

information conveyed therein. It should also be noted that these effects may reflect delays 

specific to the unique processes underlying the P1 and N170 as previous research has 

shown that the specific sensitivity of the N170 to faces is independent of the sources 

underlying the P1 (Desjardins & Segalowitz, 2013). 

Effect of Emotional Expression 

P1 amplitudes were also found to be larger specifically in response to happy 

compared to fearful or neutral facial expressions. This is consistent with the observations 

of Jetha et al. (2012), who found a similar increase in the P1 to happy faces, although 

specifically in individuals scoring low on a normative measure of shyness. Although the 

P1 is not believed to reflect specific face recognition processes (Rossion & Jacques, 

2012; Rousselet, 2008), it has been argued that rudimentary differentiation between face 

and non-face stimuli may occur at this stage based on unique patterns of low-level 

stimulus characteristics (e.g., spatial frequency, luminance patterns, contrast). Taken 

together, these findings suggest that processing of happy facial expressions may elicit 

greater cortical activation (power), or alternatively, elicit a more consistent ERP response 

(in terms of phase, jitter) than other expressions during the time of the P1 ERP. This latter 

possibility is particularly interesting, as previous research has suggested that happy faces 

are identified more easily and accurately than other expressions (Langner et al., 2010; 

also see current stimulus set ratings), suggesting that happy expressions would not 

require the recruitment of additional resources for correct identification, and therefore 

their processing may indeed lead to more consistent timing. Similarly, a main effect of 
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emotion was also found to influence the latency of the N170, illustrating that both fearful 

and happy faces resulted in longer N170 latencies compared to neutral faces. This finding 

is once again in line with the observations of Jetha et al. (2012), who found that 

emotional faces generally resulted in larger N170 components compared to neutral faces. 

Thus, the additional affective content of fearful and happy expressions may result in 

additional processing of such stimuli, extending the engagement of such resources (as 

suggested by the present findings).   

This interpretation of the present data is supported by research illustrating that 

successful emotion recognition relies on the extraction of diagnostic information (i.e., 

emotion-specific patterns of low-level stimulus characteristics) from key facial features. 

For example, happy expressions are primarily conveyed via the mouth region (i.e., a 

smile), while fearful expressions rely more heavily on information from the eye region 

(e.g., wide-open eyes, raised eyebrows; Ekman, Friesen, & Hager, 2002; Schyns, Petro, 

& Smith, 2007), resulting in unique patterns of low-level characteristics (particularly 

contrast and luminance) associated with each expression. As previously described, it is 

not clear that the P1 reflects explicit face categorization processes, but may instead reflect 

early detection of patterns of low-level characteristics that are unique to face versus non 

face objects (Rossion & Jacques, 2012; Rousselet et al. 2008). It is argued that the low-

level patterns associated with happy faces (especially when teeth are showing), which are 

centred around the mouth region of the face, are more distinct than patterns associated 

with other expressions, which primarily rely on information from the eye region (e.g., 

wide-open eyes for fear; Ekman et al., 2002). In turn, the P1 in response to happy faces 

may be more consistent due to the fact that recognition of low-level characteristics 
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associated with this expression can be achieved more easily than other expressions by 

determining if there is high contrast/luminance information in the lower half of the face, 

suggesting a smile.  The influence of low-level stimulus characteristics may also extend 

to the observed lengthening of N170 latencies in response to both happy and fearful 

faces, as research suggests that accurate identification of emotional expressions relies on 

the holistic integration of low-level characteristics that are unique to each expression 

(e.g., Schyns et al., 2007), which, in contrast to neutral faces, are more varied and, in 

theory, contain additional information associated with the valance and arousal levels of 

the expression being viewed. To this end, it would make sense from an information 

processing perspective that these faces may also require additional time to extract and 

integrate this added information relevant to emotion identification. 

Effect of Spatial Frequency 

Finally, the observation that low-spatial frequency faces increased both P1 peak 

amplitudes and latencies is consistent with low-frequency information recruiting more 

attentional resources during initial stages of processing compared to either broad- or 

high-frequency information. There is a large body of research illustrating that low-spatial 

frequency information, especially in the context of affective stimuli, is processed 

preferentially via subcortical pathways (thalamo-amygdala pathway), while high-

frequency information is processed via cortical pathways (e.g., fusiform cortex; 

Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 2003; Winston, Vuilleumier, & Dolan, 2003). In 

addition, as previously mentioned, emotional stimuli appear to elicit automatic amygdala 

activation, independent of attention to the affective content of the stimuli (Anderson, 

Christoff, Panitz, De Rosa, & Gabrieli, 2003; Vuilleumier et al., 2001; Morris et al., 
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1998; Morris, Öhman, & Dolan, 1998; Morris, Öhman, & Dolan,1999; Morris, Buchel, & 

Dolan, 2001; Vuilleumier et al., 2003; Öhman, Flykt, & Esteves, 2001; Öhman and 

Mineka, 2001; Carlsson, Petersson, Lundqvist, Karlsson, Ingvar, & Öhman, 2004), 

suggesting that activation of the amygdala plays a role in engaging and allocating cortical 

attentional resources to the processing of affective stimuli. Taken in the context of 

increased sensitivity of the amygdala to low-spatial frequency information, the observed 

effect of spatial frequency on the P1 is consistent with LSF faces eliciting greater 

automatic activation of the amygdala and the associated subcortical pathway, resulting in 

greater allocation of attentional resources to these stimuli during early stages of 

processing. This interpretation is further supported by the fact that P1 amplitudes were 

positively correlated with P1 latencies in the current sample, suggesting that greater 

activation during the timing of the P1 was also associated with longer periods of 

activation, suggesting that the processing of low-spatial frequency faces may capture and 

engage additional attentional resources, resulting in greater recruitment of cortical 

resources for a longer duration.  

Similar to frequency effects observed for P1 latency, N170 latencies were also 

longer in response to both low- and high-frequency faces compared to broad-frequency 

faces. This may reflect the fact that both low- and high-spatial frequency faces contain 

less information than broad-frequency faces, and so may require more time to integrate 

the featural information from these stimuli into a holistic representation of the stimulus as 

a face. This interpretation is again supported by research suggesting that the N170 

component reflects a process of holistic featural integration, and that the N170 only 

reaches its peak once enough information has been integrated to successfully identify the 
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emotional expression of a face (Schyns et al., 2007). In this context, both low- and high- 

frequency faces may take longer to reach the point of integration necessary for successful 

identification of the stimuli, although it must be noted that it cannot be concluded that 

this delay was specifically related to successful emotion recognition, as this effect 

generalized across task conditions, suggesting that this delay occurs even when emotion 

identification is secondary to task demands and therefore may not uniquely reflect 

explicit emotional recognition processes. 

N170 amplitudes: The interesting case of neutral faces. It appears that when 

implicitly processed, neutral faces elicited N170 amplitudes similar to those elicited by 

fearful faces in response to spatial frequency manipulations, whereas explicitly processed 

neutral faces showed a pattern similar to those for happy faces. This was demonstrated in 

the 3-way interaction of task x emotion x frequency in the N170 amplitudes, and 

followed up across emotional expression conditions to explore possible task x frequency 

interaction effects. In the implicit condition, both neutral and fearful faces elicited largest 

N170s to those in the BSF band, next largest for HSF faces, and both of these types larger 

than those with LSF. In contrast, during explicit processing neutral faces and happy faces 

elicited larger N170 amplitudes in response to BSF faces, while no difference was found 

across low and high frequency faces.  

This difference for neutral faces in the effect of spatial frequency across 

processing conditions may reflect the fact that these expressions are often perceived as 

mildly negative in valence, rather than being perceived as completely void of affective 

information (Barrett, Mesquita, & Gendron, 2011; Mignault & Chaudhuri, 2003; Said, 

Sebe, & Todorov, 2009). Because we rarely encounter entirely neutral expressions in 
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others during social interactions unless they are hiding their emotional state or not 

engaging with us, our interactions normally involve movement of facial muscles (e.g., to 

respond, or indicate attention) that convey subtle affective cues, regardless of the 

individual’s intent (Bassili, 1979; O'Toole, Roark, & Abdi, 2002). Thus, there may be a 

tendency to initially identify completely neutral faces as more negative in affect due to 

our real-world experience with faces in our environment. As such, neutral faces may be 

processed more similarly to fearful faces (with negative affect) under LSF and implicit 

conditions because such information has been shown to rely on more automatic, 

subcortical pathways that emphasize the presence of potential threat in the environment. 

This in turn may lead to greater allocation of attentional resource to these stimuli at the 

N170 stage of processing. Conversely, neutral (similar to happy) faces may not show an 

increased N170 response to LSF faces under explicit conditions because of cortical 

inhibition of these subcortical pathways during explicit recognition processes (Critchley 

et al., 2000, Kanske & Kotz, 2012). 

Taken together the preceding findings suggest that the current task manipulations 

were, in fact, effective in eliciting differences in electrophysiological indices of early 

visual processing, as reflected in the modulation of both the peak amplitude and latency 

of the P1 and N170 components in response to task demands, emotional expression, and 

spatial frequency. This effectiveness in modulating early visual ERP components adds 

validity to the results of the analyses of individual differences in these responses as a 

function of psychopathic personality traits. 
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Psychopathy-Related Individual Difference Effects 

 The primary goal of this study was to explore psychopathy-related individual 

differences in early visual processing of spatially-filtered emotional faces, as reflected by 

P1 and N170 ERPs, under implicit and explicit processing conditions. In light of previous 

findings (Glass & Newman, 2009; Hiatt, Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & 

McCullagh, 2007; Newman et al., 1997; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Weissflog, 2011a; 

Weissflog, 2011b; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011), it was hypothesized that 

individuals high in psychopathic traits would produce smaller and/or later P1s in response 

to implicit as opposed to explicit processing conditions, reflecting abnormal or decreased 

attention to affective information. In light of research illustrating greater amygdala 

activation during implicit versus explicit processing of affective faces (Critchley et al., 

2000), we argued that the alerting and orienting processes underlying this effect are most 

likely to be susceptible to influence by the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar pathway, 

which the present model suggests is less responsive in individuals high in psychopathic 

traits.  

 In addition, we hypothesized that individuals high in psychopathic traits would 

show reduced responsivity to low-spatial frequency faces in the form of smaller ERP 

amplitudes compared to those low in psychopathic traits, as previous research has shown 

that the processing of LSF information relies primarily on the portion of the input from 

the magnocellular pathway that passes through the thalamus and to the amygdala (Buser 

& Imbert, 1992). Cellular transmission in the magnocellular pathway has not only been 

shown to be faster than transmission via the parvocellular pathway (Kaplan & Shapley, 

1982; Schiller & Malpeli, 1978), but is also more sensitive to changes in stimulus 
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contrast as well as spatial attention, suggesting that such information is prioritized during 

the earliest stages of visual processing (DiRusso & Spinelli, 1999; DiRusso et al., 2001; 

Lee et al., 1994). Taken together it was argued that reduced responsivity of the thalamo-

amygdalar pathway in psychopathy would also result in reduced sensitivity to the low-

spatial frequency information that contributes to immediate affective responses related to 

biologically/socially-relevant information. It was further expected that this reduction in 

ERP amplitudes would be most apparent for low-spatial frequency fearful faces, in light 

of the observed sensitivity of the healthy amygdala to both low-spatial frequencies and 

fearful faces (Vuilleumier et al., 2003). 

 For the purpose of testing these hypotheses, participants were split into three 

groups (low, medium, and high) based on the sample distribution (low, middle and top 

third) of the total SRP and its factor-level scores. These were then included in a mixed 

ANOVA as a between-subjects factor with task, stimulus conditions and electrode site as 

within-subject factors in a direct test of our a priori hypotheses on the effects of group on 

task condition (implicit/explicit) and frequency (low-/high-spatial frequency) on each 

emotion condition (fear/happy/neutral) separately.  

There were no significant main effects of group observed on ERP measures of 

early visual processing as a function of the task and stimulus manipulations. Although we 

had hypothesized that such main effects could occur, their absence suggests that overall 

magnitude or speed of cortical responsivity of early processing of affective information 

does not vary as a function of psychopathic trait severity. However, trait severity was 

found to interact with task and stimulus manipulations at the within-group level for both 

total and factor-level measures of psychopathic traits. Not only do our results illustrate 
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psychopathy-related differences in early visual processing as early as 100 ms after 

stimulus presentation, but also that these differences appear to vary as a function of 

factor-level trait severity. Importantly, these findings seem to reflect Factor-specific 

variations in the engagement of neural and attentional resources during early stages of 

emotion processing, as opposed to a general dysfunction in processing as often suggested 

by the broader body of literature on affect recognition in psychopathic individuals (Blair 

et al., 2001; Deeley et al., 2006; Marsh & Blair (2008); Montagne et al., 2005). 

Total psychopathic trait severity. Our initial exploration of the effects of trait 

severity focused on overall psychopathic trait severity as measured by total SRP scale 

scores. Results of this initial analyses illustrated significant interactions between groups 

and task and stimulus manipulations on both amplitudes and latencies of the P1 and 

N170, suggesting that individuals varying in total psychopathic trait severity are in fact 

processing early visual information differently as a function of the current paradigm.  

Main effect of task on P1 amplitudes in response to happy faces. The medium- 

and high-trait severity group produced significantly smaller P1 amplitudes under implicit 

compared to explicit processing conditions but only in response to happy faces, while the 

low-severity group did not show this effect for any of the faces across processing 

conditions. This finding partially supports our current hypothesis that individuals high in 

psychopathic traits would show reduced P1 responsivity under implicit processing 

conditions, albeit only in response to happy faces in this case. This observed decrease in 

P1 amplitudes during implicit processing may reflect less recruitment of attentional 

resources, particularly by positively valenced stimuli in individuals higher in 

psychopathic traits. One may speculate from this that those higher in psychopathic traits 
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are essentially attending less to happy faces under implicit processing conditions 

suggesting that these individuals are essentially better at ignoring (positively-valenced) 

affective information that is secondary to task goals, in this case, colour naming.  

Effect of spatial-frequency as a function of task. 

P1 latencies to neutral faces. P1 latency to neutral faces differentiated the high- 

versus low-severity groups as predicted by the model with respect to spatial frequency 

filtering: Implicit processing elicited shorter P1 latencies in the low-severity group to low 

spatial frequency faces while those in the high-severity group showed faster P1 latencies 

to high spatial frequency faces. The medium severity group showed a pattern similar to 

the low severity group, although this was not significant. As the model predicts, low-

spatial frequency information is not engaging the same degree of automatic amygdala 

activation in the high-severity group, which in turn results in less modulation of sensory 

gain (i.e., recruitment of resources) in the visual cortex. 

These findings are supported by the fact that individuals higher in psychopathic 

traits also showed smaller P1 amplitudes during implicit processing. Thus, the medium-

severity group showed amplitude effects similar to the high-severity group while, at the 

same time, showing latency effects similar to those seen in the low-severity group. Thus, 

the magnitude and/or nature of overall differences in the early processing of neutral face 

stimuli may vary as a function of trait severity, and it would seem that the middle group 

really has characteristics of both sets of neighbours. Implicit processing should, in theory, 

promote more unimpeded (i.e., stronger) responses from the amygdala. The observation 

that those highest in psychopathic traits showed a relative reduction and delay in the P1 

during implicit processing supports the idea that these individuals are generally less 
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attentive and/or responsive to information that is known to have received priority during 

processing due to its potential social/biological relevance. 

N170 amplitude. Happy faces were found to uniquely influence the amplitudes of 

the N170 across trait severity groups, although this effect was not as clearly delineated 

across trait severity as were effects associated with the P1 component. Individuals in the 

medium-severity groups showed larger N170 amplitudes in response to implicitly 

compared to explicitly processed happy faces, regardless of spatial frequency band. On 

the other hand, those in the high-trait severity group showed increased N170 amplitudes 

specifically to implicitly processed HSF faces, whereas those in the low-severity group 

showed a similar increase specific to implicitly processed LSF faces.  These results 

suggest that individuals higher in psychopathic traits do not show a processing bias 

toward low-spatial frequency over high frequency information during implicit emotion 

recognition. Whereas these results are not explicitly as we hypothesized, they may still 

reflect the fact that low-spatial frequency information does not elicit greater amygdala 

activation in those higher in psychopathic traits. This is further supported by the fact that 

this effect was observed under implicit processing conditions, which have been shown to 

elicit greater amygdala activation compared to explicit affect recognition (Critchley et al., 

2000; Lieberman, Eisenberger, Crockett, Tom, Pfeifer, & Way, 2007).   

Factor-level trait effects. We also analyzed the effects of the current paradigm as 

function of factor-level trait severity.  Exploration of potential processing differences for 

those high in Factor 1 versus Factor 2 traits may be of particular interest as the 

psychopathy literature has reliably illustrated differences on a number of variables, 

including attentional control ability, as a function of factor-level trait severity (Baskin-
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Sommers et al., 2006). In particular, individuals high in Factor 1 have been reported to 

show superior attentional control, while those high in Factor 2 show impaired control. 

This difference in attention across factors is particularly relevant to the present 

hypotheses, as the thalamo-amygdalar pathway has been shown to play central role in 

orienting and allocating attention during the earliest stages of information processing 

(LeDoux, 2000; Nieuwenhuys, Voogd & Van Huijzen, 2008; Öhman, 1997; 2005; 

Tottenham, Hare, & Casey, 2009).  

Factor 1. Of particular relevance to the present hypotheses, task and stimulus 

manipulations were found to influence the amplitudes with respect to Factor 1, but not 

latencies, of both the P1 and N170. Factor 1 trait severity was found to affect the P1 

amplitude in interactions of task. Explicit processing of fearful facial expressions elicited 

significantly larger P1 amplitudes in the middle and high Factor 1 trait severity groups. 

Factor 1 also interacted with spatial frequency to influence N170 amplitudes, such that 

they were larger in the high Factor 1 group in response to fearful faces presented at low-

spatial frequencies. In addition, there was a non-significant trend in the magnitude of the 

N170 difference for LSF versus HSF fearful faces as a function of Factor 1 severity. 

 Once again, these results support the broader model of attentional differences 

during affective information processing in individuals high in psychopathic traits. It is 

important to consider that, relative to clinical (incarcerated) sample populations, our 

sample comprised undergraduate university students. We may expect that such a sample 

would likely possess superior attentional abilities compared to an incarcerated sample, 

and also compared to the general public, given that the demands of gaining admission to 

and success in a university setting require good attentional control and reasonably good 
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self-regulation. This interpretation is also consistent with a wide body of literature within 

the psychopathy research field, including that of Baskin-Sommers et al. (2006) 

mentioned earlier, which suggests that individuals high in Factor 1 show superior 

attentional control ability whereas those high in Factor 2 traits show poor attentional 

control.  

This comparison of subject samples merits further exploration. Our observation of 

larger ERP amplitudes in response to fearful faces in this particular sample may reflect 

more effortful processing of these faces, requiring greater recruitment of attentional and 

cortical resources by individuals higher in psychopathic traits, particularly for low-spatial 

frequency fearful faces at the time of the N170. Due to the comparably high-functioning 

nature of the current sample it is possible that individuals high in Factor 1 traits may have 

adapted strategies to compensate for difficulties in fear processing related to individual 

differences in the neurophysiology underlying these processes. In other words, similar 

abnormalities in both neurological structure and function may exist in these individuals 

but, compared to “unsuccessful” clinical psychopaths, they have learned, either explicitly 

or implicitly, to adjust the allocation of resources to account for these difficulties and 

facilitate better recognition of fearful expressions. Moreover, further support for this 

interpretation comes from the fact that Factor 1 traits were found to interact specifically 

with component amplitudes but not latencies. This suggests that these effects are 

uniquely related to the recruitment of resources, whereas processing time remain 

unaffected and comparable to those low in these traits. 

Factor 2. In contrast to Factor 1 traits, Factor 2 trait severity was found to relate 

to both P1 and N170 latencies, as well as N170 amplitudes, although these effects were 
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less consistent than those observed for Factor 1. As such, these results do not map as 

cleanly on to the current model and may suggest that the current paradigm does not tap 

into the particular processing abnormalities that underlie the erratic lifestyle and 

antisocial traits of Factor 2. Despite this, one notable distinction in the observed effects of 

Factor 1 and Factor 2 trait severity is that Factor 2 traits primarily related to ERP latency 

measures whereas Factor 1 traits related solely to amplitude measures. Notably, Factor 2 

traits were associated with longer ERP latencies, suggesting a delay in the recruitment of 

relevant resources during the time of both the P1 and N170. Taken in conjunction with 

previous research illustrating poorer attentional control in individuals high in Factor 2, 

this suggests that these individuals are slower at engaging and allocating attention during 

early stages of emotion processing. More generally, this dissociation across factors is 

especially interesting as it suggests that there are differences in the way neural and 

attentional resources are allocated during emotion processing as a function of Factor-

level trait severity that are lost when viewed at the level of total psychopathic trait 

severity. 

Limitations 

 Whereas it has been argued that the present findings are consistent with broader 

theories of attentional abnormalities in individuals in high psychopathic traits that 

influence individual differences during early visual processing of affective information 

(despite not always supporting the current hypotheses), they must also be considered 

within the limitations of the current study. Importantly, the paradigm used in this study 

was designed specifically to test the current hypotheses and, as such, there is no broader 

literature with which to compare our findings or define “normal” patterns of ERP 
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responses to the present task manipulation (beyond the current manipulation check). In 

other words, the above results are in essence exploratory in regard to the present 

paradigm, and must be interpreted with caution.  

 In addition, both the size of the current sample, as well as the population from 

which it was selected must be considered. More specifically, because the current analyses 

used discrete groups based on psychopathic trait severity, the size of each of these groups 

was relatively small (N = 10 – 12), which may have limited the statistical power of some 

of the analyses. Moreover, while psychopathic personality traits have been shown to be 

normally distributed in the general population (replicated here in three of the four facets 

of the SRP), it may be argued that the present sample of undergraduate university 

students would be relatively high-functioning in terms of attention control compared to 

the broader community population, let alone incarcerated populations with clinical levels 

of psychopathy, as discussed above. Whereas this may limit generalizing the current 

results to other high-psychopathy populations, our findings in the present sample may 

also shed light on the distinction between “successful” and “unsuccessful” psychopathy. 

In line with the present findings, Gao and Raine (2010) have outlined a neurobiological 

model of successful and unsuccessful psychopathy. They propose that, unlike 

unsuccessful psychopaths, successful psychopaths show relatively intact, and sometimes 

superior, neurobiological functioning compared to non-psychopathic individuals.  

Future Directions 

 To address the issue of generalizability, further study of the present paradigm is 

needed in both community and forensic populations to establish whether these groups 

show similar patterns of early visual ERP responses (within group effects) and whether 
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these effects change in magnitude as a function of trait severity (between group effects). 

Moreover, the current findings that ERP markers of early visual processing are already 

beginning to vary across individuals high on Factor 1 and 2 traits as early as 100 ms after 

stimulus onset suggesting that future research may benefit from going beyond measures 

of overall psychopathic trait severity. Specifically, future research is needed to explore 

psychopathy-related differences in early information processing as a function of Factor 1 

and 2 trait severity. In addition, the present findings suggest that future study of affective 

information processing in psychopathy may also benefit from exploring early correlates 

of visual processing as a function of successful and unsuccessful expressions of 

psychopathy, particularly in terms of identifying adaptive differences in early stages of 

affective information processing across these groups.  

 Whereas the current findings illustrated differences in ERP markers of attention 

and face processing as a function of psychopathic trait severity, these measures are 

limited in how much they can tell us about the nature of the underlying processes that 

elicit these responses. As such, future exploration of these phenomena would benefit 

from the use of more advanced methods of EEG analysis including independent 

components (IC) and time-frequency (TF) decomposition methods. Independent 

component analyses in particular allows for the decomposition of the EEG signal 

observed at the scalp into independent sources of variance that reflect unique sources of 

activity thought to be associated with specific neural generators. To this end, IC analyses 

would shed further light on psychopathy-related differences in the underlying processes 

that are reflected in the P1 and N170 components at the scalp. Similarly, time-frequency 

analyses (of either scalp or IC data) would allow for further exploration of the specific 
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nature of the underlying mechanisms of the observed differences in ERP response at the 

scalp. Of particular interest, TF decomposition of ERP data can provide additional 

information regarding whether observed ERP differences at the scalp are a function of 

power, reflecting increases or decreases in the recruitment of neural resources, or inter-

trial coherence, reflecting synchronization of neural responses. In particular, such 

analyses would allow for further clarification of the present findings in terms of whether 

the observed Factor-level dissociations across component amplitudes and latencies are in 

fact the result of Factor-specific differences in the magnitude (Factor 1) and speed 

(Factor 2) of neural and attentional resource recruitment. Moreover, these effects can be 

isolated to specific EEG frequency bands, which could help to further refine the nature of 

psychopathy-related differences in early visual affective information processing. 

Conclusions 

In sum, preliminary exploration of the present paradigm has shown that it is not 

only effective in modulating early visual ERP responses, but that this paradigm also 

elicits complex and subtle interactions with psychopathic trait severity at the level of 

these early electrophysiological responses. The fact that the observed psychopathy-

related differences in ERP responses occurred as differences in the relative pattern of 

responses within each group (as opposed to significant mean differences between groups) 

may reflect the nature of the current sample (non-clinical, high functioning) in terms of 

potential adapted responses that compensate for a predisposed difficulty when processing 

affective information conveyed by facial expressions. Moreover, factor-level trait 

severity more clearly differentiated these patterns. Magnitude, but not speed of ERP 

responses related consistently to Factor 1 trait severity, which is consistent with previous 
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findings of superior attentional control in relation to Factor 1. Thus, whereas individuals 

high in Factor 1 traits recruit more resources to process affective face stimuli, the 

efficiency in terms of speed of these processes is not affected, resulting in a more 

effortful, but still adaptive processing strategy in these individuals. In comparison, 

relations between Factor 2 traits and ERP response to the present paradigm were arguably 

less consistent and affected both amplitude and latency measures. This is in line with 

reports of impaired attention control in individuals high in Factor 2 traits, reflected in the 

observed delays in processing. Taken together, these findings lend further support to the 

idea that Factors 1 and 2 may be associated with unique attentional factors, and as such, it 

is important in research on psychopathic traits to consider these factors separately, as 

opposed to generalizing to overall psychopathic trait severity, in regards to individual 

differences in affective information processing.  
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CHAPTER 4 

General Discussion 

 The nature of psychopathic personality and the mechanisms underlying the 

development of psychopathic traits have been of interest to physicians, psychologists and 

legal scholars alike for over 200 years (e.g., Pinel, 1806). The unusual nature of this 

condition has generated a number of theories regarding its cause, ranging from 

dysfunction of the moral “senses” (Esquirol, 1845; Ordronaux, 1873; Prichard, 1837; 

Tuke, 1885) and demonic possession (Wigan, 1844) in the 19th century to modern 

hypotheses of neurological abnormalities in the prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and/or other 

paralimbic brain regions (Blair, 2008; 2010; Gao & Raine, 2010; Kiehl, 2006; Moul, 

Killcross, & Dadds, 2012; Raine, 2002; Yang, & Raine, 2009; Yang, Raine, Colletti, 

Toga, & Narr, 2010). One theory that has gained particular interest among researchers 

recently is that many of the core affective symptoms of psychopathy may be based on a 

reduced ability to attend to peripheral affective information (Newman, Curtin, Bertsch, & 

Baskin-Sommers, 2010). However, Newman and colleagues (2010) have argued that 

these observed deficits in attention are not mediated by amygdala dysfunction, despite a 

growing body of evidence illustrating structural and functional abnormalities of the 

amygdala in psychopathic individuals (Boccardi et al., 2011; Marsh et al., 2008; Moul et 

al., 2012; Yang, et al., 2010).  

Whereas there exists a large body of evidence to support the idea of attention 

abnormalities in individuals high in psychopathic traits (Baskin-Sommers, Zeier, & 

Newman, 2009; Mayer, Kosson, & Bedrick, 2006; Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier, 

Maxwell, & Newman, 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011), researchers have yet to propose a
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specific mechanism by which these attentional deficits manifest, nor addressed how these 

findings fit with the larger body of evidence that has emerged from the study of 

psychopathy. As such, the goal of this dissertation was to propose and test a 

neurophysiologically-based model of attentional abnormalities in individuals who vary 

across a normal distribution of psychopathic traits that would incorporate and account for 

the broader findings of the field of psychopathy research. Specifically, it was proposed 

here that the affective traits of psychopathy may result from the abnormal functioning of 

a subcortical circuit (Figure 1.1) between the sensory thalamus and amygdala that 

influences the allocation of attention to salient stimuli in the environment during initial 

stages of processing (LeDoux, 2003; Öhman, 1997; 2005). The subcortical circuit 

between the thalamus and the amygdala has been shown to rapidly transmit sensory 

information about relevant stimuli via direct projections from the sensory thalamus to the 

lateral nucleus of the amygdala (LA), and influences physiological and behavioural 

responses via output from the LA to the central nucleus of the amygdala (Guillery, 2003; 

Guillery, & Sherman, 2002; LeDoux, 2003).  

Beyond just detecting and responding to salient stimuli, this proposed mechanism 

of dysfunction has also been shown to be central in forming associations between 

socially/biologically relevant events that co-occur in the environment (Sander, Grafman, 

& Zalla, 2003; Todd & Anderson, 2009). For example, cells in the rat LA show evidence 

of alterations in firing patterns as early as 15 ms after the onset of a fear-conditioned 

auditory stimulus, suggesting that relevant components of this circuit are active at the 

earliest stages of stimulus processing (Quirk, Repa, & LeDoux, 1995). Importantly, this 

model is consistent with the more general concept of the amygdala as a “salience 
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detector” that alerts and orients the organism to socially or biologically relevant stimuli in 

the environment via rapid input from the thalamus (Li, Stutzmann, & LeDoux, 1996; 

Öhman, 2005; Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003; Todd & 

Anderson, 2009; Tottenham, Hare, & Casey, 2009). To this end the current data are 

consistent with both the proposed model, as well as previous research illustrating both 

impaired attention to peripheral information in individuals high in psychopathic traits 

(Dvorak-Bertsch et al., 2009; Newman, Schmidt, & Voss, 1997; Newman et al., 2010; 

Sadeh & Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011), and impairments in 

fear processing in psychopathic populations (Birbaumer, Veit, Lotze, Erb, Hermann, 

Grodd, & Flor, 2005; Marsh & Cardinale, 2012). 

In regards to the proposed model, it was hypothesized that individuals high in 

psychopathic traits would show a pattern of reduced and/or delayed ERPs specifically in 

response to information that was peripheral to task performance. Such findings would not 

only be consistent with previous research findings (Glass & Newman, 2009; Hiatt, 

Schmidt, & Newman, 2004; Howard & McCullagh, 2007; Newman et al., 1997; Sadeh & 

Verona, 2008; Zeier et al., 2009; Zeier & Newman, 2011), but would also reflect reduced 

orienting and allocation of attention to such stimuli, in turn, reflecting reduced 

responsivity from the thalamo-amygdalar circuit. To explore whether individuals ranging 

in psychopathic trait severity showed evidence of a reduced sensitivity of this circuit, 

event-related potential methods were used to examine electrophysiological effects that 

reflect attention allocation during early stages of visual information processing. 

 To this end, the present research focused on the N75, P1 and N170 components, 

which the electrophysiological research suggests are most likely to indirectly reflect the 
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influence of the thalamo-amygdalar circuit. For example, input from the amygdala has 

been shown to modulate sensory gain in the visual cortex (Hillyard, Vogel & Luck, 

1998), which has been proposed as a potential mechanism by which the amygdala could 

direct early visual attention (Bridwell, Hecker, Serences, & Srinivasan, 2013; Verghese, 

Kim, & Wade, 2012) and in turn influence early visual ERP responses. Similarly, the P1 

component has been posited to reflect suppression of feedforward sensory processing as a 

means to reduce processing of peripheral information (Luck & Kappenman, 2012), which 

may, in turn, inhibit initial orienting responses in an effort to facilitate further information 

processing. Finally, reciprocal connections have been found between the amygdala and 

the fusiform gyrus, one of the primary cortical sources of the N170 ERP. In order to 

explore the validity of the proposed model, two studies were conducted to explore the 

relationship between psychopathic personality traits and early visual ERP responses to 

simple stimulation of the visual system (Study 1) and to spatially- filtered emotional faces 

in a task in which the stimuli are processed either implicitly or explicitly (Study 2). It was 

hypothesized that individuals higher in psychopathic traits would show a reduction and/or 

delay in ERP responses to peripheral information, i.e., information not central to the task 

at hand. 

Study 1 

In study 1, participants were presented with an alternating checkerboard (pattern-

reversal) paradigm to explore whether self-reported psychopathic personality traits 

related to early ERP responses to simple, low-level stimulation of the visual system that 

did not involve affective information. Consistent with our prediction, those higher in 

affective and interpersonal traits of psychopathy (Factor 1) produced smaller P1 
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amplitudes in response to a flash stimulus that was unrelated to task performance. Further 

exploration showed this relationship between Factor 1 traits and the P1 was moderated by 

self-reported attentional shifting ability. For those higher on attentional shift ability, 

Factor 1 scores were associated with smaller P1 amplitudes as indicated by the zero-order 

correlation. However, for those low on Factor 1 scores, high P1 amplitudes were 

associated only in those showing high attentional shift abilities. Another way of 

describing this interaction is that attentional shift ability correlates positively with P1 

amplitude unless the person’s Factor 1 score is high. In line with the proposed model, 

these findings suggest that higher Factor 1 traits are associated with reduced responsivity 

to irrelevant information (i.e., checkerboard switch) regardless of general levels of 

attentional control. This may, in turn, suggest that individuals high in Factor 1 are, in fact, 

better at maintaining attention on current task goals, in this case, attending to potential 

change in the fixation symbol, keeping in mind that the alternating checkerboards were 

irrelevant to task performance. In accordance with the suggestion that the P1 reflects 

inhibition of feed-forward sensory input by the visual cortex (Luck & Kappenman, 2012), 

smaller P1 amplitudes in response to peripheral visual stimulation may reflect the need 

for less inhibition of feedforward processing in individuals high in Factor 1 traits as the 

responsivity of this pathway is already reduced in these individuals.  

Whereas Factor 1 trait severity was found to relate to the magnitude of the P1 

response, high scores on lifestyle and antisocial behavioural traits of psychopathy (Factor 

2) were found to relate to the latency of the N75 component, which has been linked to 

sensory gating in the visual cortex (Luck & Kappenman, 2012). Despite the N75 being 

thought to be relatively insensitive to manipulations of attention (Luck & Kappenman, 
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2012), latencies were also associated with higher levels of self-reported attentional focus, 

but not attentional shift. Further analysis indicated that, unlike Factor 1, the relationship 

between Factor 2 trait severity and N75 latencies was not moderated by self-reported 

attentional control. Thus, it appears that Factor 2 traits are associated with a delay in the 

speed at which low-level stimulus information reaches the cortex. Although consistent 

with our predictions based on the proposed model, it is less clear whether the present 

findings reflect a specific reduction in the responsivity of the thalamo-amygdalar circuit, 

or a more global reduction in the responsivity of the central and autonomic nervous 

systems.  

Study 2 

In Study 2 EEG data were collected while participants were asked to identify 

either the colour (implicit processing condition) or emotion (explicit processing 

condition) of spatially-filtered face stimuli, expecting that individuals higher in 

psychopathic traits would show reduced and/or delayed ERP responses to and processing 

of affective stimuli that is not central to task performance (i.e., implicit processing 

condition). Moreover, it was expected that ERP effects would be most evident in 

response to fearful and low-spatial frequency face stimuli based on previous research 

showing that early stages of processing for both expressions of fear and low-spatial 

frequency information are heavily influenced by feedforward input from subcortical 

structures, including the thalamus and the amygdala. However, unlike Study 1, the results 

of Study 2 did not support the general hypothesis of reduced/delayed ERP responses in 

individuals higher in psychopathic traits. Instead, the findings suggest a more complex 
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relation between psychopathic traits and the processing of spatially-filtered emotional 

face stimuli under implicit and explicit processing demands.  

It is easiest to describe the effects of this study at the level of within-group 

interactions, and not as main effects between groups. That is, instead of showing overall 

differences in the speed or magnitude of ERP responses across low, medium, and high 

trait severity groups, individuals showed different “profiles” of early visual processing 

that were distinct to psychopathic trait severity groups. Total psychopathic trait severity 

was found to interact with the task and stimulus manipulations of Study 2 to influence 

early ERP responses, but the truly interesting results of this study were that Factor-level 

trait severity yielded distinct patterns of early visual ERP responses. In other words, the 

results of Study 2 suggest that individuals high in the interpersonal and affect-related 

traits of psychopathy (Factor 1) show ERP response profiles distinct from those high in 

the antisocial and behavioural traits (Factor 2) when viewing high- and low-spatial 

frequency emotional faces under explicit versus implicit viewing conditions.  

Factor 1. 

Effect of attention during emotion processing. For those higher in Factor 1, 

significant effects of implicit versus explicit attention to affective information were 

reflected in the amplitude of the P1. Specifically, individuals who describe themselves as 

being high in callous affect and interpersonal manipulation (Factor 1) showed a 

significant increase in P1 amplitudes when asked to explicitly identify fearful facial 

expressions compared to when fearful expressions were implicitly processed during the 

colour-naming task. On the other hand, those low on Factor 1 did not show a significant 

difference in P1 amplitude between implicitly and explicitly processed fearful faces, 
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which is consistent with the emotion processing literature showing that fearful faces 

automatically capture attention, regardless of whether the affective content of the stimuli 

is relevant to task performance (i.e., emotional interference; Hedger, Adams, & Garner, 

2015; Öhman, 2005).  

The implications of these results are two-fold. When considered in the context of 

the P1 as reflecting an inhibitory signal from the visual cortex on thalamic input, these 

findings may mean that those higher in Factor 1 show a trend of reduced inhibitory 

activation in the form of relatively smaller P1 amplitudes overall. This trend is consistent 

with the proposed model, such that it may be expected that less cortical inhibition of 

thalamic input is needed because the input from the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar 

circuit is already reduced in those higher in Factor 1 trait severity. Moreover, when 

considered in the context of the well-established relationship between the P1 and 

attention, the observed P1 reduction in response to implicitly processed fearful faces in 

individuals higher in psychopathic traits is consistent with the idea that these individuals 

are better at ignoring affective information that is peripheral to current task goals. The 

present study design limits our ability to specify the exact nature of this difference in P1 

amplitudes between implicitly and explicitly processed fear faces, due to the fact that 

there were no significant between group effects which would clarify whether this 

distinction between implicitly and explicitly processed fearful faces in individual high in 

Factor 1 is driven by a decrease in the P1 under implicit conditions, an increase in the P1 

under explicit conditions, or a combination of both, relative to the “normal” responses of 

those low in psychopathic traits. Nonetheless, the observed results are consistent with the 

proposed model of reduced responsivity of the thalamo-amygdalar pathway. Specifically, 
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reduced responsivity of this pathway would, in theory, result in a corresponding reduction 

in the automatic capture of attention by affective stimuli, which, in turn, may be reflected 

in relatively reduced P1 amplitudes in the implicit processing condition.  

Effect of spatial frequency during emotion processing. In contrast to the 

observed effects of attention in Study 2, effects of spatial frequency manipulations were 

specific to N170 amplitudes in the high Factor 1 group, such that high-spatial frequency 

fearful faces elicited significantly larger N170s in these individuals compared to low-

frequency faces. Moreover, further exploration demonstrated this to be a dose-related 

effect; the magnitude of this augmentation of the N170 to high-frequency relative to low-

frequency fearful faces increased as a function of Factor 1 trait severity. Examination of 

these data suggests this effect is driven by both a slight decrease in N170 amplitudes to 

low-frequency fearful faces, as well as an increase in the N170 to high-frequency fearful 

faces in those high in Factor 1 when compared to the low and middle trait severity 

groups.  

 These findings suggest that individuals higher in Factor 1 trait severity may rely 

more heavily on high-spatial frequency information during fear processing. Importantly, 

the research literature on emotion recognition has illustrated that successful fear 

processing relies on high-frequency spatial information (Stein, Seymour, Hebart, & 

Sterzer, 2014), but similar research has also shown a low-frequency bias during early 

stages of fear recognition in healthy individuals (Vuilleumier, Armony, Driver, & Dolan, 

2003).  This suggests that this process is largely driven by patterns of low-level 

characteristics of emotional expressions defined by areas of high or low contrast and 

luminance (Desjardins & Segalowitz, 2013; Rossion & Caharel, 2011; Rossion & 
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Jacques, 2012; Rousselet, Husk, Bennett, & Sekuler, 2008). Relevant to the proposed 

model, this low-frequency bias has been shown to be facilitated by the thalamo-

amygdalar pathway, which primarily receives input to the pulvinar and lateral geniculate 

nucleus (LGN) from the visual pathway via magnocellular projections, which transmit 

low-spatial frequency information from the retina (Buser & Imbert, 1992). Moreover, the 

transmission speed of the magnocellular inputs has been shown to be faster than its 

parvocellular counterpart, which transmits more fine-grained, high-frequency detail 

primarily to the LGN (Kaplan & Shapley, 1982; Schiller & Malpeli, 1978). 

When integrated with the broader literature on emotion recognition and its neural 

correlates, the present findings suggest that individuals high in callous affect and 

interpersonal manipulation not only show a relative reduction in responsivity to low-

spatial frequency information compared to those lower in Factor 1 traits, but also a bias 

towards high-frequency information in the form of augmented N170 amplitudes. Once 

again these findings are in line with the proposed model in regards to the relative 

reduction of the N170 in response to low-spatial frequency information, the processing of 

which, as described above, is facilitated by the thalamo-amygdalar pathway. Based on 

previous research, it would be expected that one would see a corresponding decrease in 

sensitivity to low-spatial frequency information, and therefore reduced ERP responses, if 

this subcortical circuit is in fact less responsive in individuals high in psychopathic traits, 

in this case particularly Factor 1 traits.  

While this may be the case with the present findings, this slight reduction in N170 

amplitudes to low-frequency information must be considered within the context of the 

corresponding increase in N170 amplitudes to high-spatial frequency information. 
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Arguably, the observation of a reduction in N170 to low-frequency fear faces alone may 

suggest deficits in emotion processing, but in the current sample this relative reduction 

also occurred in tandem with a significant increase in N170 magnitude to high-frequency 

fear faces. When taken together these findings not only suggest a relative high-spatial 

frequency bias in individuals high in Factor 1, but raise the question as to whether this 

bias is the by-product of reduced sensitivity to low-frequency information. In other 

words, it may be the case that these individuals have developed a high-frequency 

information bias as an adaptation to a reduced sensitivity of the thalamo-amygdalar fast 

path for low-spatial frequency information. Although the current task design does not 

allow for further conclusions to be drawn regarding the accuracy of this possibility, it 

does highlight a new direction for future research into the underlying mechanisms of 

psychopathy-related individual differences in emotion recognition that go beyond the 

idea of generally dysfunctional processing. 

Fear-specific differences in early emotion processing. One final notable 

commonality in Study 2 was that the significant effects of both task and spatial-frequency 

manipulations were confined to fearful facial expressions for individuals high in Factor 1. 

These findings are consistent with previous research illustrating that emotion processing 

abnormalities in psychopathy appear to be specific to expressions of fear (Birbaumer et 

al., 2005; Blair, Budhani, Colledge, & Scott, 2005; Blair, Colledge, Murray, & Mitchell, 

2001; Gao, Raine, Venables, Dawson, & Mednick, 2010; Marsh & Cardinale, 2012; 

Marsh et al., 2008; Montagne et al., 2005; Munro, Dywan, Harris, McKee, Unsal, & 

Segalowitz, 2007). Moreover, this observation is also consistent with the proposed 

model, as the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar pathway has been shown to be critical for 
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fear-based learning (e.g., aversive conditioning; passive avoidance, etc.), as well as the 

generation of initial physiological responses to affective stimuli that facilitate behavioural 

responding, even when the stimuli is not consciously perceived (Guillery, 2003; Guillery, 

& Sherman, 2002; LeDoux, 2003; Öhman, 1997; 2005; Quirk et al., 1995).  

Factor 2. 

Effect of attention during emotion processing. In contrast to the results 

associated with Factor 1, effects of attention and spatial frequency manipulations were 

specific to the latencies of the P1 and N170, reflecting differences in processing speed, 

but not recruitment of cortical resources during early visual processing in individuals 

high in erratic lifestyle and antisocial behavioural traits. Compared to Factor 1 results, 

manipulations of attentional focus were found to influence later stages of processing for 

individuals higher in Factor 2 traits, as reflected in delayed N170 peaks in response to 

neutral faces presented under explicit processing demands. In contrast, those low in 

Factor 2 did not show any difference in processing speed across task conditions during 

the time of the N170. While these findings are less clear in terms of the proposed model, 

they may suggest a reduction in the rapid input from the thalamo-amygdalar pathway to 

cortical regions responsible for generating the N170, resulting in slower responses.  

Effect of spatial frequency during emotion processing. Again, in contrast to 

Factor 1 results, spatial frequency manipulations were found to influence earlier stages of 

processing in the form of later P1 latencies in response to low-spatial frequency fearful 

faces. Unlike the observed effects of processing demand, significant spatial frequency 

effects were only seen in the middle trait severity group, while processing speed did not 

differ significantly in either the low- or high-trait severity groups. The implications of 
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these findings, similar to the effects of attention, are less clear in terms of the proposed 

model due to the fact that they are confined to individuals with mean-levels of Factor 2 

traits, and not seen for individuals high in Factor 2 trait severity.  

When taken together, the present observations of how Factor 2 trait severity related to 

early visual processing are generally less consistent than the observed effect related to 

Factor 1 traits. There are several possibilities as to why this may be the case specifically 

for Factor 2 traits. For example, any early visual processing deficits related to Factor 2 

traits may not be a function of reduced responsivity of the thalamo-amygdalar pathway, 

and instead may result from an entirely separate mechanism of visual processing. 

Alternatively, it is possible that for individuals high in Factor 2 trait severity, emotion 

processing abnormalities result from abnormalities in later stages of processing that were 

not explored in Study 2. In either case, because the current paradigm was designed to tap 

into processes that should theoretically rely to some degree on input from the thalamo-

amygdalar pathway, it is possible that the tasks used in Study 2 did not address the 

relevant mechanisms and/or stages of processing that would reflect abnormalities in 

visual processing of affective stimuli that are specific to Factor 2 traits. 

Implications/Generalizations Across Studies 

ERP responses differentiate across factor-level trait severity. In both studies 

the observed effects extended beyond overall psychopathic trait severity to the factor-

level, and differentiated between Factor 1 and Factor 2 in the form of factor-specific ERP 

responses. For example, across both studies Factor 1 traits were specifically related to 

differences in ERP amplitude, suggesting that processing differences in these individuals 

are associated with the amount of neural resources that are recruited during early stages 
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of processing, and not the speed at which these cortical resources are activated. This was 

particularly true in regards to P1 amplitudes, which were found to be smaller both in 

response to simple light flashes generated by changes in task-irrelevant checkboard flash 

stimuli and in response to implicitly processed fearful facial expressions. This shared 

overlap between studies is particularly interesting as it is consistent with both the 

proposed model, as discussed above, as well as the broader research literature which 

suggest that individuals higher in psychopathic traits are better at ignoring information 

that is peripheral to task performance (Mitchell, Richell, Leonard, & Blair, 2006; 

Mokros, Menner, & Eisenbarth, 2008; Newman, et al., 2010; Osumi & Ohira, 2010). 

In contrast, the findings regarding the relation between Factor 2 traits and ERP 

correlates of early visual processing, whereas less clear than those for Factor 1, suggest 

that these traits are associated with delays in processing speed, reflected in later ERP 

peaks. For example, Factor 2 traits were associated with delayed N75 latencies in Study 

1, and delayed P1 latencies in Study 2. Taken together these findings suggest that 

processing abnormalities related to Factor 2 may result from a general delay in the 

recruitment of necessary resources during processing, which, in turn, may more broadly 

reflect reduced responsivity of both the central and autonomic nervous systems. This 

possibility is supported by the fact that, in addition to visual processing delays reported 

here, previous research has illustrated such a reduction in individuals high in psychopathy 

across multiple modalities, including reduced electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate 

(HR; Aniskiewicz, 1979; Arnett, Howland, Smith, & Newman, 1993; Blair, 1999; Fung, 

Raine, Loeber, Lynam, Steinhauer, Venables, & Stouthamer-Loeber, 2005). 
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More generally, the simple fact that this dissociation across factors was observed 

at such early stages of visual processing carries its own implications for our 

understanding of psychopathy. Specifically, these findings suggest the existence of 

distinct, factor-specific differences in the way neural and attentional resources are 

engaged during early visual processing that may be overlooked when considering such 

processes at the level of total psychopathic trait severity. To some degree the present 

results shed light on the affective processing differences between individuals high in 

Factor 1 and Factor 2 traits. As discussed above, the current findings of the relation 

between Factor 1 traits and early visual ERP components were consistent with the 

proposed model of reduced responsivity of the thalamo-amygdalar pathway, while this 

model does not as clearly account for the observations regarding Factor 2 trait severity. 

Nevertheless, the thalamo-amygdalar pathway is particularly relevant for further 

exploration as a mechanism by which the core affective and interpersonal traits of 

psychopathy are developed, reinforced and expressed. 

Generalizability across sample populations. The current hypotheses were 

primarily drawn from research conducted on clinical/forensic populations, but tested in a 

non-clinical university sample, and while the results of this research were in line with the 

proposed model, the majority of the study-specific hypotheses were not supported. It was 

predicted that ERP responses in individuals high in total psychopathic trait severity that 

would generally reflect poorer processing compared to those lower in these traits, as was 

found in clinical populations. Instead, the results of the present research suggest that the 

relation between psychopathic traits and ERP correlates of early visual processing is 

more complex than predicted. Not only did the current findings show that early visual 
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ERP responses are related to total trait severity, but that these responses differ across 

Factors, suggesting unique early processing “profiles” associated with Factor 1 and 

Factor 2 traits. Moreover, the nature of these processing differences were more complex 

than what was predicted based on previous research. One illustration of this fact was the 

way psychopathic trait severity and manipulations of attention and stimulus 

characteristics interacted to influence early visual ERP response.   

 In regards to the role of attention, it was also found that both Factor 1 and Factor 

2 traits were positively correlated with self-reported attentional control. These findings 

are particularly interesting in regards to the positive relation between Factor 2 traits and 

attentional control, as previous research has found the opposite relation in an incarcerated 

sample, such that individuals high in Factor 2 reported poorer attentional control ability 

(Baskin-Sommers et al., 2009). One possible explanation for these contradictory findings 

is the different sample populations. The present sample of university undergraduates are 

likely to reflect a relatively high-functioning sample of the general population. 

Furthermore, research has consistently shown that health issues known to affect attention 

are disproportionately represented in the prison population, not least of which is the 

prevalence of head injuries that are often not controlled for in these studies (Barnfield & 

Leathem, 1998; Colantonio, Stamenova, Abramowitz, Clarke, & Christensen, 2007; 

Fazel, Bains, & Doll, 2006; Popova, Lange, Bekmuradov, Mihic, & Rehm, 2011; 

Williams, Mewse, Tonks, Mills, Burgess, & Cordan, 2010).  

  This issue as to the generalizability of results across sample populations raises an 

important question that is worthy of consideration for the field of psychopathy research. 

Namely, is it reasonable to expect research findings to generalize across samples that 
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vary so greatly in basic neurological and cognitive functioning? Overlooking the inherent 

confounds of neglecting such differences across sample populations raises issues in not 

only the interpretation and generalization of results, but also their implications for our 

understanding of how these traits manifest. One area of research that has begun to 

address this issue is based on Gao and Raine’s (2010) neurobiological model of 

“successful” and “unsuccessful” psychopathy. Gao and Raine (2010) argue that 

successful psychopaths show evidence of neurobiological functioning that is comparable, 

and in some cases superior, to non-psychopathic controls. It is further argued that this 

distinction is driven by differences in executive functioning ability and related to 

structural and functional differences in the prefrontal cortex. Similarly, successful 

psychopaths have been shown to have greater ANS responsivity, which has been argued 

to facilitate adaptive responses in the face of threat or risk (Bechara, Tranel, Damasio, & 

Damasio, 1996).    

 Importantly, the successful/unsuccessful distinction gives a context in which to 

interpret the present findings. The processing profiles found in early visual ERP 

components, the positive association between total and Factor-level trait severity, and the 

nature of the sample population suggests that the responses of this group should be 

considered within the context of successful psychopathy. The idea that successful 

psychopathy may reflect a more adaptive expression of psychopathic traits compared to 

unsuccessful psychopathy. This raises the question as to whether the observed 

information-processing profiles, particularly those related to Factor 1, may also reflect 

some form of adaptation in processing.  For example, perhaps superior executive 

functioning in this relatively “successful” sample of undergraduates in some way 
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facilitates the development of attentional strategies, either explicitly or implicitly, that 

compensate for reduced input from subcortical regions that would otherwise 

automatically drive the allocation of attention to affective and/or peripheral information. 

As previously discussed, the general observation of reduced attention to peripheral 

affective information in individuals high in psychopathy has been shown to facilitate 

performance under some circumstances, suggesting that, in the right context, these 

differences may confer some practical advantage to the individual. 

Future Directions 

 To some degree the present research was of an exploratory in nature, so many of 

the conclusions and implications discussed here are largely speculative. To that end, the 

current results illustrate a number of avenues that need to be followed up on in future 

research. Because there is very little existing research on the function of basic sensory 

systems as they relate to psychopathic trait severity, much more research is needed on 

how these low-level processes may in turn influence higher-level cognitive functions and 

behaviour that have been shown to vary across trait severity (Kirsch & Becker, 2007; 

Marsh & Cardinale, 2012; Munro et al., 2007; Richell, Mitchell, Newman, Leonard, 

Baron-Cohen, & Blair, 2003; Storey, Hart, Meloy, & Reavis, 2009; Verona, Sprague, & 

Sadeh, 2012; von Borries, Brazil, Bulten, Buitelaar, Verkes, & de Bruijn, 2010; Wheeler, 

Book, & Costello, 2009). 

Exploration of these functions across modalities using multiple methodologies 

may in turn shed light on the specific brain mechanisms, including the model of reduced 

subcortical input proposed here, that are involved in the development and maintenance of 

psychopathic traits and its associated information processing abnormalities. Moreover, 
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the fact that information processing was found to differ between Factor 1 and Factor 2 

trait severity at a very early stage, suggest that future research would benefit from 

moving beyond conceptualizing psychopathic traits at the level of overall severity to 

better understand how differences in information processing may contribute to trait 

expression, or vice versa. Along these lines, the current research suggests that the 

implications of sample population should be taken into consideration both when 

designing future studies and when interpreting the results. To this end, Gao and Raine’s 

model of successful and unsuccessful psychopathy may offer another useful dimension 

across which psychopathic traits can be conceptualized, particularly in regards to better 

understanding the underlying differences in neural cognitive correlates of the disorder. 

This may be of particular interest in terms of addressing whether certain levels of 

psychopathic traits may, in fact, be adaptive in some contexts (i.e., facilitate success in 

some areas of life).  

Conclusions 

 In conclusion, the current research, although preliminary, speaks to the existence 

of psychopathy-related individual differences at early stages of visual information 

processing, both in the context of affective information and in response to simple sensory 

stimulation. The nature of these differences were more complex than originally predicted. 

The current findings indicate distinct, factor-specific effects of both attention and low-

level processing characteristic on ERP correlates of visual processing. Our results are 

consistent with a model reduced responsivity of the subcortical thalamo-amygdalar 

pathway. The patterns of processing associated with high Factor 1 trait severity in 

particular were interesting in this regard, because they were confined to differences in the 
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relative magnitude of resource recruitment under conditions that would be expected to 

rely most heavily on rapid input from this subcortical circuit (i.e., for fearful expressions, 

low-frequency information and implicit affective processing). In contrast, processing 

differences related to Factor 2 were not as clearly related to particular stimulus 

characteristics or attention manipulations, and largely reflected delays in processing 

speed.  

The results of this research have implications for improving the current 

understanding of psychopathy, both at the specific level of basic information processing 

and in terms of how we conceptualize this disorder. The fact that a factor-specific 

dissociation was observed as early as 100 ms in well-established ERP indices of visual 

information processing has implications for the understanding for more complex forms of 

processing, such as emotion recognition, that have received greater attention from 

psychopathy researchers. Not only do these findings raise questions about how 

differences in basic sensory processing may influence more complex forms of processing 

in individuals with psychopathic traits, but also whether such differences in these systems 

are a predisposing factor to the development of certain traits. Moreover, these findings 

further emphasize the importance of understanding how specific individual differences in 

processing may interact with other aspects of neurocognitive functioning to influence the 

expression of psychopathic traits, and, in turn, its behavioural consequences.   
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Appendix A 
 

Total sample (N = 40) demographic data 
 

Demographic Variable Variable Category N (%) 

HANDEDNESS   

  Left 7 (17.5%) 

  Right 33 (82.5%) 

ETHNICITY   

  Caucasian 24 (60%) 

  South Asian 4 (10%) 

  Hispanic 1 (2.5%) 

  Middle Eastern 1 (2.5%) 

  Other 4 (10%) 

  Missing 6 (15%) 

EDUCATION   

 Education Level High school 10 (25%) 

  Some university 30 (75%) 

 Years of university None (1st year students) 10 (25%) 

  1 year 4 (10%) 

  2 years 6 (15%) 

  3 years 10 (25%) 

  4 years 6 (15%) 

   5+ years 4 (10%) 

 Faculty Applied Health Studies 8 (20%) 

  Humanities 3 (7.5%) 

  Math & Science 9 (22.5%) 

  Social Science 17 (42.5%) 

  Business 3 (7.5%) 
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Appendix B 
 

Study 1 final sample (N=32) demographic data 
 

Demographic Variable Variable Category N (%) 

HANDEDNESS   

 Left 3 (9.4%) 

 Right 29 (90.6%) 

ETHNICITY   

 Caucasian 21 (65.6%) 

 South Asian 3 (9.4%) 

 Hispanic 1 (3.1%) 

 Other 3 (9.4%) 

 Missing 4 (12.5%) 

EDUCATION   

 Education Level High school 9 (28.1%) 

 Some university 23 (71.9%) 

 Years of university None (1st year students) 9 (28.1%) 

 1 year 3 (9.4%) 

 2 years 3 (9.4%) 

 3 years 10 (31.2%) 

 4 years 4 (12.5%) 

  5+ years 3 (9.4%) 

 Faculty Applied Health Studies 8 (25.0%) 

 Humanities 2 (6.3%) 

 Math & Science 8 (25.0%) 

 Social Science 12 (37.5%) 

 Business 2 (6.3%) 
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Appendix C 
 

Descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests comparing final Study 1 sample  
to excluded participants across personality and ERP data. 

 

      N       Mann-Whitney U 

MEASURE VARIABLE SAMPLE Valid Missing Mean (SD) Median Range (min - max) p 

SRP Total Final 32 0 146.9 (20.56) 147 82 (107-189) .293 
   Excluded 8 0 154.3 (21.73) 155.5 68 (113-181)  

 Factor 1 Final 32 0 80.4 (12.85) 79.5 45 (58-103) .076 
   Excluded 8 0 89.0 (12.36) 94.5 36 (64-100)  

 Factor 2 Final 32 0 66.4 (11.24) 65.5 47 (45-92) .753 

    Excluded 8 0 65.3 (12.35) 61.5 35 (49-84)  

ACS Total Final 32 0 31.2 (6.62) 29.5 27 (19-46) >.999 
   Excluded 8 0 30.1 (9.34) 32 28 (14-42)  

 Focus Final 32 0 9.8 (4.59) 8.5 21 (0-21) .728 
   Excluded 8 0 9.4 (5.13) 10 14 (1-15)  

 Shift Final 32 0 21.4 (3.38) 21 13 (16-29) .728 

    Excluded 8 0 20.8 (5.01) 20 14 (13-27)  

N75 amplitude (μv) Final 32 0 -3.0 (2.13) -2.8 7.6 ([-7.9]-[-0.3]) <.001 
   Excluded 2 6 -4.8 (6.36) -4.8 9 ([-9.3]-[-0.3])  

 latency (ms) Final 32 0 89 (4.8) 89 18 (80-98) <.001 
   Excluded 2 6 81 (24.0) 81 34 (64-98)  

P1 amplitude (μv) Final 32 0 2.1 (1.53) 1.6 5.9 (0-5.9) .001 
   Excluded 3 5 1.3 (2.47) 0.6 4.8 ([-0.8]-[4.0])  

 latency (ms) Final 32 0 118 (9.9) 116 42 (104-146) .001 

    Excluded 3 5 113 (1.2) 114 2 (112-114)  
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Appendix D 
 

Health Screening Questionnaire 
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Appendix E 
 

Demographic Questionnaire 
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Demographic Questionnaire (continued) 
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Demographic Questionnaire (continued) 
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Appendix F 
 

Post-task Questionnaire 
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Appendix G 
 

Research Ethics Approval Certificate (File# 12-193) 
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Appendix H 
 

Research Ethics Approval Renewal Certificate (File# 12-193) 
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Appendix I 
 

N75 peak amplitude and (a) ACS total, (b) Focus, and (c) Shift subscale score correlation 
scatter plots 
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Appendix J 
 

Regression analyses predicting N75 peak amplitudes from quadratic total SRP scores, as 
moderated by total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor β R² ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS -.160    

  SRP .319 .081 .081 1.273 (.295) 

 2 ACS*SRP -.241    

  SRP*SRP .524 .238 .157 2.782 (.080)* 

 3 ACS*SRP*SRP -.065 .238 .001 0.021 (.886) 

B 1 FOC -.096    

  SRP .250 .056 .056 0.862 (.433) 

 2 FOC*SRP -.348    

  SRP*SRP .576 .266 .210 3.868 (.033)** 

 3 FOC*SRP*SRP .033 .267 .000 0.008 (.930) 

C 1 SHF -.124    

  SRP .240 .046 .046 0.698 (.506) 

 2 SHF*SRP -.017    

  SRP*SRP .436 .202 .156 2.630 (.090)* 

 3 SHF*SRP*SRP -.125 .203 .002 0.055 (.816) 

Note: Outcome = N75 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26)  

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale scores; SHF =   

              ACS Shift subscale scores  

** p < .05 

* p < .10 
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Appendix K 
 

Regression analyses predicting N75 peak amplitudes from quadratic Factor 1 scores, as 
moderated by total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor β R² ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS -.152    

  F1 .299 .080 .080 1.268 (.296) 

 2 ACS*F1 .149    

  F1*F1 .296 .201 .121 2.046 (.149) 

 3 ACS*F1*F1 .000 .201 < 0.001 < 0.001 (> .99) 

B 1 FOC -.113    

  F1 .249 .060 .060 0.921 (.409) 

 2 FOC*F1 -.008    

  F1*F1 .355 .178 .118 1.944 (.163) 

 3 FOC*F1*F1 -.158 .183 .005 0.145 (.707) 

C 1 SHF -.118    

  F1 .223 .046 .046 0.704 (.503) 

 2 SHF*F1 .203    

  F1*F1 .322 .197 .150 2.526 (.099)* 

 3 SHF*F1*F1 -.007 .197 < 0.001 < 0.001 (.987) 

Note: Outcome = N75 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26)  

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale scores; SHF  

              = ACS Shift subscale scores  

* p < .10 
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Appendix L 
 

Regression analyses predicting N75 peak amplitudes from quadratic Factor 2 scores, as 
moderated by total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor β R² ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS -.099    

  F2 .288 .068 .068 1.063 (.358) 

 2 ACS*F2 -.343    

  F2*F2 .457 .173 .104 1.700 (.202) 

 3 ACS*F2*F2 .374 .194 .021 0.690 (.414) 

B 1 FOC -.040    

  F2 .230 .049 .049 0.754 (.479) 

 2 FOC*F2 -.450    

  F2*F2 .577 .199 .149 2.513 (.100) 

 3 FOC*F2*F2 .291 .215 .016 0.544 (.467) 

C 1 SHF -.074    

  F2 .218 .038 0.038 0.575 (.569) 

 2 SHF*F2 -.088    

  SRP*F2 .317 .114 0.076 1.157 (.330) 

 3 SHF*F2*F2 .028 .114 < 0.001 0.004 (.948) 

Note: Outcome = N75 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26)  

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale  

              scores; SHF = ACS Shift subscale scores  
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Appendix M 
 

Regression analyses predicting N75 peak latencies from SRP scores, as moderated by 
total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor B (SE) t(p) 95% CI ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS .197 (.174) 1.130 (.268) [-.160, .553]   

 2 SRP .074 (.045) 1.623 (.116) [-.019, .166]   

 3 ACS*SRP -.005 (.008) -0.540 (.594) [-.022, .013] .008 0.291 (.594) 

B 1 FOC .314 (.230) 1.365 (.183) [1.157, .785]   

 2 SRP .062 (.041) 1.517 (.141) [-.022, .145]   

 3 FOC*SRP .005 (.015) 0.369 (.715) [-.024, .035] .004 0.136 (.715) 

C 1 SHF -.107 (.325) -0.330 (.744)  [-.773, .559]   

 2 SRP .111 (.045) 2.455 (.021) [.018, .203]   

 3 SHF*SRP -.008 (.012) -0.676 (.505) [-.034, .017] .013 0.457 (.505) 

Note:   Outcome = N75 latencies 

Note:   F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26) 

Note:   SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale scores; SHF =  

            ACS Shift subscale scores  
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Appendix N 
 

. Regression analyses predicting N75 peak latencies from F2 scores, as moderated by 
total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor B (SE) t(p) 95% CI ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS .153 (.147) 1.040 (.307) [-.148, .455]   

 2 F2 .154 (.084) 1.827 (.078) [-.019, .327]   

 3 ACS*F2 -.005 (.013) -0.346 (.732) [-.031, .022] .003 0.120 (.732) 

B 1 FOC .373 (.180) 2.080 (.047) [.006, .741]   

 2 F2 .431 (.077) 1.850 (.075) [-.015, .300]   

 3 FOC*F2 -.004 (.020) -0.214 (.832) [-.045, .036] .001 0.046 (.832) 

C 1 SHF -.291 (.301) -0.967 (.342) [-.908, .326]   

 2 F2 .209 (.083) 2.529 (.017) [.040, .379]   

 3 SHF*F2 .006 (.023) 0.277 (.784) [-.040, .053] .002 0.077 (.784) 

Note: Outcome = N75 latencies 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26) 

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale scores; SHF  

= ACS Shift subscale scores  
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Appendix O 
 

Regression analyses predicting P1 peak amplitudes from SRP scores, as moderated by 
total, Focus, and Shift subscale scores in Study 1 

 
 

Model Step Predictor B (SE) t(p) 95% CI ΔR² F(p) 

A 1 ACS -.127 (.052) -2.438 (.021) [-.234, -.020]   

 2 SRP -.011 (.014) -0.789 (.437) [-.038, .017]   

 3 ACS*SRP .002 (.003) 0.767 (.449) [-.003, .007] .015 0.589 (.449) 

B 1 FOC -.089 (.073) -1.218 (.233) [-.239, .061]   

 2 SRP -.013 (.013) -1.028 (.313) [-.040, .013]   

 3 FOC*SRP -.004 (.005) -0.837 (.410) [-.013, .006] .019 0.700 (.410) 

C 1 SHF -.211 (.100) -2.110 (.044) [-.416, -.006]   

 2 SRP -.017 (.014) -1.229 (.229) [-.046, .011]   

 3 SHF*SRP .006 (.004) 1.518 (.140) [-.002, .014] .063 2.306 (.140) 

Note: Outcome = P1 amplitudes 

Note: F-test df Step 1 = (2, 29); Step 2 = (2, 27); Step 3 = (1, 26) 

Note: SRP = SRP total scores; ACS = ACS total scores; FOC = ACS Focus subscale scores; SHF =  

              ACS Shift subscale scores  
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Appendix P 
 

P1 peak latencies and SRP total and factor score correlation scatter plots 
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Appendix Q 
 

P1 peak latencies and ACS total and subscale score correlation scatter plots 
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Appendix R 
 

N75/P1 peak-to-peak amplitude and SRP total and factor score scatter plots 
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Appendix S 
 

Study 2 final sample (N=32) demographic data 
 

 

Demographic Variable Variable Category N (%) 

HANDEDNESS Left 3 (9.4%) 

 Right 29 (90.6%) 

ETHNICITY Caucasian 22 (68.8%) 

 South Asian 3 (9.4%) 

 Hispanic 1 (3.1%) 

 Other 2 (6.3%) 

 Missing 4 (12.5%) 

EDUCATION   

 Education Level High school 9 (28.1%) 

 Some university 23 (71.9%) 

 Years of university None (1st year students) 9 (28.1%) 

 1 year 3 (9.4%) 

 2 years 3 (9.4%) 

 3 years 10 (31.3%) 

 4 years 4 (12.5%) 

 5+ years 3 (9.4%) 

 Faculty Applied Health Studies 8 (25.0%) 

 Humanities 3 (9.4%) 

 Math & Science 6 (18.8%) 

 Social Science 14 (43.8%) 

 Business 1 (3.1%) 
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Appendix T 
 

Descriptive statistics and non-parametric tests comparing final Study 2 sample  
to excluded participants across personality and ERP data. 

 

      N       Mann-Whitney U 

MEASURE VARIABLE SAMPLE Valid Missing Mean Median Range p 

SRP Total Final 32 0 146.2 (19.98) 147 77 (107-184) 0.164 
   Excluded 8 0 156.9 (22.86) 156 76 (113-189)  

 Factor 1 Final 32 0 81.0 (13.08) 80 45 (58-103) 0.263 
   Excluded 8 0 86.6 (12.83) 94 33 (64-97)  

 Factor 2 Final 32 0 65.2 (10.69) 62.5 42 (45-87) 0.263 

    Excluded 8 0 70.3 (13.56) 70 43 (49-92)  

ACS Total Final 32 0 30.8 (6.85) 29.5 32 (14-46) 0.804 
   Excluded 8 0 31.9 (8.56) 32 21 (21-42)  

 Focus Final 32 0 9.7 (4.48) 8.5 21 (0-21) 0.934 
   Excluded 8 0 9.9 (5.57) 11 14 (1-15)  

 Shift Final 32 0 21.1 (3.62) 21 16 (13-29) 0.778 

    Excluded 8 0 22.0 (4.14) 22.5 10 (17-27)  

P1 amplitude (μv) Final 32 0 6.8 (2.53) 6.49 8.7 (2.8-11.5) 0.978 
   Excluded 3 5 6.7 (2.73) 6.76 5.5 (3.9-94)  

 latency (ms) Final 32 0 127.8 (8.11) 126 46 (106-152) 0.717 
   Excluded 3 5 124.5 (14.39) 125 29 (110-139)  

N170 amplitude (μv) Final 32 0 -4.5 (2.22) -3.88 8.5 ([-10.2]-[-1.6]) 0.084 
   Excluded 3 5 -7.6 (2.93) -5.95 5.2 ([-11.0]-[-5.8])  

 latency (ms) Final 32 0 182.6 (12.87) 183 54 (162-216) 0.446 

    Excluded 3 5 180.2 (24.97) 167 44 (165-209)  
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Appendix U 
 

Radbout Face Stimulus Set ratings for subset of fearful, happy, and neutral stimuli used 
in the current tasks 

 
 

EMOTION Rating Mean (SD) Range (min-max) 

FEAR % Agreement 96.3 (0.03) 8.0 (92.0 – 100.0) 

 Intensity 4.3 (0.19) 0.54 (4.04 – 4.58) 

 Clarity 4.2 (0.24) 0.75 (3.92 – 4.67) 

 Genuineness 2.9 (0.33) 1.26 (2.29 – 3.55) 

 Valance 2.0 (0.13) 0.36 (1.81 – 2.17) 

HAPPY % Agreement 100.0 (0.00) 0.0 (100.0 –  100.0) 

 Intensity 4.5 (0.20) 0.66 (4.08 – 4.74) 

 Clarity 4.7 (0.06) 0.19 (4.64 – 4.83) 

 Genuineness 4.1 (0.30) 0.88 (3.50 – 4.38) 

 Valance 4.5 (0.19) 0.66 (4,17 – 4.83) 

NEUTRAL % Agreement 100.0 (0.00) 0.0 (100.0 – 100.0) 

 Intensity 3.8 (0.20) 0.55 (3.54 – 4.09) 

 Clarity 4.1 (0.16) 0.48 (3.91 –  4.39) 

 Genuineness 4.2 (0.11) 0.33 (3.96 –  4.29) 

 Valance 3.3 (0.19) 0.54 (2.96 –  3.50) 

Note: Intensity (1 = low, 5 = high); Clarity (1 = low, 5 = high); Genuineness (1 = low, 5  

          = high); Valance (1 = negative, 3 = neutral, 5 = positive). 
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Appendix V 
 

Response accuracy by processing condition (Task) across testing wave for (a) total and 
(b) final testing samples in Study 2 

 
 

(a) Total Sample 

 WAVE 1 

(N =11) 

WAVE 2 

(N =27) 

Independent Samples 
Mann-Whitney U 

Implicit (Task A) 87.9% (7.75%) 93.8% (3.47%) p = .010 

Explicit (Task B) 35.7% (1.05%) 35.2% (7.03%) p =.751 

(b) Final Sample 

 WAVE 1 

(N = 8) 

WAVE 2 

(N = 24) 

Independent Samples 
Mann-Whitney U 

Implicit (Task A) 90.5% (5.02%) 94.1% (2.99%) p = .067 

Explicit (Task B) 36.1% (0.84%) 35.8% (6.93%) p = .912 

Note: One participant in both Wave 1 and Wave 2 did not complete both tasks, and therefore were not  

          included in total sample analyses of response accuracy. 
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Appendix W 
 

Study 2 task performance accuracy across SRP total and factor-level traits severity. 
 

  

SRP TOTAL 

 LOW (n = 11) MEDIUM (n = 11) HIGH (n = 10) 

 Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit 

Mean 0.93 0.37 0.93 0.33 0.94 0.36 

SD 0.034 0.037 0.048 0.077 0.037 0.071 

Median 0.93 0.37 0.94 0.36 0.93 0.36 

Range 0.12 0.12 0.17 0.27 0.10 0.26 

Minimum 0.84 0.31 0.81 0.10 0.88 0.21 

Maximum 0.96 0.43 0.98 0.37 0.98 0.47 

FACTOR 1 

 LOW (n = 11) MEDIUM (n = 11) HIGH (n = 10) 

 Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit 

Mean 0.92 0.34 0.95 0.35 0.93 0.36 

SD 0.049 0.0867 0.030 0.035 0.034 0.066 

Median 0.93 0.36 0.95 0.36 0.94 0.36 

Range 0.15 0.33 0.09 0.14 0.10 0.26 

Minimum 0.81 0.10 0.89 0.29 0.88 0.21 

Maximum 0.97 0.43 0.98 0.43 0.98 0.47 

FACTOR 2 

 LOW (n = 12) MEDIUM (n = 10) HIGH (n = 10) 

 Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit Implicit Explicit 

Mean 0.93 0.37 0.93 0.37 0.95 0.33 

SD 0.034 0.034 0.045 0.026 0.040 0.105 

Median 0.94 0.36 0.93 0.36 0.96 0.36 

Range 0.12 0.12 0.16 0.09 0.10 0.36 

Minimum 0.84 0.31 0.81 0.32 0.88 0.10 

Maximum 0.96 0.43 0.97 0.41 0.98 0.47 
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Appendix X 
 

Study 2 task performance accuracy and SRP total and factor-level traits severity 
correlation statistics. 

 
 

 SRP Scale 

 Total Factor 1 Factor 2 

TASK r(p) r(p) r(p) 

Implicit 0.046 (.801) -0.025 (.892) 0.117 (.522) 

Explicit -0.073 (.691) 0.121 (.510) -0.284 (.115) 

Note: N = 32 
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Appendix Y 
 

Average number of trials included in grand averaged ERPs by condition for both (a) 
implicit (Task A) and (b) explicit (Task B) 

 
 

(a) Implicit Processing Condition (Task A) 

  

  
EMOTION 

FREQUENCY   Fear Happy Neutral 

Low Mean 56.9 56.9 56.1 

  SD 2.77 3.18 3.04 

Broad Mean 56.0 57.3 56.9 

  SD 2.72 2.81 3.19 

High Mean 57.1 55.9 56.7 

  SD 2.31 3.82 3.10 

(b) Explicit Processing Condition (Task B) 

  

  
EMOTION 

FREQUENCY   Fear Happy Neutral 

Low Mean 55.0 54.8 55.0 

 SD 5.29 5.31 5.96 

Broad Mean 55.3 55.8 55.3 

 SD 4.11 4.77 5.30 

High Mean 55.3 55.2 55.8 

 SD 4.53 5.86 4.56 
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Appendix Z 
 

. Mixed repeated measures ANOVA for the P1 amplitude elicited by task, emotion and, 
spatial frequency manipulations and electrode site location 

 
 

Source df effect, df error F p pη2 

Task 1, 29 21.419 0.000 0.425 

Emotion 2, 58 3.693 0.031 0.113 

Frequency 2, 58 5.151 0.009 0.151 

Site 1, 29 7.459 0.011 0.205 

Task * Emotion 2, 58 1.386 0.258 0.046 

Task * Frequency 2, 58 1.207 0.306 0.040 

Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 0.897 0.468 0.030 

Task * Site 1, 29 0.000 0.993 0.000 

Emotion * Site 2, 58 1.852 0.166 0.060 

Frequency * Site 2, 58 1.482 0.236 0.049 

Task * Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 1.540 0.195 0.050 

Task * Emotion * Site 2, 58 2.818 0.081 0.089 

Task * Frequency * Site 2, 58 1.085 0.345 0.036 

Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 1.255 0.292 0.041 

Task * Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 0.342 0.849 0.012 
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Appendix AA 
 

Mixed repeated measures ANOVA for the P1 latencies elicited by task, emotion and, 
spatial frequency manipulations and electrode site location  

 
 

Source df effect, df error F p pη2 

Task 1, 29 9.630 0.004 0.249 

Emotion 2, 58 1.323 0.274 0.044 

Frequency 2, 58 19.495 0.000 0.402 

Site 1, 29 3.639 0.066 0.111 

Task * Emotion 2, 58 0.998 0.364 0.033 

Task * Frequency 2, 58 0.200 0.820 0.007 

Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 2.367 0.057 0.075 

Task * Site 1, 29 0.278 0.602 0.010 

Emotion * Site 2, 58 0.768 0.437 0.026 

Frequency * Site 2, 58 0.825 0.443 0.028 

Task * Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 0.423 0.708 0.014 

Task * Emotion * Site 2, 58 0.125 0.811 0.004 

Task * Frequency * Site 2, 58 0.069 0.933 0.002 

Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 0.812 0.493 0.027 

Task * Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 2.027 0.131 0.065 
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Appendix BB 
 

Mixed repeated measures ANOVA for the N170 amplitudes elicited by task, emotion 
and, spatial frequency manipulations and electrode site location 

 
 

Source df effect, df error F p pη2 

Task 1, 29 30.529 0.000 0.513 

Emotion 2, 58 1.492 0.236 0.049 

Frequency 2, 58 46.291 0.000 0.615 

Site 1, 29 4.527 0.042 0.135 

Task * Emotion 2, 58 1.550 0.221 0.051 

Task * Frequency 2, 58 1.581 0.220 0.052 

Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 5.728 0.000 0.165 

Task * Site 1, 29 5.101 0.001 0.150 

Emotion * Site 2, 58 2.115 0.157 0.068 

Frequency * Site 2, 58 0.883 0.398 0.030 

Task * Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 3.469 0.038 0.107 

Task * Emotion * Site 2, 58 8.137 0.001 0.219 

Task * Frequency * Site 2, 58 0.523 0.596 0.018 

Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 1.587 0.182 0.052 

Task * Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 0.394 0.813 0.013 
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Appendix CC 
 

Mixed repeated measures ANOVA for the N170 latencies elicited by task, emotion and, 
spatial frequency manipulations and electrode site location  

 
 

Source df effect, df error F p pη2 

Task 1, 29 13.237 0.001 0.313 

Emotion 2, 58 3.348 0.042 0.104 

Frequency 2, 58 66.496 0.000 0.696 

Site 1, 29 11.023 0.002 0.275 

Task * Emotion 2, 58 0.319 0.728 0.011 

Task * Frequency 2, 58 2.464 0.094 0.078 

Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 1.615 0.175 0.053 

Task * Site 1, 29 2.185 0.075 0.070 

Emotion * Site 2, 58 0.806 0.377 0.027 

Frequency * Site 2, 58 1.727 0.187 0.056 

Task * Emotion * Frequency 4, 116 0.046 0.955 0.002 

Task * Emotion * Site 2, 58 2.106 0.131 0.068 

Task * Frequency * Site 2, 58 0.860 0.429 0.029 

Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 0.340 0.791 0.012 

Task * Emotion * Frequency * Site 4, 116 1.899 0.115 0.061 
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Appendix DD 
 

Three-way RMANOVA (T * F * S) * SRP group between-group effects across emotional 
expression conditions 

 
 

Component Measure Emotion F p Partial η² 

P1 amplitude Fear 0.39 0.682 0.03 

  Happy 0.43 0.657 0.03 

  Neutral 0.48 0.622 0.03 

 latency Fear 0.92 0.411 0.06 

  Happy 1.18 0.322 0.08 

  Neutral 0.82 0.449 0.05 

N170 amplitude Fear 0.73 0.489 0.05 

  Happy 0.47 0.629 0.03 

  Neutral 0.75 0.480 0.05 

 latency Fear 0.14 0.873 0.01 

  Happy 0.58 0.566 0.04 

  Neutral 0.12 0.890 0.01 

Note: df effect, df error = 2, 29 
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Appendix EE 
 

Three -way RMANOVA (T * F * S) * Factor 1 group between-group effects across 
emotional expression conditions 

 
 

Component Measure Emotion F p Partial η² 

P1 amplitude Fear 2.34 0.114 0.14 

  Happy 3.05 0.063 0.17 

  Neutral 2.93 0.069 0.17 

 latency Fear 0.23 0.793 0.02 

  Happy 0.41 0.665 0.03 

  Neutral 0.11 0.895 0.01 

N170 amplitude Fear 0.01 0.992 0.00 

  Happy 0.07 0.937 0.00 

  Neutral 0.01 0.991 0.00 

 latency Fear 0.23 0.794 0.02 

  Happy 0.63 0.538 0.04 

  Neutral 0.43 0.658 0.03 

Note: df effect, df error = 2, 29 
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Appendix FF 
 

Three -way RMANOVA (T * F * S) * Factor 2 group between-group effects across 
emotional expression conditions 

 
 

Component Measure Emotion F p Partial η² 

P1 amplitude fear 0.06 0.946 0.00 

  happy 0.13 0.876 0.01 

  neutral 0.08 0.920 0.01 

 latency fear 0.15 0.859 0.01 

  happy 0.43 0.653 0.03 

  neutral 0.09 0.912 0.01 

N170 amplitude fear 0.58 0.566 0.04 

  happy 0.47 0.628 0.03 

  neutral 0.51 0.607 0.03 

 latency fear 0.68 0.515 0.05 

  happy 1.05 0.362 0.07 

  neutral 0.64 0.536 0.04 

Note: df effect, df error = 2, 29 

 
 

 
 

 


